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Kurzfassung

Topologische Solitonen spielen eine entscheidende Rolle im Verständnis nicht-
störungstheoretischer Effekte in supersymmetrischen Feldtheorien als auch
Superstring-Theorien. Die Masse dieser Solitonen ist umgekehrt propor-
tional zur Kopplungskonstante und gewinnen dadurch im Bereich starker
Kopplungen an Bedeutung gegenüber den elementaren Quanten einer Quan-
tenfeldtheorie.

In supersymmetrischen Theorien mit topologischen Solitonzuständen fü-
hren diese zu zentralen Ladungen in der Supersymmetriealgebra und zu
einer sogenannten "BPS bound", die eine untere Schranke für die Masse
der Solitonen darstellen. Im Falle, dass die Schranke abgesättigt wird,
spricht man von BPS-Zuständen. Diese haben die besondere Eigenschaft,
dass die Dimension der irreduziblen Darstellung der Supersymmetriealgebra
gegenüber Nicht-BPS-Zuständen verringert ist. Dies führt zu einer exakten
Relation zwischen Masse und zentraler Ladung dieser Zustände, die nicht
durch störungstheoretische Korrekturen geändert werden kann.

In der hier vorgelegten Arbeit werden Korrekturen zur Masse sowie
zur zentralen Ladung von solitonischen Zuständen in M = 1 supersym-
metrischen "kink" und "kink domain wall" Modellen sowie M = 1 Vortizes
in drei Dimensionen berechnet. Das Problem der Regularisierung diver-
genter Ausdrücke in den Quantenkorrekturen wird dabei elegant gelöst, in
dem die betrachteten topologischen Objekte in einen höherdimensionalen
Raum eingebettet werden. Die so gewonnenen flachen Extradimensionen
werden zur dimensionalen Regularisierung benutzt. Die Supersymmetrieal-
gebra wird durch eine die Supersymmetrie respektierende dimensionale Re-
duktion erhalten. Die zentralen Ladungen sind dann durch die Impulsop-
eratoren in der Extradimension gegeben. Diese enthalten Terme, die in
der ursprünglichen Algebra nicht vorhanden sind und bei Entfernung der
Regularisierung verschwinden. Unter Quantenkorrekturen kann jedoch auch
nach Entfernung der regularisierenden Extradimension ein endlicher, anoma-
ler, Beitrag bestehen bleiben. So konnten anomale Beiträge zur zentralen
Ladung des supersymmetrischen "kink" und der dreidimensionalen super-
symmetrischen "domain wall" identifiziert werden. Im Falle des supersym-
metrischen Vortex konnte gezeigt werden, dass bisher nicht berücksichtigte
Renormierungseffekte, die u.a. für die Eichinvarianz notwendig sind, zu einer
Korrektur der Masse und der Ladung führen. In allen untersuchten Fällen
wurde die Saturierung der BPS Schranke beobachtet, was vor allem im zwei-
dimensionalen Fall zu einem kuriosen Grundzustand im topologischen Sektor
führt, der keine im herkömmlichen Sinne definitive Fermionparität hat. Für
diesen Fall konnte ein neuer Fermionparitätsoperator identifiziert werden,
bezüglich dem der solitonische Grundzustand bosonisch ist und fermionis-
che Nichtnullmodenanregungen tatsächlich fermionisch sind.
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1 Introduction

During the last decade an enormous flurry of activity and also substantial
progress has taken place in understanding non-perturbative effects in both
supersymmetric field theories and superstring theories [121,122]. Central
to this is the occurrence of extended objects such as solitons and instan-
tons [112], whose masses and actions are inversely proportional to coupling
constants so that they gain importance in the strongly coupled regime. As
first observed in the two-dimensional sine-Gordon theory [32,36-39], there
is the possibility of an intriguing duality between the ordinary elementary
quanta of quantum field theory and bound states of solitons.

In supersymmetric soliton-bearing theories, topological solitons give rise
to central charges in the supersymmetry algebra, which commute with all
other operators of the algebra, and to a so-called BPS [15,110] bound on the
mass spectrum. Classically this bound is saturated by solitons, i.e. exact
non-trivial solutions of the non-linear field equations with finite energy or en-
ergy density1 and nontrivial topology in field space. In the quantum theory
such states, which saturate the BPS bound, are called BPS (Bogomol'nyi-
F'rasad-Sommerfield) states. This saturation of the bound is closely related
to the fact that half (or a quarter, depending on the model under consider-
ation) of the supersymmetry is conserved by BPS states. This is sometimes
equally well used as the definition of a BPS state or classical BPS solution,
respectively. In the case of BPS saturation the irreducible representations
have the same dimension as massless representations rather then massive
representations. Thus so called BPS super-multiplets contain less states
then massive representations which do not saturate the BPS bound and as
a consequence of this "multiplet shortening" there exist exact constraints on
the spectrum of quantized solitons as shown by Witten and Olive [146]. If in
some approximation equality between the mass of topological states and its
topological quantum number (the central charge) is found, this saturation
is protected against perturbative quantum corrections, since the number of
particle states cannot be changed by perturbative corrections. This is some-
times overstated as implying that there are no quantum corrections to the
classical mass spectrum at all, while it rather means that such quantum
corrections have to affect mass and central charge by equal amounts. The
complete vanishing of quantum corrections to the mass and because of BPS
saturation also to the central charge has a different origin than multiplet
shortening. This is due to non-renormalization theorems as for example for
the superpotential in (generalized) M = 1 Wess-Zumino models in four di-
mensions [72]. Such non-renormalization theorems are then bequeathed to
models obtained by a susy preserving dimensional reduction as for example

'We are somewhat cavalier in the notion of solitons since we also consider extended
objects like domain walls, which have only finite energy density in a non-compact space.



the two-dimensional M = 2 susy-kink model [104].
In two-dimensional minimal, i.e. M — 1, supersymmetric WZ-models no

non-renormalization theorem does apply and nontrivial corrections to the
mass and the central charge should be expected. However, the technicalities
in these computations are quite involved. This issue was reopened when
A. Rebhan and P. v. Nieuwenhuizen found [113] that the simple energy-
momentum cutoff used explicitly or implicitly in most of the calculations
that obtained a null result was inconsistent with the integrability of the
bosonic sine-Gordon model [39]. Careful calculations using mode number
cutoff such that boundary energy contributions are avoided subsequently
established a nonzero result for the quantum corrections to the mass [61,
63,98,104] that agreed in fact with an older result by Schonfeld [120] and
which has also been reproduced by different methods [19,26,67]. Another
involved issue in these two dimensional models is the multiplet shortening
mechanism. Irreducible short M = 1 super-multiplets in two dimensions
are one-dimensional. Thus this single state has to be an eigenstate of one
of the two supercharges, which is a fermionic operator in the usual sense
of fermion parity. Thus it is impossible to assign a definite fermion parity
to such a state in the usual sense, it is half fermionic and half bosonic.
Therefore multiplet shortening was discarded at the prize of a reducible
two-dimensional representation representation [146]. But the absence of
multiplet shortening provides a possible non-saturation of the BPS bound,
i.e. a mismatch of the quantum corrections to mass and central charge
[113]. A negative mass correction obtained in [104] together with a vanishing
correction for the central charge implied not only non-saturation but even
violation of the lower BPS bound for the mass. Therefore the authors of [104]
conjectured the existence of an anomaly. It was then established by Shifman
et al. [123], using a susy-preserving higher-derivative regularization method,
that there is an anomalous contribution to the central charge which still
leads to BPS saturation at the quantum level, and which was subsequently
explained by the possibility of "super-short" single-state super-multiplets in
1+1 dimensions [61,100] which have no definite fermion number in the usual
sense.

Another interesting supersymmetric model providing classical topolog-
ical soliton solutions is the N — 2 extension of the abelian Higgs model
in 2 + 1 dimensions. The stable topological solitons of this model are the
Abrikosov-Nielsen-Oleson [1,42,105,131] vortices, which are an important in-
put in the context of mirror symmetry in (1+1) and (2+1) dimensions [4,80].
In the existing literature [97,119] a null result for both the mass and the
central charge was obtained. However, also this model does not provide a
non-renormalization theorem and thus a vanishing result for the quantum
corrections called for an explanation. The present author therefore sug-
gested a non-vanishing correction by a renormalization effect which after a
private communication was then subsequently obtained in [135]. Also the



incomplete null result of ref. [97,119], where the calculations are lacking of a
proper regularization, has been proven in a mathematical rigorous manner
in [135].

The present work for the most part is based on research which has been
carried out in collaboration with A.Rebhan and P.van Nieuwenhuizen and
partly with A. Goldhaber [63,115-117]. Each chapter focus on different
aspects and are almost self-contained. We discuss in separate introductions
the details of every particular chapter. Here we give an overview and try to
outline the "big picture" which brings all separated parts together.

The renewed activity in this field started, as discussed above, by the
discovery of subtleties in the regularization process for quantum correction
in the presence of a topological background. In the present work we develop
an elegant and susy-preserving variant of dimensional regularization. For
supersymmetric theories in the presence of a nontrivial background one has
to circumvent two problems: (i) The preservation of susy when changing
the dimension and (ii) that the loop-momentum integrals involve nontrivial
functions due to the background so that the standard formulas of 't Hooft
and Veltman's dimensional regularization are not applicable. Both prob-
lems are solved by embedding the nontrivial soliton background in a higher
dimensional model with the same field and susy content. At first sight it
seems exceptional that such a higher dimensional model exists, but noting
that topological states involve central charges in the susy algebra which,
except in two dimensions, on representation-theoretical grounds imply ex-
tended supersymmetry this is less surprising. In this way four-dimensional
Af = 2 monopoles are obtained from a six-dimensional Af = 1 super-Yang-
Mills theory, the three-dimensional Af = 2 vortex is obtained from a four-
dimensional Af = 1 abelian Higgs model and the two-dimensional Af = 1
susy kink is obtained from the same Lagrangian in three dimensions. The
flat extra-dimension obtained by this embedding is then used for the analytic
continuation slightly below the original dimension as usual in dimensional
regularization. The susy algebra is obtained by susy-preserving dimensional
reduction of the higher dimensional susy algebra. The central charges are
then given by the momentum operator in the flat extra-dimension, where
the classical central charge, which is also present in the lower-dimensional
model, stems from the antisymmetric part of the energy momentum tensor
while the symmetric part and thus the genuine momentum in the higher di-
mensional model is only present through the regularization and gives rise to
a possible anomalous contribution to the central charge. We always observe
the important property that the Dirac operators in a classical BPS back-
ground provide a susy-quantum mechanical system, where different com-
ponents of the fermionic quantum fields are paired to susy-partners. This
structure makes it possible to reduce the possible anomalous contributions
to surface terms which are thus completely given by the topology of the
soliton background. This is quite analogous to chiral anomalies, which are

8



determined by the topology of the gauge field and which can also be related
to the index of Dirac operators.

As second general issue is the concept of renormalization. The UV-
structure and thus the renormalizability is determined by the vacuum sector
and upon specifying one's renormalization conditions, quantum corrections
should be calculable also in the topological sector without ambiguity. How-
ever, despite of the freedom in specifying one's renormalization conditions,
there is need for a complete renormalization of tadpoles, even if they are
finite as in odd dimensions in dimensional regularization at one-loop. In the
vacuum sector this stabilizes the point of expansion, i.e. the vacuum and in
the topological sector this guarantees that the soliton field profile assumes
the vacuum value asymptotically. As we will see, the renormalization of
tadpoles is also necessary for gauge invariance.

This work is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce our variant
of dimensional regularization by embedding the two-dimensional kink as a
domain wall in higher dimensions, whose tensions are obtained in one line
with the mass of the (susy) kink. In section 3 we consider once again the
mode regularization of the susy-kink and obtain an explanation for the need
of averaging over different boundary conditions in terms of the invariance
under discrete symmetries. In section 4 we derive the anomalous contribu-
tion to the central charge of the susy-kink and susy-kink domain wall. For
the susy-kink an anomalous current is identified as the susy transformation
of an evanescent counter term in the susy current. For the single-state short
susy-multiplet we find a new fermion parity operator, such that the soliton
ground state is even and fermionic non-zero-mode excitations are odd. In
section 5 we discuss the anomaly multiplet structure obtained by dimen-
sional reduction of supercurrent superfield and compute the non-vanishing
corrections to the mass and central charge of the M = 2 vortex.



2 Surface tensions of supersymmetric kink domain
walls

2.1 Introduction

One of the simplest situations where one can study quantum corrections
to non-trivial background fields is the calculation of the quantum mass of
1+1-dimensional solitons with exactly known fluctuation spectra [32,37,39,
41, 112, 136]. One-loop corrections can be obtained from computing the
difference of the sums (and integrals) of zero-point energies in the soliton
background and in the topologically trivial vacuum. The regularization of
these sums is a surprisingly delicate matter whose subtleties have been in-
vestigated only rather recently, starting with the observation [113] that for
example a simple energy-momentum cutoff leads to incorrect results if the
same cutoff is used in the topologically distinct sectors. This has been an
actual problem in the calculation of the quantum mass of supersymmetric
solitons [28,29,84,88,148]. On the other hand, the extension of the mode-
number cutoff regularization method introduced by Dashen et al. [37], which
begins by discretizing the problem by means of a finite volume, to fermions
turns out to lead to new subtleties concerning the choice of boundary con-
ditions which may or may not entail a contamination through energies lo-
calized at the boundaries [61,104,123,145].

However, there do exist methods which give correct results that can be
formulated a priori in the continuum. In Ref. [104] it has been shown that
the derivative of the quantum kink mass with respect to the mass of elemen-
tary scalar bosons is less sensitive and can be calculated by energy cutoff
regularization, leading to a result for the quantum mass of susy kinks that
agrees with S-matrix factorizations [5,6], validating also previous results
obtained by Schonfeld who considered mode-number regularization of the
kink-antikink system [120], and by Refs. [21,23,26] using a finite mass for-
mula in terms of only the discrete modes. In Refs. [48,66-68], another viable
continuum approach was developed that is based on subtracting successive
Born approximations for scattering phase shifts. Ref. [123] introduced susy-
preserving higher (space) derivative terms in the action and obtained the
correct one-loop results for the energy and the central charge from simple
Feynman graphs. Also heat-kernel and zeta-function regularization methods
have been applied successfully to this problem [7,19].

In Ref. [107] it has been shown that dimensional regularization through
embedding kinks as domain walls in extra dimensions reproduces the known
result for the bosonic kink mass, but it was concluded that this method may
be difficult to generalize.

The present section relies on [115] and extends the analysis of Ref. [107].
We demonstrate that dimensional regularization also allows one to calcu-
late the surface tensions of kink domain walls in a way that is far simpler

10



than the methods used previously. Moreover, the consideration of domain
walls gives insight into where precisely naive cutoff regularization fails, and
resolves its ambiguities by observing that finite ambiguities become diver-
gences in higher dimensions. Requiring finiteness in d + 1 dimensions thus
fixes the finite ambiguities in 1 + 1 dimensions. In this way we confirm the
recent observation in Ref. [98] that the defective energy cutoff method can
be repaired by using smooth cutoffs, or sharp cutoffs as limits of smooth
ones.

Through dimensional regularization we derive a remarkably compact for-
mula for surface tensions that unifies the diverse results on kink domain walls
in 2+1 and 3+1 dimensions, and yields a finite result even in 4+1 dimen-
sions. We discuss the effects of using different renormalization schemes and
confirm (most of the) previous one-loop results in the literature on kink
domain walls in 2+1 and 3+1 dimensions.

We also show that this way of dimensional regularization works for the
supersymmetric case by re-deriving the quantum mass of the 1+1 supersym-
metric kink, and find a new result for a 2+1 dimensional supersymmetric
kink domain wall with chiral domain-wall fermions, which unlike its 3+1
dimensional analogue has nonzero quantum corrections.

2.2 Bosonic kink and dimensional regularization

In 1+1 dimensions, a real </?4 theory with spontaneously broken Z2 symmetry

^ (1)

has topologically non-trivial solutions to the field equations with finite en-
ergy: solitons called "kinks", which interpolate between the two degenerate
vacuum states (po = ±//o/\/Äö = ±i>o- Expressed in terms of renormalized
parameters,

ip0 = y/Zip , Z = 1 + SZ ,

\0 = ZX\ = X + 6X ,
vl = ZV2V2 = v2 + öv2 , (2)

the Lagrangian (1) reads as2

C =-\{dy? - \{<p2 - v2)2

-\{5\ + 2\6Z)(<p2 - v2)2 + %(6v2 - v26Z)(<p2 - v2)

± 2 2 , (3)
2In a more convenient renormalization scheme, Z2Xo = A + 5X , ^VQ = v2 + Sv2 the

counter term Lagrangian has a more compact form. But for our purposes the scheme (2)
leads to simplifications.

11



where we have omitted higher order counter terms. A kink/anti-kink at rest
at x = XQ is classically given by [112]

4 ^ (4)

This is an exact solution of the classical action, i.e. the first line in (3) but it
is not a stationary point of the full Lagrangian (3). This leads to corrections
in the field profile through terms linear in the quantum field [62,123] but
does not change the energy at one-loop order (see the remarks at the end
of section 5.4 in [112]). Embedding the kink solution in (d + 1) dimensions
instead of (1+1) gives a domain wall separating the two distinct vacua.
This is no longer a finite-energy solution—its energy is proportional to the
transverse volume Ld~l, with classical energy density (surface tension)

£DW = Mo/L = -^f- = -3jf- + O{h), (5)

where we have again expressed the classical quantity in terms of the renor-
malized parameters. In the following both forms will be useful for us.

In (d+ 1) < 4 dimensions, (1) is renormalizable or super-renormalizable,
and upon specifying one's renormalization conditions, quantum corrections
to the energy density should be calculable in perturbation theory without
ambiguity. Some authors are somewhat cavalier with regard to fixing the
meaning of the parameters of the theory through the renormalization con-
ditions, making their results basically meaningless: since the lowest order
involves two parameters, any one- or two-loop result is correct in some renor-
malization scheme.

In 1 + 1 dimensions, where kinks correspond to particles with a calcu-
lable quantum mass determined by the parameters of the Lagrangian, the
most frequently used renormalization scheme consists of demanding that the
tadpole diagrams cancel in their entirety, while A = Ao and <p = </?o- The
cancellation of tadpoles is required by consistency of the perturbation the-
ory in the vacuum sector as well as in the topological sector. In the vacuum
sector it guarantees that the starting point of the field expansions remains
the vacuum under quantum corrections,

{4)=v <-» f = 0, (6)

which in turn guarantees that topological solutions, like the kink (4), ter-
minates in the vacuum, i.e. a zero energy configuration, at spatial infinity.
Thus its mass or tension, respectively, is still finite under quantum correc-
tions.

Such a renormalization scheme can still be used in 2 + 1 dimensions,
whereas in 3 + 1 dimensions there is finally the need to renormalize the
coupling constant non-trivially in order to absorb all one-loop divergences.
In the following we shall concentrate on the particularly natural scheme

12



which fixes the coupling constant renormalization such that in addition to
the absence of tadpole diagrams the renormalized mass of the elementary
scalar be equal to the pole of its propagator.

Wave-function renormalization <po = y/Z<p is finite to one-loop order in
3 + 1 dimensions and to all orders in lower dimensions and it is therefore
not mandatory for the one-loop corrections to the energies of kinks and kink
domain walls. Nevertheless we will also consider wave-function renormal-
izations to compare our results, obtained by embedding in and reduction
from an higher dimension, with partial existing results in the literature, to
make sure that our method is based on working principles. This will be
important in the case of even more delicate calculations as for the central
charge corrections considered below.

With (2), the renormalized Lagrangian for elementary excitations 77
around the minimum v = -%=, i.e ip = v + 77, then reads

+Xv(ôv2 - v2ÔZ)rj + \{X8v2 - 2v2ÔX - 5Xv2ÔZ)rj2

-v(ô\ + 2X5Z)rf - \{5X + 2X5Z)rf - \8Z{drj)2 + O(h2) (7)

which shows that the renormalized mass of the elementary boson at tree-
graph level is m2 = 2ß2, so that the propagator is given by

The other Feynman rules are:

j = i\v(öv2 - v2ÔZ)

= i{Xôv2 - 2ÔXv2) - i(5Xv2 + p2)ÔZ. (9)

2.2.1 Tadpole renormalization with Z = 1

For simplicity we choose Z — 1, ôZ = 0 for now, postponing the discussion
of schemes with nontrivial Z to sect. 2.3.2. The requirement that tadpole
graphs are completely canceled by the counter term proportional to 77 fixes
6v2 at one-loop level:

? + I = o => ^ = ^ 9 ,
which gives with the rules (9) and including a symmetry factor | :

2 o.fc f dkOddk 1 ofc f ddk1 ofc f ddk
m'-ie = 3HJ (2

13



where we have re-introduced the /ï-dependence. Using dimensional regular-
ization, where for Euclidean momenta &E

/ •
(12)

and writing d = 1 + s so that s denotes the number of spatial dimensions
orthogonal to the kink axis, we have (setting h = 1 henceforth)

2nK ;r(-i)(47r)f Jo
 V ' V '

which is written in a form that will turn out to be convenient shortly.

2.2.2 On-shell renormalization

Calculating the one-loop correction to the pole mass of the elementary
bosons involves local sea-gull diagrams that are exactly canceled by 5v2

and a non-local diagram with 3-vertices. According to (7) the renormal-
ized mass m will be equal to the pole mass, if the latter diagram evaluated
on-shell is canceled by the counter term oc ÔXrj1:

( O + - ^ + s )|p2=_m2 = ( o - 2w2<5A)|p2==_m2 = 0

=» ÔX = 2 ^

Evaluating the graph (see appendix) this determines <5A as

(An) 2

= MJ^r^ffl^tF^i.^-i), (is)

(4TT) 2

where we used 2F1{a, b; c; z) = T{b)^b) Jo ^'H1 ~ <)C~&~1(1 - zt)~adt. For
{)^) Jo

s —ï 2, i.e. when considering the (3+l)-dimensional theory, SX contains a
divergence. For s < 2, as we have remarked, the choice ÖX = 0 is also a pos-
sible renormalization scheme, and we shall consider it, too, when applicable.

2.2.3 Topological sector

In 1+1 dimensions, the one-loop quantum corrections to the mass of a kink
are determined by the functional determinant of the differential operator
describing fluctuations around the classical solution (4) compared to that of
the trivial vacuum, leading formally to a sum over zero-point energies which
contribute according to

14



where ÙJ and u' are the eigen frequencies of fluctuations around a kink and
the vacuum, respectively. The individual sums as well as their difference are
ultraviolet divergent. The latter divergence is removed by the contribution
of the counter term Lagrangian (3) to the energy in the kink background,

bM=\bZ dx{dx<pK)2

-\{8v2 - v2ÔZ) f dx {<p2
K - v2) + \{ÔX + 2XÔZ) f dx (<p2

K - v2)2

\. (17)

Note that the terms proportional ÖZ vanish because of the Bogomol'nyi
equation for the kink,

/l2
k-v

2). (18)

For a simple two dimensional scalar field model this is equivalent to the
equipartition theorem, but as will we see later this is an important structure
especially in the supersymmetric case. Since the field strength renormaliza-
tion is a variation of the field and thus proportional to the classical e.o.m.
the one loop contribution proportional ÔZ obviously vanishes for a classical
background. Nevertheless the form as given in the first line of (17) will be
useful for us. Equivalently the counterterms are obtained by rewriting the
bare kink mass MQ in terms of renormalized parameters

^ ^ ^ (19)

with

m3

8M = môv2 + —2 SX = ôvM + 6XM (20)

However, as reviewed in the introduction, the regularization of the sums
over zero-point energies is a highly delicate matter, and for instance a simple
cutoff regularization fails [113]. Using the same sharp cutoff in energy or,
equivalently, momentum in both the trivial and soliton sector, gives a finite
result where the cutoff can be removed, but this differs from other regular-
ization procedures by a finite amount. In fact, it has been shown that cutoff
regularization can be repaired by using smooth cutoffs [98] which are in fact
also required in the calculation of Casimir energies in order that sums over
zero-point energies there can be evaluated by means of the Euler-McLaurin
formula [86]. The limit of a sharp cutoff differs from a straightforward sharp
cutoff by a delta-function peak in the spectral density at the integration
boundary which must not be omitted. A completely different procedure
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using sharp cutoffs which depend on the coordinate x has recently been
proposed in Ref. [62] and independently in Ref. [145]. This "local mode
regularization" has been used in Ref. [62] to calculate the local distribution
of the quantum energies of 1+1 dimensional solitons.

In the following, we shall however employ dimensional regularization,
which has been shown in Ref. [107] to reproduce correctly the quantum
mass of the bosonic 1+1 dimensional kink, and also consider the higher-
dimensional kink domain walls.3 By analytic continuation of the number s of
extra transverse dimensions of a kink domain wall, no further regularization
is needed. In the vacuum this is indeed consistent with standard (isotropic)
dimensional regularization over s + 1 spatial dimensions, as its formulae
continue to apply if one first integrates, over a subset of dimensions.

Denoting the momenta pertaining to the s transverse dimensions by (.
and reserving k for the momentum along the kink, i.e. perpendicular to the
kink domain wall, the energy of the latter per transverse volume Ls follows
from (16)

m3

'

+ ^ + m 2 ^ ) + ÔM (21)

where the discrete sum is over the normalizable states B of the 1+1-dimensional
kink with energy wg, and the integral is over the continuum part of the spec-
trum. We give a more detailed derivation of formulae like this one in section
4 below. For the moment we focus on the regularization of such expressions.

The spectrum of fluctuations for the 1+1-dimensional kink is known
exactly [112]. It consists of a zero-mode, a bound state with energy uj2

B/m2 =
3/4, and scattering states (/>£ in a reflectionless potential for which the phase
shift <$#(&) = -2arctan(3mfc/(m2 — 2k"1)) in the kink background provides
the difference in the spectral density between kink and trivial vacuum

The zero mode (w^ = 0), which trivially does not contribute to the
mass of a kink because of its vanishing energy, corresponds to a massless
mode with energy y/P for s^O, but does also not contribute to the energy
densities of kink domain walls in dimensional regularization, because in the
latter integrals without a mass scale vanish. However, it does contribute in
cut-off regularization, as we shall discuss further below.

3Dimensional regularization adapted to domain wall configurations has in fact been
discussed already long ago in Ref. [16], however without giving concrete results for the
surface tension.
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The nontrivial contribution comes from the integral in (21) containing
the phase shift. It is this part which led to a lot of confusion during the
last decade. The remarkable thing of the dimensional regularization by
embedding the nontrivial background is now as follows. The £ integral in
(.21.) can be treated with standard methods of dimensional, regularization as
an s-dimensional integral, i.e. by analytical continuation in s of the resulting
integral (see appendix)

r(i)
(23)

Thus the continuous dimension of the t integration has become a continuous
exponent for the remaining strict one dimensional ^-integration. The k-
integration is, because of the nontrivial background reflected by the phase
shift (22), originally not of the form of a standard integral in dimensional
regularization. Now this integral can again be evaluated by using the 't
Hooft-Veltman integration formulas, but now for an integer dimension and
an arbitrary, and finally analytical continued exponent s.

The leading divergence in the last integral of (21) matches the divergence
in 5VM and can be combined with it using (13) to give (with x = k/m)

3A + r ( - i ) ( 4
>+lfl / 3

7r)f \2 W

Here the first term inside the braces is the contribution from the bound state
with nonzero energy.

In the limit s —> 0, which corresponds to the 1+1 dimensional kink,
where one may renormalize "minimally" by putting 8\M = 0, one obtains

w = M ( )
=O _ Ms=0

(25)

reproducing the well-known DHN result [37]. It is interesting to note that
it is the last term in (25) that would be missed in a sharp-cutoff calculation
(see Ref. [113]) and that it now arises from the last term in the square
brackets of (24). The latter arises because the counter term due to Sv2 does
no longer match all of the divergences of the integral involving 5'K for s > 0,
but dimensional regularization gives a finite result as s —> 0.

In energy cutoff regularization this term can be recovered by implement-
ing the cutoff as S(k) —> 6{k)0(A - k) which gives a Dirac-delta in the
spectral density by differentiating 6 [98] and a finite contribution because
the scattering phase ô(k) decays only like l/k at large momenta. The need
for such subtle corrections is nicely avoided by dimensional regularization:
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for sufficiently negative transverse dimensionality s the ultraviolet behavior
of the scattering phases in the longitudinal direction is made harmless.

For s = 1,2,3, the integral in (24) is divergent and gives poles in dimen-
sional regularization, but as the final results will show, these divergences are
canceled by the other terms in (24): for s = 1,3, they come from the bound
state contribution, whereas for s = 2, they are provided by 6\M.

However, naive cutoff regularization would give rise to problems which
in fact point to the necessity of its modification as in Ref. [98]. In contrast
to dimensional regularization, cutoff regularization leads to singularities for
linear and quadratic divergences. Let us consider as an example the 2+1
case, i.e. s = 1. Using a sharp cutoff in the fc-integral of (21) and 6M = SVM,
one can combine these integrals yielding

- - U/P arctan y/P/m2 + y/P + 3m2/4arctan ^ 3 + 4£2/m2l 1.(26)

In this expression, the quadratic divergences cancel (for which it is nec-
essary that the kink zero-mode is not omitted!), but because arctan(a;) =
TT/2 — 1/x + 0(1/x2) for large x the terms in the square bracket also contain
linear divergences that do not cancel. However, if the fc-integral in (21) is
evaluated with a cutoff that is obtained from a smooth cutoff through a lim-
iting procedure, the Dirac-delta peak in the spectral density [98] contributes
the additional term

/•oo jp -3m J Af + f2 + m2

lim / Jp ¥ — ^ - (27)

where we have used 8(Ajc) ~ 3m/Ak- This renders the complete result finite,
and equal to that obtained in dimensional regularization.

Our study of domain walls thus resolves the ambiguities previously found
in the calculation of the kink mass. Finite ambiguities in 1+1 dimensions
become divergences in d+ 1 dimensions with d > 1. Requiring finiteness in
d + 1 dimensions fixes the finite ambiguities in 1+1 dimensions.

2.3 Surface tension of bosonic kink domain walls

For d > 1, it is straightforward to extract the finite answers for the one-loop
surface tensions of the bosonic kink domain walls by expanding s around
integer values, which leads to elementary integrals. But instead of giving
these individual results, some of which have been obtained previously, we
shall aim at covering them all together.
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Table 1: Special cases 0/2-^1 o r s of physical interest.

2.3.1 Renormalization schemes with Z = \

First we shall consider renormalization schemes where the wave-function
renormalization constant is kept at Z = 1 so that </? = </?o, which is a valid
and convenient choice at all loop orders for s < 2 and to one-loop order for
s = 2.

For general non-integer s, the integral in (24) can be expressed in terms
of the same hypergeometric function that appeared in the counter term SX,
eq. (15), which was chosen so as to let m coincide with the physical pole
mass of the elementary scalar bosons.4 This leads to the following remark-
ably compact formula for the energy densities of s-dimensional bosonic kink
domain walls

(28)

where m is the physical (pole) mass of the elementary scalar, and the term
proportional to - 3 is produced by the term proportional to s in (24). This
is a finite expression for —1 < s < 4. (The more minimal renormalization
scheme where Z\ = 1, which is possible for s < 2 only, is obtained by
replacing (2 + s) in the first term by 1.)

For the integer values of s of physical interest, the hypergeometric func-
tion in (28) can be reduced to elementary functions given in Table 1.

In the 3+1 dimensional case, one has 2-?i(0,... ) = 1, giving a zero for
the content of the braces in eq. (28), but multiplying a pole of the Gamma
function. Here one has to expand around s = 2, for which one needs the

4Using for example formula (3.259.3) of Ref. [64] together with the linear transformation
formulas (9.131), (9.132).
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Table 2: One-loop contributions to the quantum mass of the bosonic kink
(s = 0) and to the surface tension of s-dimensional domain walls for the
on-shell (OS), and minimal renormalization (MR) schemes, both with wave-
function renormalization Z = 1.

^f£Vms+1 (OSR) AM(') /„.s+l/m s + 1 (ZM)

3^(31n3-4) « -0.0350

-0.00795

21(4-5 in 3)
3

1
4\/3

19
16TT -0.234

_ | _ ( l n 3 _ M ) « _ 0 . 0 3 1 9

^ ^ -0-00733

-0-00296

Table 3: One-loop contributions to the quantum mass of the bosonic kink
(s — 0) and to the surface tension of s-dimensional domain walls for the
on-shell scheme with normalized residue (OSR) and the zero-momentum
(ZM) scheme.

following, easily derivable relation

7 1 = 1

( 2 9 )

The numerical results for s = 0,1,2,3 following from (28) are given in
Table 2 for both the physical on-shell renormalization scheme (OS) and,
where applicable, the minimal one with SX = 0 (MR).
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2.3.2 Renormalization schemes with nontrivial Z

In the OS scheme with a nontrivial Z = 1 + 6z, the equation defining ôv2 is
obtained by replacing 5v2 —> 6v2 — v28z in the left-hand side of (11), since
with nonzero SZ the 1-point counter term vertex in (9) gives

9 + j =L o =• Sv2 - v26Z = ^ 9 . (30)

The equation denning ÔX by the substitution SX —» SX + XÔZ in the left-hand
side of (15), since

ÔX + XÔZ = 2 ^ ( o ) | p 2 = _ m 2 , (31)

where we have inserted p2 = —m2 = —2Xv2 also for the 2-point counter
term vertex in (9).

Using the Bogomol'nyi equation, </?'/<- = U(<PK), the contribution from
the counter term Lagrangian (17) reduces thus to

ÔM = -\{8v2-v2ÖZ) fdx {<PK

git + ôZ Mcl.

For the last equality we have used the replacement determined by (31, 30)
and the classical mass

\ j v 2 ) 2 = r^. (33)

For any ÔZ the above replacements (30, 31) in the OS scheme preserve
the relation A = m2/(2v2), but with the definition of m fixed, that changes
the coupling appearing in the classical expression Mc/. = m3/(3A) according
to A = A|2=i(l — SZ). Thus the extra contribution to AM'1 ' can therefor
again alternatively obtained from the classical expression of the mass Mci
as +Mcl. ÔZ.

A natural refinement of the OS scheme, where m is given by the physical
(pole) mass, is to require that the residue of this pole be unity. This leads
to

sz = - 9 A r ^ i r ( ¥ ) Jo1 4

(4TT) 2
r

4-s\t3\Ê-^A c i (2-s 1 . 3 . 1 \ 4 c /4-s 1 . 3 .

(47r) 2

Curiously enough, with the help of Gauss' recursion relations [64] the
particular combination of hypergeometric functions in this expression can
be recast in a form proportional to (28),
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The energy densities of kink domain walls in an on-shell renormalization
scheme with physical pole mass and unit residue (OSR) is thus given by the
simple conversion formula

s + 4 A M o s

and the particular results for the values s of interest are listed in Table 3.
For the sake of comparison with previous results in the literature, Table

3 also includes another widely used renormalization scheme [101], where the
mass is renormalized at zero momentum (ZM) according to m2

ZM = T^ (0)
with F^(k2) the inverse propagator to one-loop order and SZ is chosen such
that [dT^/dk2](0) = 1. In this scheme, formula (28) gets replaced by

A M g _ m ' * 1 2 r ( ^ ) f / 3 \ f nl2-a 1 ,3 , 1
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' V

(37)

where the very last term within the braces is the contribution of ÔZ.
The surface tension of (p4 domain walls has been calculated in the ZM

scheme to one-loop order in 3+1 dimensions in Ref. [102] by considering
the energy splitting of the two lowest states in a finite volume using zeta-
function techniques, and our result completely agrees with that. Our result
is also consistent with the older Ref. [22] using e-expansion (in the limit
e —> 0), which employed yet another renormalization scheme that is closer
(but not identical) to an MS-scheme. We do not, however, agree with the
ZM-scheme result reported in Ref. [8] nor with its correction in Ref. [40] 5.

In 2+1 dimensions, the surface tension of the kink domain wall has
been calculated in Ref. [103], and in Ref. [79] to two-loop order in the ZM
scheme. Our one-loop ZM result reproduces that given in Ref. [79], while
the one-loop result of Ref. [103] cannot be directly compared with ours as
it re-expresses the ZM result in terms of the physical pole mass without
using the coupling of either our OS or OSR scheme. We also agree with
the most recent work [65], where the 2+1 dimensional kink domain wall en-
ergy density was calculated using the Born approximation methodology of
Refs. [48,69] in the MR scheme. Compared to Ref. [65], the present calcula-
tion in dimensional regularization turns out to be considerably simpler and
more straightforward, as the former has to exert some care in identifying
"half-bound" states and to employ certain non-trivial sum rules for phase
shifts. On the other hand, the methods of [48,69] will be useful also in cases
where one can determine phase shifts only numerically.

5The latter reports the same result as that contained in Ref. [22] (for e -* 0), while
formulating different renormalization conditions amounting to the ZM scheme at one-loop
order.
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Comparing finally the size of the one-loop corrections in the four different
renormalization schemes considered in Tables 2 and 3, one notices that the
corrections are largest in the MR scheme and significantly smaller in the
other schemes, with the ZM and OSR results being rather close, but with
noticeable differences.

These issues are of relevance in practical applications, and, indeed, the
surface tension of the tp4 kink domain wall can be related to universal quan-
tities that can be investigated by lattice simulations of the Ising model and
experimentally in binary mixtures [79]. In a comparison of the field-theoretic
results with lattice studies, the different definitions of mass in the OS and
in the ZM scheme correspond to the true (exponential) correlation length
and to the second moment of the correlation function, respectively, both of
which can be found in the literature (see e.g. [76] and references therein).

Of perhaps mere academic interest is the case of kink domain walls in 5
dimensions (s = 3) where our formulae still give finite results. In 5 dimen-
sions, </?4 theory is of course no longer renormalizable, though it may still be
of interest as an effective theory.

2.4 The susy kink and domain string

In 1+1 and 2+1 dimensions (s = 0 and s = 1), the model (1) has the
supersymmetric extension [44,82]

C = - i \{dßv)2 + U{y)2 + f y " ö ^ + U'{<p)W] , (38)

where tp is a Majorana spinor, •ip = ipTC and

(39)

(In 1+1 dimensions, U oc sin(x/7<^/2) gives the sine-Gordon model, which
is however not renormalizable in 2+1 dimensions.)

Embedding the susy kink in 2+1 dimensions gives a domain wall centered
about a one-dimensional string on which the fermion mass vanishes (since
U'(IPK) OC ipK vanishes at the center of the kink). In the following we
shall succinctly refer to this particular domain wall as "domain string",
postponing a brief discussion of higher-dimensional kink domain walls to
the next subsection.

Going from 1+1 to 2+1 dimensions, the discrete symmetry content of
(38) in fact changes. In 1+1 dimensions, (38) has the Z2 symmetry,

95 -»• -<p , V -> T5^, (40)

with 75 = 7°71. In 2+1 dimensions, on the other hand, 75 = 7°7172 oc ±1 ,
and the sign of the fermion mass term can no longer be reversed by I/J —> j5ip.
By the same token, (38) breaks parity, because a sign change of one of the
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spatial 7 matrices cannot be effected by an equivalence transformation, but
leads to the other of the two inequivalent irreducible representations of a
Clifford algebra in odd space-time dimensions.

2.4.1 Vacuum sector and renormalization

In what follows we shall consider the quantum corrections to both, the
mass of the susy kink and the tension of the domain string, together. In
both cases we shall continue to use a renormalization scheme where we put
Z<p = 1 = Z^ at one-loop order. For this reason we have already dropped
a subscript 0 for the unrenormalized fields in (38). We shall however con-
sider the possibility of (finite) coupling constant renormalization, again by
requiring that the renormalized mass of elementary scalars and fermions be
given by the physical pole mass, together with the requirement of vanishing
tadpoles, which fixes ôv2.

The Yukawa coupling in (38) introduces a mass term and vertices for
the fermions. Renormalization of the coupling according (2) gives for the
Yukawa term

CY = V2X^ <fï"P = V2X <p$i{> + fy <pjnl>, (41)

and expansion around the vacuum, i.e. tp = v + r/ gives

jà (v + r])tpip. (42)

From this we can see that the tree-level mass for the fermion is mp =
y/2\v = m and thus the same as for the elementary bosonic excitation 77.
The bose-fermi interaction in the vacuum sector is given by the iptprj-vertex
in (42). At order h this gives rise to a fermionic tadpole as well to a non-local
diagram with 3-vertices which are now both divergent in two dimensions (see
appendix).

Inclusion of the fermionic tadpole loop replaces 3 by (3 — 2) in (11) so
that compared to the bosonic result we have

2 _ 1 2

(When useful we distinguish quantities in the susy case by twiddles.)
In the OS scheme, the supersymmetric version of (15) is obtained by the

replacement6

9m2 - 2(2m2 + ^ 2 ) b = _ m 2 = 6m2,
6The counter term |A5D2JJ2 induced by the tadpole with a fermionic loop cancels only

those contributions to the bosonic selfenergy due to a fermionic loop which contain one
propagator. The remaining contributions have two propagators and are proportional to
the bosonic contribution to the selfenergy.
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and thus

SX = -<5A|bos.-

2.4.2 Topological sector

In a Majorana representation of the Dirac matrices in terms of the usual
Pauli matrices ak with 70 — -IT2, 71 = r3, j 2 = a1 (added for s = 1), and
C = T2 so that ip = Q?_) with real ip+(x,t) and i(>~(x,t), the equations for
the bosonic and fermionic normal modes with frequency u> and longitudinal
momentum £ (nonzero only when s = 1) in the kink background (p = ipx
read

\-d2
x + u12 + uu"]v = {to2 - e2)v, (43)

(dx + U')il>+ + i{u + t)ip- = 0, (44)

{dx - U')tp- + i{u - i)ip+ = 0. (45)

We can now eliminate the ip~ component in (45) by algebraically relating it
to tp+ through (44)

A (46)

iff uj + I 7̂  0. Inserting in this (45) shows that •i/)+ satisfies the same
equation as the bosonic fluctuation 77. Compared to ip+, the component
ip~ has a continuous spectrum whose modes differ by an additional phase
shift 6 = —2axctan(m/k) when traversing the kink from x\ = —oo to x\ —
+oo, which is determined only by U'(<PK{%I = ±o°)) = ±rn. This follows
from the algebraic relation (46) since asymptotically ip+ becomes a plane
wave. Correspondingly, the difference of the spectral densities of the tp+-
fluctuations in the kink and in the trivial vacuum equals that of the 77-
fluctuations, given in (22), whereas that of ^"-fluctuations is obtained by
replacing Ô'K —» S'K + 6'.

In the sum over zero-point energies for the one-loop quantum mass of
the kink (when s = 0),

one thus finds that the bosonic contributions from the continuous spectrum
are canceled by the fermionic contributions except for the additional contri-
bution involving 6'(k) in the spectral density of the ip~ modes.

Zero modes. The discrete bound states cancel exactly, apart from the
subtlety that the fermionic zero mode should be counted as half a fermionic
mode [61]. In strictly 1+1 dimensions, the zero modes do not contribute
simply because they carry zero energy, and for s > 0, where they become
massless modes, they do not contribute in dimensional regularization.
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In a cutoff regularization in s = 1, as we already discussed and shall
further discuss below, they in fact do play a role. Remarkably, the half-
counting of the fermionic zero mode for s = 0 has an analog for s = 1 where
the bosonic and fermionic zero modes of the kink correspond to massless
modes with energy \u\ = \£\. Prom (44) and (45) one finds that the fermionic
kink-zero mode ip+ <x ip'K, ip~ = 0 is a solution only for OJ = +£. It therefore
cancels only half of the contributions from the bosonic kink-zero mode which
for s = 1 have u> = ±£. For s = 1 one thus finds that the fermionic zero
mode of the kink corresponds to a chiral (Majorana-Weyl) fermion on the
(s=l)-dimensional domain string [24,57,78].7

In dimensional regularization, however, the kink zero modes and their
massless counterparts for s > 0 can be dropped, and the energy density of
the susy domain wall reads

(48)
-LT o / \ <± j \&n y ' -

where

O'(k) = -gL-9. (49)

With 5VM = ^SVM the logarithmic divergence in the integral in (48)
as s —> 0 gets canceled. A naive cut-off regularization at 5 = 0 would
actually lead to a total cancellation of the fc-integral with the counter term
6VM, giving a vanishing quantum correction in renormalization schemes
with A = Ao- Note that the spectral density (49) has in principle the form
of an usual integrand in dimensional regularization. So in principle (48)
could be evaluated for s = 0 and thus I = 0 by performing the fc-integration
in d = 1 — e dimensions. But this would also lead to a vanishing result.
Below we will see that dimensional regularization by dimensional reduction
to d = 1 — e leads to evanescent counter terms. In dimensional regularization
there is now however a mismatch for s ^ 0 and a finite remainder in the limit
s —>• 0 proportional to sT(—s/2). Including the optional A-renormalization
the final result reads

m3 ms+1

(4TT) 2
(50)

In the minimal renormalization (MR) scheme one has S\M = 0, whereas
in the more physical OS scheme, where m is the pole mass of the elementary

7Choosing a different sign for 71 reverses the allowed sign of I for these fermionic modes
and thus their chirality (with respect to the domain string world sheet). This corresponds
to the other, inequivalent representation of the Clifford algebra in 2+1 dimensions.
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Table 4: One-loop contributions to the quantum mass of the susy kink (s = 0)
and to the surface tension of the (s=l)-dimensional susy kink domain "wall"
for the on-shell (OS) and minimal renormalization (MR) schemes.

bosons as well as fermions, one has ö\M = \ö\M, yielding

A P m ^ r ( ^ ) | 7 3 \ ^ „.2-8 1 3 1 2 1 , „ ,
~ 2 ~ ' 2 ; 2 ; ~ 3 j ~ 5 + l J - [b '

The respective results for the 1+1 dimensional susy kink (s = 0) and for
the (s=l)-dimensional susy kink domain "wall" (domain string) are given in
Table 4. Again we find that there is much faster apparent convergence in the
OS scheme compared to the MR one where only the tadpoles are subtracted.
Results for renormalization schemes with a nontrivial Z are quoted in [115].

In the literature, to the best of our knowledge, only the case of a super-
symmetric kink (s = 0) in the MR scheme8 has been considered and dimen-
sional regularization reproduces the result obtained before by Refs. [21,67,
104,120,123]. However, a (larger) number of papers have missed the con-
tribution —m/(27r) because of the (mostly implicit) use of the inconsistent
energy cutoff scheme [28,29,84,88,148] or have obtained different answers
because of the use of boundary conditions that accumulate a finite amount
of energy at the boundaries [113,133]. The former result is however now
generally accepted and, in the case of the super-sine-Gordon model (where
the same issues arise with the same results) in agreement with S-matrix
factorization [6].

In Ref. [98] the correct susy kink mass has also been obtained by em-
ploying a smooth energy (momentum) cutoff, the necessity of which becomes
apparent, as in the purely bosonic case, by considering the 2+1 dimensional
domain wall. Using a naive cutoff for s = 1 one finds quadratic divergences
which cancel only upon inclusion of the zero modes (which become massless
modes in 2+1 dimensions). As we have discussed above, unlike the other

8In Refs. [88,113] the respective results have also been expressed in terms of the physical
pole mass, but keeping A as in the MR scheme. Such a renormalization scheme yields a
tadpole contribution proportional to <5A and should not be confused with the OS scheme
considered here, where both the mass and the coupling is renormalized such as to have
both vanishing tadpoles and a physical pole mass for the elementary bosons.
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bound states, these do not cancel because the fermionic zero mode becomes
a chiral fermion on the domain-string world-sheet and thus cancels only half
of the bosonic zero (massless) mode contribution, yielding

£
m

m2

f°° dt f £ £ £} r°° dim
/ —< arctan—^~ / (52)

Jo 2n \ 2 7T m J 70 7T 2TT V '

which is however still linearly divergent. Smoothing out the cutoff in the
^-integral does pick an additional (and for s = 0 the only) contribution
—m/(2n), which is now necessary to have a finite result for s = 1. This
finite result then reads

M.^i 1 f°° d£ ( n m\ m2

—fF1 = — / — (m-^arctan — J = —-- (53)
L 7T 7o 2TT V £ J 8TT

 v ;

in agreement with the result obtained above in dimensional regularization.

2.5 Susy kink domain walls in 3+1 dimensions

For completeness we shall also discuss kink domain walls in the 3+1-dimensional
J\f = 1 Wess-Zumino-model [142]. In accordance with Ref. [30,45] we shall
demonstrate that in this model there is no nontrivial quantum correction to
the surface tension.

A Wess-Zumino model with a spontaneously broken Z2 symmetry now
requires two real scalar fields to pair up with the now four-component Ma-
jorana spinor. For the classical Lagrangian we choose

C = -~{dA)2 - -{dB)2 - V(A, B) - -$[ß + V2X(A + v
2 2 2

^ 2 - v 2 ) 2 + \ A 2 B 2 , (54)

where A is a real scalar with non-vanishing vacuum expectation value, while
B is a real pseudo-scalar without one. For B = 0 the potential coincides
with that of the kink model (1), and correspondingly a classical domain wall
solution is given by AK(X) = <J>K{ZI) and all other fields zero.

As is well known [72,83], in the 3+1-dimensional Wess-Zumino-model
there is only one non-trivial renormalization constant Z for the kinetic term.
The superpotential

( $ o + ^ o ) with V(A, B) - |W'|2, (55)

where <f> = A + iB, does not renormalize. Thus the renormalization of the
field strength due to the renormalization of the kinetic term, <fo = V~Z<f>,
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must be compensated by the renormalization of the parameters fio and
This implies

Ao = Z~3X , MO = Z"V» (56)

and thus the classical mass (5) is unchanged and one obtains a vanishing
counter-term 6M for the kink wall energy density:

= 0. (57)
3A0

2.5.1 Topological sector

The fluctuation equations for r\ = A — AK, B, and ip read

d2r) - (U'2 + UU")v = 0

d2B - {XA\ + fi2)B = 0

[P + U']1> = 0, (58)

with U as in (39). AK satisfies the Bogomol'nyi equation A'K = —U(AK),

and the x-dependent parts of the 77 and B field equations factorize as —(dx —
U'){dx + U') and -{dx + U')(dx - U'), respectively.

Both the r) and B fluctuation equations involve reflectionless potentials
of the form

n ( n M ) + n 2 ]

cosh z

where z := ̂ , m := V2ß.
The kink fluctuation modes <(>k{x) correspond to n = 2, and the T]

fluctuations are given by the former multiplied by plane waves with mo-
mentum £ = (£2^3) in the trivial directions. Their spectrum thus con-
sists of one massless mode and one massive mode localized on the domain
wall with (JQ(£) = £2 and w|(£) = \m2 + £2 and delocalized ones with
cj2

k{£) = k2 + £2 + m2.

The x-dependence of the .B-fluctuations on the other hand involves the
potential (59) with n = 1, like the fluctuation equations for the sine-Gordon
soliton, but with different energies according to

-d2 - - ^ - + l) S(Z) = [ A ( w 2 _ e) _ 3]s{z) m
COSh Z J 771

The spectrum of the sine-Gordon system is now shifted by £2 + |m 2 so
that the sine-Gordon zero-mode matches the bound state of the kink, and
the continuous part of the spectrum also coincide. The spectrum of the B-
fluctuations thus equals that of the 77-fluctuations apart from the absence of
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the massless (zero) mode. The spectral densities for the delocalized modes
are, however, different and the bosonic contribution to the one-loop surface
tension reads

1 r ds£ ( f dk
2 J (2TT)S y J 2TT

(61)

where s = 2 — e. The phase shifts are given by the spectral densities w.r.t.
the vacuum:

S'K(k) = f dx{\4>k{x)\2-l)

S'SGW = Idx(\sk(x)\2 - 1). (62)

Choosing the Majorana representation for the Dirac matrices

7 3 = ( C T ° 3 Q 3 ) , (63)

and writing ip in terms of two 2-component spinors

(64)

for positive and negative energy modes the fermionic fluctuation equation
of (58) becomes:

(dx + U')ifa ± i[ou+ ?\i)% = 0 (65)
± (dx - U')4>% = 0, (66)

where / = ai^2 + 03^3. Through (65) the bi-spinor ip^ is algebraically
related to ip^, and inserted into (66) gives for tp^ the same equation as for
the bosonic fluctuations 77. Thus ^ a-nd the energies w are given by

(67)

where u2
Kink = \rr? for the bound state and k2 + m2} for the continuum

modes. The bi-spinors Çf=1 2 are the two linear independent polarizations
for each, the positive and negative energy solutions, and they are chosen
such that they form a complete orthonormal set. Prom (65) one gets for ip^:

(68)
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which gives with (67)

i>+ = isk{x)^~nt, i>B = -»^(xjv^ler . (69)

where we have used that and ^—(dx + U')4>k = *fc. Thus the operator in
(68) does not exist for the zero (massless) mode uxink = 0, so that this case
has to be treated separately. Again we have also for the fermionic modes
themselves the algebraic structure of a susy-quantum system (see appendix).

For the massless (zero) mode {u>Kink — 0) only (dx + U')II)A = 0 in (65)
has a normalizable solution, which is located at the domain wall. The other
equation, (dx — U')ipß = 0, has normalizable solutions only if boundaries for
the z-direction were introduced, and would be localized there.

2.5.2 Fermionic correction

The fermionic quantum field is given by

i>= [dde W dk £ (ak(£) 4 > ) + 4W V4>)) > (70)
"' B-' s

and contains now an additional sum over spins s. The fermionic correction
to the domain wall tension is now easily obtained as (s = 2 — e):

where we have used that for a complete set {£s} is ^ s £] /£s = Tr / = 0.
The functions p</, and ps are the normal ordered spectral densities,

Ps(k) = Jdx(\sk(x)\2-1), (72)

which are, because of the additional sum over spin-degrees of freedom in
(70), exactly the same as in the bosonic sector given by (62).

As a result, the fermionic contribution to the one-loop correction of the
domain wall tension becomes identical to the bosonic one, but with a nega-
tive sign,

(73)

In perfect agreement with the non-renormalization theorem of the superpo-
tential (which does not apply at the lower dimensions considered above),
there is no quantum correction to the classical value of the surface tension
of the susy kink domain wall in 3+1 dimensions.
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This cancellation of the quantum corrections can also be linked to the
cancellation of quantum corrections to the TV = 2 susy kink mass [104,123].
" Such a cancellation is also to be expected for 4+1 dimensional super-
symmetric theories with domain walls. In contrast to 2+1 dimensions, in
4+1 dimensions there are no Majorana fermions, so one needs to extend
the supersymmetry algebra to involve a Dirac fermion. Prom the point of
view of the 1+1 dimensional kink, this will imply N = 4 supersymmetry.
On the then 4-dimensional domain wall one may have chiral fermions, but
as pointed out in Ref. [57], these domain-wall fermions necessarily come in
pairs containing both chiralities.

2.6 Conclusion

In this section we have shown that dimensional regularization allows one
to compute the one-loop contributions to the quantum energies of bosonic
and supersymmetric kinks and kink domain walls in a very simple manner.
The ambiguities associated with ultraviolet regularization observed in the
1+1 dimensional kinks has been shown to be eliminated by considering their
extension to kink domain walls in higher dimensions.

For the bosonic kink domain walls, which are of interest also in the con-
text of condensed matter physics, we have derived a compact d-dimensional
formula, which reproduces and (mostly) confirms existing results in the lit-
erature, and we have also discussed in detail the dependence on particular
renormalization schemes.

In the supersymmetric case, we confirmed previous results in 1+1 and
3+1 dimensions. While in the latter case quantum corrections to the surface
tension vanish, we have obtained a nontrivial one-loop correction for a 2+1
dimensional N = 1 susy kink domain wall with chiral domain wall fermions.
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3 Clash of discrete symmetries for the supersym-
metric kink on a circle

3.1 Introduction

The so called mode regularization was successfully introduced to compute
the order-ft quantum correction to the mass of the bosonic kink [37]. How-
ever, in the minimal supersymmetric case, which in addition to the real
scalar field includes a Majorana fermion, the implementation of fermionic
boundary conditions in the topological background is highly delicate mat-
ter [120] 9, [61,104]. This section is based on the article [63] and explains the
need for averaging over different boundary conditions by the requirement of
invariance under discrete symmetries. In this way spurious boundary en-
ergy, which may be present in individual sectors, does not contaminate the
mass correction of the susy kink.

Subtleties in the application of the discrete symmetries charge conjuga-
tion C, parity V, and time reversal T to Majorana fermions have long been
a topic of interest [106,111,149]. Past discussions generally have dealt with
local processes and properties, but the main aim of the present work is to
study an anomalous global behavior of these discrete symmetries in a model
with a topological structure. For this we consider the simplest possible sys-
tem: the supersymmetric (susy) kink with what would seem to be natural
boundary conditions.

Some time ago the concept of locally invisible boundary conditions was
introduced [61,104]: for a two component Majorana fermion tp = {ipi,ip2)
in a kink background in a box of length L, the twisted periodic (TP) and
twisted antiperiodic (TAP) boundary conditions

TP: M-L/2) = i>2(L/2), ^(-L/2) = ̂ i(L/2) (74)
TAP: M-L/2) =-ML/2), ^ ( -L /2) = - ^ ( L / 2 ) (75)

amount to putting the system on a circle without introducing a point where a
boundary is present: The kink solution tpxiz) = v tanh ^ is invariant under
the simultaneous transformation x = L/2 —> x = —L/2 and <px —> —<-PK-

Thus the points x — ±L/2 may be identified. The action for the susy kink

\ ^ \ \ ^ \ (76)

with U(ip) = U(—<p) is invariant under the transformation

<p-> -tp , ip -> eiaj5tp , (77)

9 "the familiar sum of frequencies . . . is unacceptably sensitive to the definition of the
infinite volume limit"
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which is compatible with the Majorana condition for a = 0 or n whereas
for Dirac fermions an arbitrary phase would be allowed. Here we use a
Majoranä représentation of the Diräc matrices with 70 = —102] 71 = cr3,
75 = o\. In these terms, the TP and TAP boundary conditions in (74), (75)
are simply ip —>• ±y5ip, clearly satisfying (77). As a consequence there is no
visible boundary (meaning no locally observable discontinuity or cusp) at
x = ±L/2. Note that it is not necessary in these considerations to assume
that the center of the kink is located at the point x = 0. That will be
helpful later on in defining the parity operation in a simple manner, but for
any other purpose the matching point for the transition or jump conditions
(77) may be chosen arbitrarily, as befits a locally invisible boundary.

The TP and TAP boundary conditions arise naturally if one begins with
a kink-antikink system with periodic (P) boundary conditions, and looks at
the values of ipi, ip2 between the kink and antikink. One finds then that for
P conditions for the kink-antikink system, the fermions satisfy either TP or
TAP conditions. Here we also consider a natural extension of these ideas:
we begin with antiperiodic (AP) boundary conditions for the kink-antikink
system, and find then that if the fermionic modes are written as plane waves
e-i(uit-kx) far a w a y from the kink-antikink system, then in between the kink
and antikink they satisfy imaginary twisted periodic and antiperiodic (iTP
and iTAP) boundary conditions

iTP: M-L/2)=iML/2), M~L/2) = tyi(L/2) (78)
iTAP : M-L/2) = -iML/2), ^ ( - 1 / 2 ) = -t^i(L/2) , (79)

where tpip now refer to the fermionic mode functions as opposed to the com-
plete field. If one prefers to avoid working with complex boundary conditions
for the Majorana fermions, one may take the real and imaginary parts of
the distorted plane waves, but this then leads to the nonlocal boundary con-
ditions (-dl + m2)1^2ipi(—L/2) = ±(dx — m)ip2{L/2) and similar conditions
for ip2(—L/2). In the following we consider only the algebraic boundary con-
ditions (78) and (79). For periodic boundary conditions on the kink-antikink
system, one finds only the real boundary conditions for a single kink given
in (74) and (75), whether one uses complex or real mode functions.

In the trivial sector, P and AP boundary conditions are invisible bound-
ary conditions, and, having introduced iTP/iTAP it seems only natural to
also include iP and iAP boundary conditions

iP : M
iAP: M-L/2) =-iML/2), ih(-L/2) = -z^(L/2). (80)

With imaginary boundary conditions, one finds a generalized Majorana
identity, in which the adjoint of the field for one of the two boundary con-
ditions is equal to the field for the other boundary condition, so that only if
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one averages over both conditions is it meaningful to describe the fermions
as Majorana particles.

In Ref. [61], it was found that for a single kink one has to consider suitable
averages over subsets of the mentioned boundary conditions to obtain the
correct susy kink mass, because for particular individual cases one encoun-
ters localized boundary energy. This localized energy is due to boundary
conditions which distort the field at the boundary and may be called visible
boundary conditions. In the kink sector, the P/AP and iP/iAP boundary
conditions are visible, whereas in the trivial sector, the twisted versions are
visible.

To cancel out localized boundary energy, one needs to average over the
results of a twisted and an untwisted boundary condition. In this paper, we
shall show that there is a reason to average also over the two twisted bound-
ary conditions, because a single (real) twisted boundary condition breaks
parity V (as well as T), giving rise to delocalized momentum proportional
to the ultraviolet cutoff, which cancels only in the average. (In the case of
imaginary boundary conditions, a similar phenomenon arises with iP/iAP
in the trivial sector.) This was overlooked in Ref. [61], which had assumed
parity-invariance for the spectrum and incorrectly claimed the appearance
of delocalized energy.

One might expect that one can find other boundary conditions in the
kink sector which preserve parity. Indeed, the invisible boundary conditions
iTP, and iTAP have a V and T invariant spectrum, but instead violate C
(and thus CVT), so that these mode functions do not allow one to build a
local quantum field theory with Majorana fields. Because C selects different
locally invisible boundary condition from V and T, it follows that there is no
choice which preserves all three symmetries simultaneously. This obstruction
occurs despite the fact that the action as a local expression in Bose and
Fermi fields is invariant under all the symmetries. Hence, one encounters
here a phenomenon which we call with some hesitation a discrete symmetry
anomaly, induced by the kink. There is no local counter term which can
remove this anomaly. One can, of course, choose as boundary conditions
ip — 0 in which case there are no problems with the discrete symmetries,
but then one has localized boundary energy, and our aim here is to study the
discrete symmetries in the presence of invisible boundary conditions, which
means with the kink put on a circle.

The possibility that a nontrivial structure of spacetime can lead to
anomalies in discrete symmetries has been studied before. For example,
in Ref. [89,90] a CVT anomaly was claimed to arise by compactification of
some dimensions of (3+1) spacetime.

In our example, both a nontrivial space-time and a nontrivial field topol-
ogy is present. In Ref. [115], it was found that in 2+1 dimensions there
arise chiral fermions living on a susy kink domain wall (see also section 2);
these fermions are massless in 2+1 dimensions (their energy is equal to the
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momentum along the domain wall) and they correspond to fermionic zero
modes of the susy kink in 1+1 dimensions. In this case the spectrum is
again parity-nönsymmetric (the mässless fermions on the domain wall move
in one direction but not in the other) but now this is not due to boundary
conditions but rather due to the presence of the kink, in accordance with
the general results of Refs. [24,57]. In Ref. [3] the connection between in-
stantons and the breaking of supersymmetry and the discrete symmetries
C, V, T was considered.

In the following we discuss how the symmetries C, V and T act on the
boundary conditions in the kink and in the trivial sector and we work out the
fermionic spectra for the 16 sets of boundary conditions (8 sets in the kink
sector, and 8 sets in the trivial sector). We also determine how the total mass
and momentum of the kink depend on the choice of boundary conditions.
We regulate by mode regularization, i.e., requiring equal numbers of modes
in the trivial and kink sector, counting fermionic zero modes according to
the rules derived in Ref. [61].

3.2 Discrete symmetries and their implementation

For the single-particle Dirac Hamiltonian

H = iha\dx + ha2m(pK{x)/v , (81)

one has simple and unique representations of the three symmetry opera-
tions, charge conjugation C, parity V, and time reversal T, which leave this
differential operator invariant. C at the single-particle level is an antiunitary
operation which reverses the sign of H, and because in this representation
H is purely imaginary the transformation is accomplished by simple com-
plex conjugation of fermion wave functions: C = K.. For V, which must
include the transformation x —> —x, a subtlety arises because this opera-
tion by itself turns the kink into an antikink. Therefore, in the kink sec-
tor, one must require for the action of parity on the classical bosonic field
V>K(X) —ï —<PK{—%) = VK{X)- In the kink background the combined trans-
formation reverses the derivative term but not the mass or Yukawa term in
H, and we find for the action on fermion wave functions V = (x —> —x) x 102-
For the antiunitary T one needs an operation including /C, but it must leave
H invariant. To do this requires a matrix factor anticommuting with H,
yielding T = &3IC. Note that each of these discrete operations on fermion
wavefunctions is the same in the trivial sector as it is in the kink sector.
Of course, in the trivial sector, the action of parity on the (constant) clas-
sical background field ip = v is simply to preserve it. Thus, to keep the
background invariant one treats the background field as scalar in the trivial
sector but pseudo scalar in the kink sector.

While the discrete transformations can be defined consistently for the
differential operator, we still need to look at their effects on the matching or
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boundary conditions. Let us write these conditions in a general form which
covers all the choices described above:

ip{x = -L/2) = TeiQip(x = +L/2) . (82)

The twisted boundary conditions which we now analyse correspond to F =
75 = o\. The conditions could be applied at any point (see [104] for the
details of the precise procedure), but let us choose symmetric placement
around the center of the kink to make the action of the parity symmetry as
simple as possible. Evidently we obtain the four different possibilities men-
tioned above by choosing a = 0, n, TT/2, -TT/2, respectively. The action of C
takes eiQ to (eia)*, so that only a = 0, n (TP and TAP) are left unchanged.
For parity, because of the interchange of left and right boundaries along
with the presence of the matrix o-i, one has elQ —> -(e1 0)"1 , so that only
a = ±7r/2 (iTP and iTAP) are left unchanged. For T, the matrix 03 implies
eia -» -(e i a)*, and again a = ±vr/2 (iTP and iTAP) are left unchanged.10

The purely real TP and TAP conditions commute with C, but T and V
each interchange TP with TAP. Consequently, with one of these conditions
by itself only C holds: It is possible to choose wave functions which are real,
and a fermion field operator which is Hermitean, but (positive-energy) waves
of positive and negative wavenumber k are not degenerate with each other.
In fact, it is easy to check that for each solution with k of one sign for TP
there is a degenerate solution with k of the opposite sign for TAP. As will be
shown below there is a delocalized quantity, a net momentum proportional
to the ultraviolet cutoff energy A.

On the other hand, with iTP and iTAP conditions, V and T symmetries
leave the conditions invariant, but C interchanges them. Once again, to have
all three symmetries one must use an average over the two boundary condi-
tions. This time, if one just chooses one of these boundary condition there
is a difference in energy spectrum from the other boundary condition (but
the spectra are each parity-symmetric). Now a new difficulty arises, that it
is impossible to write a Hermitean Majorana field, because a positive energy
state with positive momentum does not have an equal negative energy part-
ner with negative momentum. A different way to reach the same conclusion
is to consider the operation CVT, which is a well-accepted symmetry for
local quantum field theory.11

Evidently this symmetry leaves the field Hamiltonian density invariant
only for the TP and TAP conditions, which therefore are the ones uniquely

10We use the passive point of view according to which we equate (82) to rp'(—L/2) =
Mip'(L/2) and solve for M.

11 There has been recent interest in anomalous CVT violation in chiral theories in 4
dimensions [54,91] and in 2 dimensions [89,90]. We consider the present work (which
does not include chiral gauge couplings) complementary to those studies, but the chiral
nature of the twisted boundary conditions suggests that there may be a connection to the
anomaly in explicitly chiral theories.
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allowed as consistent conditions in quantum field theory. For these con-
ditions to achieve vanishing delocalized momentum one must average over
TP and TAP, while for iTP and iTAP implementing CVT symmetry forces
averaging over the two sets.

For completeness, we should examine the effects of the discrete symme-
tries in the trivial sector. Now, invisible boundary conditions have the unit
matrix in place of the matrix o\. One sees immediately that the P and AP
conditions satisfy all three discrete symmetries, while iP and iAP do not
satisfy any. This means that one could implement the discrete symmetries
with either P or AP, but implementation for imaginary conditions would
require both iP and iAP.

To describe the discrete symmetries as transformations on the Majorana
field we need a dictionary relating these transformations to those already
discussed for the the single particle wave functions. For charge conjugation
this is

UCTp{x,t)Uçl = i>Hx,t) , (83)

so that the Majorana condition becomes simply the hermiticity or self ad-
jointness of the field tp. Note that what had been an antiunitary operation
taking H into its negative for the single-particle description now is a uni-
tary operation leaving the Hamiltonian density T-L(x.t) invariant. This result
depends critically on the fact that V. includes a commutator of ip with ip\
which reverses sign under charge conjugation. For parity we have12

Upip{x,t)Upl =ia2ip(-x,t) , (84)

identical with the single-particle rule. For time reversal one finds the greatest
subtlety, because this operation remains antiunitary:

VTip{x,t)V7:
1=a3ij*(x,-t) . (85)

The subtlety has to do with defining complex conjugation for the raising
and lowering operators a^ and a appearing in the mode expansion of the
field. The simplest assumption is that this operation leaves the operators
invariant, but instead each one could be multiplied by a different phase
factor. In that case, the phase factor would have to be explicitly compen-
sated in the action of Vp on each raising or lowering operator. It is easy to
verify that these new definitions are consistent with the earlier analysis of
the relation between discrete symmetries and boundary conditions, with the
obvious proviso that the boundary conditions now are applied to the field
exactly as they previously were applied to the wave functions.

The issues discussed here all arise because we are dealing with Majorana
fermions. How would the discussion change if one considered instead an

12As is the case for Majorana fermions in 4 dimensions [111,149], V2 = —1.
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N = 2 theory, with Dirac fermions? Now the field ip no longer need be
equivalent to its charge conjugate, so it might seem that one could choose
just one boundary condition instead of averaging over a pair. It is enticing
to imagine that the Dirac fermion charge could be coupled to a U(l) gauge
field, so that the phase a in (82) would reflect a magnetic flux threading the
circle. However, for no choice of a would the spectrum obey all three discrete
symmetries, just as we found already; that deduction holds regardless of the
assumption N = 1 or N = 2. Thus we still require a pair of boundary
conditions if the symmetries all are to be obeyed simultaneously. In the
N = 2 theory however, continuous values of a are allowed, and except for
the values considered before any other would break all three symmetries,
as one would expect for arbitrary irrational flux through the circle. The
N = 2 theory exhibits the Jackiw-Rebbi half-fermion charge localized at the
kink [87], and it is amusing that this is consistent with the possibility of
tunneling between kink and antikink [14], as the latter also would possess
charge one-half. The physical interpretation of this analysis, when combined
with what we saw earlier, seems to be that the problem of the kink on a circle
'knows' that it really is half of the kink-antikink problem on a doubled circle.
Thus the discrete symmetries which are obeyed for half an Aharonov-Bohm
quantum of flux through the large circle also are obeyed for one-quarter flux
through the small circle, but only when one averages over a suitable pair
(iTP and iTAP) of boundary conditions.

3.3 Mode number regularization of fermionic contributions
to the one-loop susy kink mass

We now turn to the explicit calculation of the fermionic contributions to the
susy kink mass at one-loop order in mode number regularization, extending
and partially correcting the results presented in Ref. [61].

The <̂ >4-kink model corresponds to using U(ip) = /̂A/2(</?2 - v2) in the
Lagrangian (76), but the following discussion applies (mutatis mutandis) to
other models such as sine-Gordon, where U oc sin(7</>/2).

In the trivial vacuum, one has U(v) = 0 and U'(v) = V2X v = m,
whereas with the nontrivial kink background field <PK(X) — vthnh(m(x —
XQ)/2) one has the Bogomol'nyi equation U((px) = —dx(pK and U'(<PK) =
rmpx/v, leading to a fluctuation equation for the fermionic mode functions
governed by the differential operator (81).

The fermionic mode functions will be written

(86)

so that the Dirac equation becomes

, -iuifa = {dx + U')ipi. (87)
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The fermionic contribution to the one-loop quantum mass of a kink is
given by sums over zero-point energies according to

M{p = --
where the indices K and V refer to kink and trivial vacuum, respectively, and
AMf is the fermionic contribution to the counter-term due to renormalizing
the theory in the trivial vacuum. A minimal renormalization scheme that
can be chosen is to require that tadpoles vanish and all other renormalization
constants are trivial. This gives [61]

mh fA dk
= -— (89)

2vr J_A y/k2 + m2
2 A 1 / mh fA dk
-AM
à

In (global)13 mode regularization the spectrum of fluctuations about a
kink (and in the trivial vacuum) is discretized by considering an interval
of (large) length L and choosing boundary conditions. The sums in (88)
are then cut off at a given large value N of the number of modes, which
according to the principle of mode regularization is chosen to be the same
in the trivial and in the kink sector.

As argued in Ref. [61], this requires fixed boundary conditions, meaning
that they are identical for the trivial and the kink sector. But because
invisible boundary conditions in one sector are visible ones in the other, it
becomes necessary to average over boundary conditions such that boundary
energies cancel in the average.

The correct answer this average has to give is, as has been established
by a variety of methods [19-21,61,62,67,98,104,115,120,123],

f ^ % (90)

where M^ ' is the bosonic contribution, so that there is in total a non-
vanishing negative correction for the susy kink mass M^ = M\ + M^
which is in fact entirely due to an interesting anomalous contribution to the
central charge operator [100,116,123] (see also section 4 below).

3.3.1 Quantization conditions

To explicitly compute the difference of the sums in Eq. (88) for the various
boundary conditions discussed in Sect. 1, we have to derive the quantization
conditions on an interval of length L. For ease of comparison with Ref. [61],
Sect. VB, we let the spatial coordinate run from 0 to L and put the center
of the kink at x = L/2. We shall have to consider carefully both the discrete

13See Refs. [62,145] for a local variant which avoids the subtleties discussed here as well
as allowing one to calculate the local energy distribution.
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and continuous14 spectrum.

I. Trivial sector

If one puts

iPx = eikx + ae~ikx (91)

then it follows from the Dirac equation (87) with U' = m that

^ = _[e*(fcz+§) _ ae-i(-kx+^] (92)

where we define 9 such that

eii = kzJHl u = ±y/k2 + m?. (93)
ÙJ

So 9 = —2arctan(m/fe), but the branch of the arctan is fixed such that
(for positive frequencies a;) 9 goes from -2n to 0 as A; runs from — oo to
+oo. This conforms with the definition adopted in [104] but deviates from
Ref. [61]. The definition (93) has the advantage of avoiding explicit sign
functions sgn(fc) in the quantization conditions.

The quantization conditions for untwisted P and AP boundary condi-
tions are simply kL = 2nn and kL = 2im + TT; iP and iAP have kL =
2nn — n/2 and kL = 2nn + n/2, respectively. Notice that iP and iAP in the
trivial sector each have a set of solutions which is not symmetrical under
k —> —k.

The twisted boundary conditions read V'i(O) = pip2(L) and ̂ 2(0) =
pVi(£), where p = eia = (+ l > - l ,+ t , -* ) for TP, TAP, iTP, and iTAP,
respectively. Plugging these conditions into (91) and (92) and solving for a
gives

_pe-i{kL+\) + l pe-ikL _ e-i\ I94)

Multiplying out, this gives

[p2 - l)(e if + e-'f ) = 2p{eikL - e~ikL). (95)

For p2 = 1, (TP and TAP), this is equivalent to sin&L = 0, i.e. kL = nn,
with n / 0 , because n = 0 corresponds to the trivial solution ip\ = 1P2 = 0.

Imaginary twisted periodic/antiperiodic boundary conditions (iTP/iTAP)
have p2 = — 1, and one finds for p = ±i the two sets of solutions a) kL =
2TTO — I ± | , b) kL = 2nn + | ± | . (For these conditions the numerator

14 More precisely the part of the discretized spectrum that becomes continuous in the
limit mL —* 00.
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and denominator on one side of (94) vanish, but not on the other side.) To
every solution with k there is one with —k, but the two correspond to the
same solution (up to normalization) so it suffices to consider k > 0; k = 0
has again a = — 1 such that ^l = V*2 = 0 everywhere and therefore must not
be counted.

There are also potentially zero modes, w = 0, and almost-zero modes,
u « 0 , which have to be treated separately. For u = 0, the solutions to the
Dirac equation read

where ai and Ü2 are determined by the boundary conditions.
Only TP and TAP give nontrivial solutions for a\ and 02 and thus are

compatible with these solutions. There is one such zero mode for each of
these boundary conditions.

The imaginary twisted boundary conditions iTP/iTAP on the other hand
have almost-zero modes with energy UJ2 —> 4m2e~2mL for mL -> 00, with
the positive-frequency solution satisfying iTP, and the negative-frequency
one satisfying iTAP. To verify this, one can use the ansatz

fa = e~KX + aeKX, -iuifo = {m- n)e~KX + a{m + n)eKX (97)

with UJ2 = m2 — K2 and make the approximation K~ m which becomes valid
in the limit mL —> 00.

The untwisted boundary conditions P, AP, iP, and iAP have neither zero
nor almost-zero modes in the trivial sector.

II. Kink sector

In the kink sector, one has asymptotic expressions

"l{kx~*]+aelT~J: x w ? os )

e
l\KX 2 2) — a e { i i > x « 0

x Û sa
•if 1er -U 2.J_2.A „fYi-'r-t.S.-i-iL^ ,-

where 6 = — 2arctan(3m/:/(m2 — A;2)) is the phase shift function also ap-
pearing for bosonic fluctuations. So ^1 behaves as the latter, while ^2 has
a modified phase shift 5 + 9.

For 5(k) we adopt the convention that 6(k —>• ±00) —» 0 so that there
is a discontinuity at A; = 0 which in accordance with Levinson's theorem is
2?r times the number of bound states. For 9 we however keep the definition
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n=0
n=-l

Figure 1: The quantization conditions for the fermionic modes in the case
of TP boundary conditions obtained from solving Ô + § = 2nn + n — kL for
positive to. The spectrum is clearly not invariant under k —> —k.

of Eq. (93), which has the advantage of avoiding a separate treatment of
positive and negative values of k.

We begin with discussing the untwisted boundary conditions. The (real)
P and AP conditions can be satisfied either for a) a = 1 and kL = 2nn +
ir — ö — Ö or b) o = - 1 and kL — 2im + n — ô, where only positive n need
to be considered to obtain a complete set of solutions and solutions with
A; = 0 have to be excluded, for they correspond to ij)\ = ip2 = 0. Because
these quantization conditions involve only e%e rather than eî0/2, in this (and
only in this) case it would make no difference to define 9 such as to vanish
for k —> ±oo, as done for example in Ref. [113] (which obtained an incorrect
result for the susy kink mass only because there is a localized boundary
energy contribution [61], as we shall see shortly).

The imaginary untwisted boundary conditions iP and iAP on the other
hand have identical quantization conditions, which are given by the two sets
a) kL = 27rn + f - < J - § , n>l,b)kL = 2vrn-f -<$-§, n > 2. Again, only
positive n need to be considered since (in contrast to iP/iAP in the trivial
sector) k —> —k does not lead to further independent solutions.

Turning now to the twisted boundary conditions, the TP ones lead to
kL = 2irn + IT — ö — 9/2. As shown in Fig. 1, this has solutions for all n
except n = 0 , - 1 , and the set of these solutions is not symmetric under
k —>• —k. The solutions generated by the latter transformation instead obey
TAP boundary conditions, which require kL = 2nn — Ô — 9/2.
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Table 5: Summary of fermionic quantization conditions, numbered in con-
formity with Ref. [61] where applicable, and the number of (almost-)zero
modes (n2) in each case. An upper index ± to the number nz indicates that
these modes are only almost-zero modes; an index + or — indicates that
only the positive or negative frequency mode, respectively, is compatible
with the given boundary condition (b.c.).

i)
1)
2)
3)

4)

1')
2')
3')=4')

5)=6)

7)
8)
5')

6')

7')
8')

b.c.
P
AP
P

AP

iP
iAP
iP/iAP

TP/TAP

TP
TAP
iTP

iTAP

iTP
iTAP

sector
trivial
trivial
kink

kink

trivial
trivial
kink

trivial

kink
kink
trivial

trivial

kink
kink

kt)L
27rn, all n
2nn + 7T, all n
a) 2nn — ô — 9, n > 1
b) 27TO - S, n > 2

a) 2TT7I + n — 6 — 9, n> 1

b) 2nn + IT — 6, n > 1

27TO - TT/2, all n

2nn + n/2, all n
a) 2irn + n/2-ô- 9/2, n > 1
b) 27m + TT/2-6- 9/2, n>2
a) 2irn, n > 1
b) 2-KU + 7T, n > 0
2TTO + 7T - S - 9/2, all n, n ^ 0, - 1

2im -6- 9/2, all n, n £ 0, - 1
a) 2vrn + TT/2 - 9/2, n > 0
b) 2im + ir/2 + 9/2, n > 1
a) 2TTO - TT/2 - 9/2, n > 1
b) 2ixn - TT/2 + 9/2, n > 1
2im + 7T/2-6 - 9/2, all n, n ^ 0, - 1
2TTO -n/2-6- 9/2, all n, n ^ 0, +1

™2
0
0
2

2±

0
0
2±

1

1
1
1+

1"

1+
1-

The imaginary twisted boundary conditions iTP/iTAP differ from TP/
TAP simply by an additional term —TT/2 on the r.h.s. of the quantization
conditions (for positive-frequency solutions). For iTP the exemptions are
n = 0, — 1 as with TP. For iTAP, n = 0 has to be excluded, while n = ±1
corresponds to the threshold mode k = 0, u = m, which is proportional to
(ipi, 1P2) — (1 — 3tanh2(ma;/2), — 2itanh(ma;/2)), and thus consistent with
iTAP boundary conditions (it does not appear in any of the other boundary
conditions). Thus n = ±1 has to be counted only once.

In contrast to TP/TAP, the sets of allowed /c-values for iTP and iTAP
are each symmetric under k —> — k (while the corresponding solutions are
linearly independent), but a positive-frequency solution with momentum k
for iTP or iTAP has a negative-frequency partner only for the other of the
two imaginary twisted boundary conditions.

For the counting of modes in the next subsection we also need to know
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how many zero modes there are for each boundary condition in the kink
sector. For real boundary conditions these have been discussed in Ref. [61]
and are recapitulated in Table 5, which summarizes the results of this
subsection. The imaginary boundary conditions iP and iAP each have
a pair of approximately-zero modes; however, for iTP there is only one
approximately-zero mode with positive frequency, while the complex con-
jugated negative-frequency mode satisfies iTAP boundary conditions. (For
iTP and iTAP boundary conditions, one can take tpi real and V'2 purely
imaginary as this is consistent with the Dirac equation, while for iP and
iAP both ip\ and tp2 are complex combinations of two real solutions.)

Finally, in the kink sector there is one bound state with energy squared
uB = \nvL. One can verify that on a finite interval it is possible to satisfy
any of the boundary conditions considered by slightly increasing or decreas-
ing the value of KB in w | = m2 — K2

B. This is easy to see for P, AP, iTP,
and iTAP boundary conditions where the mode functions ^l and ip2 are
antisymmetric and symmetric around the kink center, respectively; for TP,
TAP, iP, and iAP, we have verified the compatibility of the boundary con-
ditions numerically. By contrast, the situation is more complicated for the
zero modes, because there KQ can only be decreased from its maximal value
/Î0 = m. Increasing «o would turn w2 negative, but the Hamiltonian (81) is
self-adjoint with a Hermitean inner product.

3.3.2 Mode sums

I. Real boundary conditions
Evaluating (88) with an equal number of modes in the trivial and in the

kink sector, one thus obtains for P and AP boundary conditions [61,113,133]

n=-N n=l n=2

•¥+*"+*£&M)+"" (ioo)

and
N ^ N _ AT

r(i)M (̂AP) = fif> ^ ^
n=0 n=l n=l

= M}X)(P), (101)

where the sums for the trivial sectors are written first, with u>^ = . / H 4- m2

according to Table 5; explicit zeros indicate the presence of (almost-)zero
modes. This leads to

1) }1) }1) ^ p (102)
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implying that there is a finite amount of boundary energy equivalent to the
contribution of one half of that of a low-lying continuum mode. Since P
and AP are invisible boundary conditions in the trivial sector, this must be
attributed to the kink sector.

For fixed TP and TAP boundary conditions, we find (correcting Ref. [61])

t N t N t N t -(AM-1)

; 2
7i=l ~ n=0 ~ n=l n = - 2

" dk

/ (103)

and

AT

n=l n=0 n=l 7i=-2

2 2

= M ) 1 } ( T P ) . (104)

TP/TAP are invisible boundary conditions in the kink sector, so that
any boundary energy must now be attributed to the trivial sector. As one
can see, it has equal magnitude but opposite sign than in the results for
P/AP, in agreement with the discussion in Ref. [61]. (Twisting the fermions
from P in the trivial sector to TP in the kink sector, the localized boundary
energy does not change.) However, because Ml ^(TAP) = M\ (TP), there
is no delocalized boundary energy in the sense of Ref. [61].

Taking the average of the results of one of the untwisted and one of the
twisted boundary conditions eliminates the localized boundary energy and
yields the correct result (90).

In Ref. [104] it was found that mode number regularization with the
completely invisible "topological" boundary conditions of P in the trivial
sector and TP in the kink sector produces the correct finite part, but leaves
an infinite (but 771-independent) term corresponding to the contribution of
one half of that of a continuum mode with k = A. The latter is removed
by the derivative regularization method proposed in Ref. [104]. For mode
regularization to give finite results it is crucial to have fixed boundary con-
ditions. The localized boundary energies that this produces has then to
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be eliminated by averaging over one twisted and one untwisted boundary
condition.

However, taking either TP or TAP for the twisted boundary condition,
parity V is not a symmetry and thus the one-loop correction to the momen-
tum in the kink sector need not be zero.

The momentum operator is diagonal asymptotically far away from the
kink, and one obtains for TP

^ (105)

and, for TAP,

i f > (TAP) = ^ I E + E U^n-6-6/2}

(106)

Both results correspond to the contribution of one-half of a high-energy
mode \k\ = A, but with opposite sign. So there is an infinite amount of
"delocalized momentum", which cancels only in the average over TP and
TAP.
II. Imaginary boundary conditions

As discussed in Sect. 3.2, the imaginary versions of the above boundary
conditions have the problem that each of iP, iAP, iTP, and iTAP separately
break C and make it impossible to define Majorana quantum fields. In fact,
CVT is equally violated.

Nevertheless, it may make sense to consider these boundary conditions
in an averaged sense. Summing over positive frequencies only one has for iP

N N N

Mt U P ) = — > W I M — — y W-ïaM — — >
/ v i 9 ^—' ' 2 ^—' ' 2 *—

n=-N n=\ n=2

fo^B ~ hin ^ f dk , f. 0
= h 2 x h h / —u> [ ô + -

I I Jo 2n \ I
= M^ + ^ , (107)
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and the same for M ^ i A P ) because Y!,-NUI') = S - JV W 2 ' ) and (3')=(4')
according to Table 5. The iP/iAP results for the one-loop energies thus
coincide with the corresponding results for P/AP.

Analogously, for iTP one obtains

and for iTAP

hui
2

huji

2

71=0

3 | ftm | fc

Am +

4

71 = 1 71=1

(108)

N fc AT fe u N
ft V—v flTTl

+ 2 > 22 2 2
n=l n = l

hm

= M}1}(iTP). (109)

Although C is broken, the two results coincide, so there is still no delo-
calized boundary energy in the sense of Ref. [61].

Because V is intact with either iTP or iTAP, there is also no delocalized
momentum as with real twisted boundary conditions. However, iP/iAP in
the trivial sector now break V (whereas the kink sector is symmetric under
k -> —k), and one finds that there is delocalized momentum associated with
the trivial sector,

. N fi

and

N

Pf l A P ) - ^ ^ ( 2 7 r n + 2 ) - + 4 A ' 1 U )

which again corresponds to the contribution of one-half of a high-energy
mode |/c| = A for iP and iAP separately, but with opposite sign.
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Thus, averaging over the results of the mode sums for all four imaginary
boundary conditions removes both localized boundary energies and delocal-
ized momentum. In fact, only in such an average one effectively removes
also the obstruction to the Majorana condition (and CVT) that positive
and negative frequency modes have different spectra.

Curiously enough, the necessity to consider iTP and iTAP together in
order to have at least effectively no violation of C and CVT means that the
threshold mode k = 0, which only appears under iTAP boundary conditions,
is in the average counted like half a mode. In Ref. [67], in a different reg-
ularization method, threshold modes had to be treated explicitly as modes
to be counted only half.

3.4 Discussion

We found that no single set of locally invisible boundary conditions preserved
all three discrete symmetries. The real boundary conditions TP and TAP
preserved CVT, but break both V and T. The imaginary variants iTP and
iTAP on the other hand respect V and T, but violate C and therefore even
CVT, so that these boundary conditions cannot be used for local quantum
field theory, although this obstruction is effectively removed by averaging
over iP and iAP, or iTP and iTAP. The cancellation of local boundary
energy in the mode regularization scheme requires averaging over the results
obtained with one twisted and one untwisted boundary condition, where
these conditions have to be used both in the trivial and in the kink sector.

For compatibility with the Euler-Lagrange variational principle, one
should require that boundary terms due to partial integrations cancel. In
our case these "boundary field equations" read

=i/>i{L/2)6ih(L/2) + ̂ (L/Wi(L/2). (112)

It is easy to see that the real boundary conditions P, AP, TP, and TAP all
satisfy this requirement, but the imaginary versions iP, iAP, iTP, and iTAP
each violate it.

This means that none of the imaginary boundary conditions can be used
in a Lagrangian formulation with Majorana fermions, although the Hamil-
tonian (81) with a Hermitean inner product is still self-adjoint. The same
conclusion was reached by looking at the spectrum (derived from bulk field
equations and imposing the boundary conditions). The problem with imagi-
nary boundary conditions then turned out to be that for a given momentum
A; and positive frequency u> there is no corresponding mode in the spectrum
with —k and —w, and no Majorana field can be built.

To avoid this problem, one would have to switch to complex fermions
by giving up supersymmetry, as in the original Jackiw-Rebbi model [87], or
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go to iV=2 susy models. We summarize our assertions about averaging over
invisible boundary conditions to restore all three discrete symmetries. In the
trivial sector, one may average over P and AP or iP and iAP, or both sets.
However, because P and AP separately obey all symmetries, there is no need
to average if one chooses one of these real periodic boundary conditions. In
the kink sector, one may average over TP and TAP or iTP and iTAP, or
both sets. Any of these is an acceptable method to restore the symmetries,
but this time there is no single boundary condition which simultaneously
satisfies all three, so that averaging over at least one pair is necessary. That
fact is the main point of this section.

The idea that one must average over a set of boundary conditions to
restore a symmetry is known in string theory, where the spinning string
maintains modular invariance (large general coordinate transformations)
and unitarity and supersymmetry only if one sums over all spin structures
(the requirement that fermions on a closed surface are periodic or antiperi-
odic in spacelike or timelike directions) (see [70] pp. 279-281).

We close with some speculative remarks. The fact that no locally invisible
boundary condition for the fermionic quantum fluctuations satisfies all three
symmetries C, V, and T simultaneously, whereas the classical action is C, V,
and T invariant, suggests that we are dealing with a discrete anomaly. The
origin of this effect is the global structure (analogous to a Möbius strip in
our case [104]), whereas the usual chiral anomaly is a local effect. Clearly,
one should not confuse this with the anomalies due to instantons, where the
effective action contains terms of the form ^4 + V>4; these preserve parity
but break chiral invariance.

Whether or not the striking loss of simultaneous C, V, and T invariance
should be called an anomaly in the sense of the chiral anomaly, it certainly
satisfies the definition of an anomaly as a 'clash of quantum consistency
conditions'.
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4 The anomaly in the central charge of the super-
symmetric kink

4.1 Introduction

The calculation of quantum corrections to the mass of a supersymmetric
(susy) kink and to its central charge has proved to be a highly nontrivial
task fraught with subtleties and pitfalls.

Initially it was thought that supersymmetry would lead to a complete
cancellation of quantum corrections [34,35,81] and thereby guarantee Bogomol'nyi-
Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) saturation at the quantum level. Then, by con-
sidering a kink-antikink system in a finite box and regularizing the ultravi-
olet divergences by a cutoff in the number of the discretized modes, Schon-
feld [120] found that there is a nonzero, negative quantum correction at
one-loop level, AM'1 ' = —m/(2n), but remarked that "the familiar sum
of frequencies . . . is unacceptably sensitive to the definition of the infinite
volume limit". Most of the subsequent literature [28,29,88,148] considered
instead a single kink directly, using an energy-momentum cutoff which gave
again a null result. A direct calculation of the central charge [84] also gave a
null result, apparently confirming a conjecture15 of Witten and Olive [146]
that BPS saturation in the minimally susy 1+1 dimensional case would hold
although arguments on multiplet shortening did not seem to apply.

Using a mode regularization scheme and periodic boundary conditions
in a finite box Ref. [113] obtained a susy kink mass correction AM'1 ' =
+771 (1/4 — 1/2TT) > 0 (obtained previously also in Ref. [133]) which together
with the null result for the central charge appeared to be consistent with
the BPS bound, but implying non-saturation. But as we saw in section
3 it turns out that one has to average over sets of boundary conditions
to cancel both localized boundary energy and delocalized momentum in
mode regularization [61,63]. This indeed leads to a different result, namely
that originally obtained by Schonfeld [120], which however appeared to be
in conflict with the BPS inequality for a central charge without quantum
corrections.

Since this appeared to be a pure one-loop effect, Ref. [104] proposed
" . . . the interesting conjecture that it may be formulated in terms of a
topological quantum anomaly." It was then shown by Shifman et al. [123],
using a susy-preserving higher-derivative regularization method, that there
is an anomalous contribution to the central charge balancing the quantum
corrections to the mass so that BPS saturation remains intact. In fact, it was
later understood that multiplet shortening can occur even in minimally susy
1+1 dimensional theories, giving rise to single-state supermultiplets [99,100],
as we will discuss at the end of this section.

15 "While we suspect that this is true we have no proof." [146]
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Both results, the non-vanishing mass correction and thus the necessity
of a non-vanishing correction to the central charge, have been confirmed by
a number of different methods [19,61-63,67,98,145] validating also the finite
mass formula in terms of only the discrete modes derived in Refs. [20, 26]
based on the method of [23]. However, some authors claimed a nontrivial
quantum correction to the central charge [27, 67] apparently without the
need of the anomalous term proposed in Ref. [123].

In the previous section 2, we have introduced a particularly simple and
elegant regularization scheme that yields the correct quantum mass of the
susy kink is dimensional regularization, if the kink is embedded in higher
dimensions as a domain wall Such a scheme was not considered before for
the susy kink because both susy and the existence of finite-energy solutions
seemed to tie one to one spatial dimension.

In fact, the 1+1 dimensional susy kink can be embedded in 2+1 di-
mensions with the same field content while keeping susy invariance. For the
corresponding classically BPS saturated domain wall (a 1+1 dimensional ob-
ject by itself), we have found a nontrivial negative correction to the surface
(i.e. string) tension [115]. In order to have BPS saturation at the quantum
level, there has to be a matching correction to the momentum in the extra
dimension which is the analog of the central charge of the 1+1 dimensional
case.

In this section we show that in dimensional regularization by means of
dimensional reduction from 2+1 dimensions, which preserves susy, one finds
the required correction to the extra momentum to have a BPS saturated do-
main wall at the quantum level. This nontrivial correction is made possible
by the fact that the 2+1 dimensional theory spontaneously breaks parity,
which also allows the appearance of domain wall fermions of only one chi-
rality.

By dimensionally reducing to 1+1 dimensions, the parity-violating con-
tributions to the extra momentum turn out to provide an anomalous con-
tribution to the central charge as postulated in Ref. [123], thereby giving a
novel physical explanation of the latter. This is in line with the well-known
fact that central charges of susy theories can be reinterpreted as momenta
in higher dimensions.

Here an important observation takes place. The classical central charge
stems entirely from the antisymmetric part of the energy momentum ten-
sor of the 2 + 1 dimensional theory and thus would missed in dimensional
reduction if starting with the improved energy momentum tensor in 2 +1 di-
mensions. Whereas the symmetric part of the 2 + 1 dimensional EM-tensor
gives the anomalous contribution to the central charge. This anomalous
contribution contribution can be reduced to a surface term and is thus com-
pletely determined by the topology of the soliton background, independent
of the field profile in the bulk. This is quite analogous to the "geometric"
chiral anomalies, which are determined by the topology of the gauge field
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background. Therefore when we refer to the y>4 kink in the following, this
is just a special realization of this general situation.

In the case of the susy kink, dimensional regularization is seen to be
compatible with susy invariance only at the expense of a spontaneous par-
ity violation, which in turn allows nonvanishing quantum corrections to the
extra momentum in one higher spatial dimension. On the other hand, the
surface term that usually exclusively provides the central charge does not
receive quantum corrections in dimensional regularization, by the same rea-
son that led to null results previously in other schemes [84,104,113]. The
nontrivial anomalous quantum correction to the central charge operator is
thus seen to be entirely the remnant of the spontaneous parity violation in
the higher-dimensional theory in which a susy kink can be embedded by
preserving minimal susy.

We also (in Sect. 4.3.3) pinpoint what we believe to be the error in
Ref. [67] who arrived at the conclusion of BPS saturation apparently without
the need for an anomalous additional term in the central charge operator.

In addition we consider dimensional regularization by dimensional re-
duction from 1 to 1-e spatial dimensions, which also preserves supersym-
metry. In this case we show that an anomalous contribution to the central
charge arises from the necessity to add an evanescent counterterm to the
susy current. This counterterm preserves susy but produces an anomaly in
the conformal-susy current. We also construct the conformai central-charge
current whose divergence is proportional to the ordinary central-charge cur-
rent and thus contains the central-charge anomaly as superpartner of the
conformal-susy anomaly.

4.2 Minimally supersymmetric kink and kink domain wall

4.2.1 The model

A real scalar field model in 1+1 dimensions with spontaneously broken Z2
symmetry (cp —> — <p) has topologically nontrivial finite-energy solutions
called "kinks" which interpolate between the two neighboring degenerate
vacuum states, as for example ip = àzv. If the potential is of the form
V(ip) = \U2(ip) it has a minimally16 , M = 1 supersymmetric extension [44]

\ (113)

where i[> is a Majorana spinor, •ip = ipTC with Cj^ = — (•yfi)TC. We again
use a Majorana representation of the Dirac matrices with 70 = — ia2, 71 =
<T3 , and C = cr2 in terms of the standard Pauli matrices ak so that ip = (̂ _ )
with real tl)+(x,t) and ip~(x,t).

16In the literature this is often noted by A/" = (1,1) supersymmetry, but we are having
also three dimensions in mind.
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The y?4 model is defined as the special case

~ = \J\ (<P2 ~ v2o) , vl = ßl/X (114)

where the Z<i symmetry of the susy action as mentioned already (40) also
involves the fermions according to ip —> —f,ip —> 75/0 with 75 = 7°71. For
the classical kink at rest at x = 0 which interpolates between the two vacua
see (4).

At the quantum level we have to renormalize, and we shall employ the
simplest possible scheme discussed in section 2 which consists of putting all
renormalization constants to unity except for a mass counter term chosen
such that tadpole diagrams cancel completely in the trivial vacuum. At the
one-loop level and using dimensional regularization this gives (see (11))

x 2 _ w 2 _ f dkod
dk -i f ddk 1

M y (27r)^A;2 + m 2 - i e ~ ^ (27r)" 2[P +
(115)

where m = U'(v) = y/2(i is the mass of elementary bosons and fermions and

The susy invariance of the model (113) under

S<p = eip , 6tp = [ßp - U)e, (116)

(with ^g replaced by ß2 + öß2) leads to the on-shell conserved Noether
current

jß = -(ß<P + U{<p))'rßil> (117)

and two conserved charges Q± = J dx j ^ .
The model (113) is equally supersymmetric in 2+1 dimensions, where

we use 72 — a1. The same renormalization scheme can be used, only the
renormalization constant (115) has to be evaluated for d = 2 — e in place of
d = 1 — e spatial dimensions.

While classical kinks in 1+1 dimensions have finite energy (rest mass)
M = m3/A, in (non-compact) 2+1 dimensions there exist no longer solitons
of finite-energy. Instead one can have (one-dimensional) domain walls with a
profile given by (4) which have finite surface (string) tension M/L = m3/A.
With a compact extra dimension one can of course use these configurations
to form "domain strings" of finite total energy proportional to the length L
of the string when wrapped around the extra dimension.

The 2+1 dimensional case is different also with respect to the discrete
symmetries of (113). In 2+1 dimensions, 75 = ^j1^2 = ±1 corresponding
to the two inequivalent choices available for 72 = icr1 (in odd space-time
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dimensions the Clifford algebra has two inequivalent irreducible represen-
tations). Therefore, the sign of the fermion mass (Yukawa) term can no
longer be reversed by ip ->• j 5 ^ and there is no longer the Z% symmetry
tp -» —f,ip —> T5^-

What the 2+1 dimensional model does break spontaneously is instead
parity, which corresponds to changing the sign of one of the spatial coor-
dinates. The Lagrangian is invariant under xm —ï —xm for a given spatial
index m = 1 or m — 2 together with tp —> —tp (which thus is a pseudo
scalar) and ijj —» jmip. Each of the trivial vacua breaks these invari-
ances spontaneously, whereas a kink background in the re1-direction with
VK{-%1) = —VK(XX) transforms correctly with respect to a:1-reflections,
but breaks x2 = y reflection invariance.

This is to be contrasted with the 1+1 dimensional case, where parity
(xl —> —xl) can be represented either by tp —» 7°^ and a true scalar tp —» tp
or by ip -t 71V' and a pseudoscalar y? —>• —tp. The former leaves the trivial
vacuum invariant, and the latter the ground state of the kink sector.

4.2.2 Susy algebra

The susy algebra for the 1+1 and the 2+1 dimensional cases can both be
covered by starting from 2+1 dimensions, the 1+1 dimensional case following
from reduction by one spatial dimension.

In 2+1 dimensions one obtains classically [58]

{Qa,Qß} = 2i(1
M)a

ßPM, (M = 0,1,2)
= 2i(7°H + y1(Px + Zy) + -y2(Py- Zx))

a
ß, (118)

where we separated off two surface terms Zm in defining

Zm = j ddxZm, Zm = U{ip)dmtp = dmW{tp) (120)

with W(tp) = J dtpU(tp). Note that the usual central charge density of the
two-dimensional model, Zm, is obtained by dimensional reduction of the
antisymmetric part of the three dimensional energy momentum tensor. The
local version of the susy algebra (118) is obtained by a susy variation (116)
of the supercurrent (117) as follows

T
MN ^ Tr^M6jNj = Tr^M^N^Pj dP<pU((p) + symm. part

~ eMNPdptpU{tp) + symm. part, (121)

and the central charge density is then the momentum density T03 in the
reduced extra dimension.
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Having a kink profile in the ̂ -direction, which satisfies the Bogomol'nyi
equation dxipK = —U(tpx), one finds that with our choice of Dirac matrices

Q± = J d2x[(<p =F dyvW* + {dx<p ± U{<p))1>*], (122)

= 2(H±(ZX-Py)), {Q+,Q_} = 2PX (123)

and the charge Q+ leaves the classical topological (domain-wall) vacuum
(<P = y>K, V' = 0) invariant. This corresponds to classical BPS saturation,
since with Px = 0 and Py = 0 one has {Q+, Q+} = 2(H + Zx) and, indeed,
with a kink domain wall Zx/L

d-1 = W(+v) - W{-v) = -M/Ld'1.

BPS bound At the quantum level, Hermiticity of Q± and the positivity of
the Hilbert space norm implies a lower bound for the energy (density):

) (124)

This inequality is saturated when

Q+|E) = 0. (125)

By virtue of (123) also (Px) = 0 in this case, so that BPS states correspond
to massless states, since with [H, Pm] = 0 one has

(PMPM) = -\((QlQ- - {Q+,Q-}) = o (126)

for BPS saturated states (125) with (Py) = M for a kink domain wall in the
^-direction [100]. However with infinite momentum and energy unless the
y-direction is compact with finite length L. An antikink domain wall has in-
stead Q-|£) = 0. In both cases, half of the supersymmetry is spontaneously
broken.

Omitting regularization the susy algebra in 1+1 dimensions is obtained
from (118) simply by dropping Py as well as Zy so that Px = Px. The term
12ZX remains, however, with j 2 being the nontrivial j 5 of 1+1 dimensions.
The susy algebra simplifies to

{Q±,Q±} = 2(H±Z), {Q+,Q_} = 2PI (127)

and one obtains the quantum BPS bound

(128)

for any state |^) . BPS saturated states have Q+\ip) = 0 or Q-\ip) = 0,
corresponding to kink and antikink, respectively, and break half of the su-
persymmetry.

The above considerations involve Heisenberg operators and Heisenberg
states, which are both not known in perturbation theory. How and if an
observed BPS saturation in perturbation theory can be extended to such
general statements as made above will be discussed at the end of this section.
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4.3 Quantum corrections to the susy algebra in dimensional
regularization

4.3.1 Fluctuations

In a kink (or kink domain wall) background one spatial direction is singled
out and we choose this to be along x. The direction orthogonal to the kink
direction (parallel to the domain wall) will be denoted by y.

The quantum fields can then be expanded in the eigenfunctions, which
are known analytically for the y?4 and sine-Gordon-kink [112], times plane
waves in the extra dimensions. For the bosonic fluctuations we have
[-D + (U'2 + UU")\q = 0 which is solved by

<•
(129)

The kink eigenfunctions 0*. are normalized according to f dx\<j)\2 = 1 for the
discrete states and to Dirac distributions for the continuum states according

to / dx </>£</>£' = 2nö(k — k'). The mode energies are u> = A/W| -I- P where

u>k is the energy in the 1+1-dimensional case.
The canonical equal-time commutation relations [T]{X), v

are fulfilled with

where for the continuum states ôktk' becomes a Dirac delta.
For the fermionic modes which satisfy the Dirac equation \ß + U']ip — 0

one finds

J (2TT) V *-r(2TT)

^ l ) l (131)

As seen in section 2 the fermionic zero mode17 of the susy kink turns into
massless modes located on the domain wall, which have only one chirality,
forming a Majorana-Weyl domain wall fermion [24,57,78,115].18

17 By a slight abuse of notation we shall always label this by a subscript 0, but this
should not be confused with the threshold mode k = 0 (which does not appear explicitly
anywhere below).

18The mode with £ = 0 corresponds in 1+1 dimensions to the zero mode of the susy
kink. It has to be counted as half a degree of freedom in mode regularization [61]. For
dimensional regularization such subtleties do not play a role because the zero mode only
gives scaleless integrals and these vanish.
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For the massive modes the Dirac equation relates the eigenfunctions
appearing in the upper and the lower components of the spinors as follows:

sk = —(dx + U')4>k = -=±=={dx + U')</>k, (132)
Wfc V 2 £

so that the function Sk is the SUSY-quantum mechanical (B) [147] partner
state of <j)k and thus coincides with the eigen modes of the sine-Gordon
model if 4>k belongs to the y>4-kink (hence the notation) [33]. With (132),
their normalization is the same as that of the <f>k- It is the relation (132) and,
the fact that it relates bosonic to fermionic modes, as well as the different
components of fermionic to each other, which makes it possible to compute
the one loop-correction to the energy and the anomaly in the central charge,
without explicit knowledge of the mode functions.

The canonical equal-time anti-commutation relations {ipa(x),ip^(x')} =
(x — x') are satisfied if

{&M> &!',*} = h#s{e-t), (133)

and again the Sk,k' becomes a Dirac delta for the continuum states. The
algebra (133) and the solution for the massless mode (131) show that the
operator bo(£) creates right-moving massless states on the wall when £ is neg-
ative and annihilates them for positive momentum £. Thus only massless
states with momentum in the positive y-direction can be created. Changing
the representation of the gamma matrices by 72 —» —72, which is inequiv-
alent to the original one, reverses the situation. Now only massless states
with momenta in the positive y-direction exist. Thus depending on the rep-
resentation of the Clifford algebra one chirality of the domain wall fermions
is singled out. This is a reflection of the spontaneous violation of parity
when embedding the susy kink as a domain wall in 2-1-1 dimensions.

Notice that in (131) d can be only 2 or 1, for which £ has 1 or 0 com-
ponents, so for strictly d = 1 £ = 0. In order to have a susy-preserving
dimensional regularization scheme by dimensional reduction, we shall start
from d = 2 spatial dimensions, and then make d continuous and smaller
than 2.

4.3.2 Energy corrections

Before turning to a direct calculation of the anomalous contributions to cen-
tral charge and momentum, we derive, as promised in section 2, the one-loop
energy density of the susy kink (domain wall) in dimensional regularization.

Expanding the Hamiltonian density of the model (113),

Uz{ip)] + -I/JHYII V+ U'{<p)]i>, (134)
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around the kink/domain wall, using <p = tpx + 77, one obtains

\ 2 2 ^ (135)

[7 V + U'ty + O(h\

where U without an explicit argument implies evaluation at ip = y>K and use
of the renormalized /i2. The first two terms on the r.h.s. are the classical
energy density and the counterterm contribution. The terms quadratic in
the fluctuations are the only ones contributing to the total energy.19 They
give

where the two sum-integrals are the bosonic and fermionic contributions,
respectively.

Using I (U2)" = U'2 - dxU' which follows from the Bogomol'nyi equation
dxfK — — U and partially integrating (or alternatively from the equiparti-
tion theorem for the energy of the bosonic fluctuations in (135)), one obtains
the expected sum-integrals over zero-point energies,

In these expressions, the massless modes (which correspond to the zero mode
of the 1+1 dimensional kink) can be dropped in dimensional regularization
as scaleless and thus vanishing contributions, and the massive discrete modes
cancel between bosons and fermions.20 Carrying out the x-integration over
the continuous mode functions gives a difference of spectral densities, namely

dx{\<t>k{x)\2 -\sk{x)\2) = -9'{k) = --

where 9(k) is the additional phase shift of the mode functions sk compared
t o 4>k.

So one can see that the entire one-loop correction to the energy, and
as we will see also the anomaly in the central charge, is determined by

19The third term in (135) is of relevance when calculating the energy profile [62,123].
20The zero mode contributions in fact do not cancel by themselves between bosons and

fermions, because the latter are chiral. This non-cancellation is in fact crucial in energy
cutoff regularization (see Ref. [115]).
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the difference in the spectral densities of the fermionic modes. With the
help of the susy-quantum mechanical relation (132) for the fermionic modes
in the BPS background the integral (138) can also be computed without
detailed knowledge of the mode functions: Denoting the operator in (132)
by A = dx + U' the fluctuation equation above (129) of the "bosonic" modes
(f>k factorizes as

A^Afa = wjfr*. (139)

where A^ = —dx + U' is the adjoint operator. Using (132) the spectral
density (138) can be written as

= dx [\4>k{x)\2 - -±!<f>*kA*A<f)k] + surface term. (140)

The first term simply vanishes because of (139). The surface term results
from the fact, that the operator A^ is Hermitian conjugated of A only on
the space of mode functions and their derivatives, but in (140) the factor
{A(j>k) contains the derivative of the potential U' in the kink background,
which is a function of nontrivial topology. Thus we obtain for the spectral
density difference

-O'(k) = -±j'dx dx(U'\<f>k(x)\2) = -k2
2+mv (141)

where we have used only the asymptotic values U'[^K{^ = ±°°)] = U'(±v) =
±m and that the mode functions are plane waves asymptotically, i.e. \<t>k\2 —*
1. The result coincides with the explicitly integrated mode functions (138).

Combining (137) and (138), and adding in the counterterm contribution
from (115) leads to a simple integral

AM'1)
Ld~l

This reproduces the correct known result for the susy kink mass correction
AM'1 ' = —m/(27r) (for d = 1) and the surface (string) tension of the 2+1
dimensional susy kink domain wall A M ^ ' / I = —m2/(8n) (for d = 2) [115].

Notice that the entire result is produced by an integrand proportional
to the extra momentum component £2, which for strictly d = 1 would not
exist. This can also be observed by recasting (H^) in (136) with the help
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of (132) in the form

( i 4 3 )

When integrated, the first term, which is a pure surface term, cancels exactly
the counterterm (see (115)), because

0 , I g-L . mfo2, (144)
where we have used that U'(x = ±00) = ±m. The second contribution in
(143), on the other hand, is precisely the r.h.s. of (142). The first term in
(143) was first given by Yamagishi [148] but because of the lack of proper
regularization he missed the second term which gives the nontrivial correc-
tion. Anyhow, fourteen years later the same mistake was done by Graham
and Jaffe [67] but now in the opposite direction when writing the central
charge in the form of the Hamiltonian, as we explain below. Therefore they
missed the anomaly in the central charge.

4.3.3 Anomalous contributions to the central charge and extra
momentum

In a kink (domain wall) background with only nontrivial x dependence, the
central charge density Zx receives nontrivial contributions. Expanding Zx

around the kink background gives

% \dx(U'v2) + O(T?3). (145)

Again only the part quadratic in the fluctuations contributes to the inte-
grated quantity at one-loop order21. However, this leads just to the con-
tribution shown in (144), which matches precisely the counterterm môv2

from requiring vanishing tadpoles. Straightforward application of the rules
of dimensional regularization thus leads to a null result for the net one-loop
correction to \ZX\ in the same way as found in Refs. [84,104,113] in other
schemes.

On the other hand, by considering the less singular combination (H + Zx

and showing that it vanishes exactly, it was concluded in Ref. [67] that ( Zx y
has to compensate any nontrivial result for (H), which in Ref. [67] was ob-
tained by subtracting successive Born approximations for scattering phase

21 Again, this does not hold for the central charge density locally [62,123].
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T
( Zx\

shifts. In fact, Ref. [67] explicitly demonstrates how to rewrite \ZX\ into

— (H), apparently without the need for the anomalous terms in the quantum
central charge operator postulated in Ref. [123].

The resolution of this discrepancy is that Ref. [67] did not regularize

and the manipulations needed to rewrite it as - (H) (which even-

tually is regularized and renormalized) are ill-defined. Using dimensional

regularization one in fact obtains a nonzero result for (H + ZX\ appar-

ently in violation of susy.
However, dimensional regularization by embedding the kink as a domain

wall in (up to) one higher dimension, which preserves susy, instead leads to

Q, (146)

i.e. the saturation of (124), as we shall now verify.

The bosonic contribution to \Py) involves

The ^-integral factorizes and gives zero both because it is a scale-less integral
and because the integrand is odd in £. Only the fermions turn out to give
interesting contributions:

Prom the last sum-integral we have separated off the contribution of the
zero mode of the kink, which turns into chiral domain wall fermions for
d > 1. The contribution of the latter no longer vanishes by symmetry,
but the ^-integral is still scale-less and therefore put to zero in dimensional
regularization. The first sum-integral on the right-hand side is again zero by
both symmetry and scalelessness, but the final term is not. The ^-integration
no longer factorizes because u = Vk2 + P + m2, and is in fact identical to
the finite contribution in {%) obtained already in (143):
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So for all d < 2 we have BPS saturation. (H) = \/zx- Py\\, which in

the limit d -» 1, the susy kink, is made possible by a nonvanishing \Py\
The anomaly in the central charge is seen to arise from a parity-violating
contribution in d = 1 + e dimensions which is the price to be paid for
preserving supersymmetry when going up in dimensions to embed the susy
kink as a domain wall.

It is again the difference in the spectral densities, 0', which determines
the one-loop corrections, which thus depend only on the derivative of the
pre-potential (or equivalently the second derivative of super potential W =
f dipU((p)) at the critical points ±v. In general the spectral density differ-
ence for a model with spontaneously broken Z2 symmetry is given by

M50Ï( 1 5 0 )

which has an obvious generalization for Zyy symmetric models like the the
sine-Gordon model. Prom (139,140) one can see that this quantity is closely
related to the index of the operator AA^. For the here considered simple
models, where only one spatial direction is nontrivial, 0'(k) is easily obtained
from the Dirac equation in the asymptotic regions x —> ±00, far away from
the kink [113]. But as we will see in section 5, in case of a less trivial
background like the vortex, the formulation as surface term as given in
(140,141) will provide essential simplifications.

4.4 Dimensional reduction and evanescent counterterms

In the above, we have effectively used the 't Hooft-Veltman version of dimen-
sional regularization [130] in which the space-time dimensionality n is made
larger than the dimension of interest. In general this breaks susy because
the numbers of bosons and fermions are not the same anymore when one
moves up in dimensions. But in our particular model the number of states
are the same in 1+1 and 2+1 dimensions, so that we could preserve susy,
though this led to new physics like spontaneous parity violation and chiral
domain wall fermions.

In 2+1 dimensions, we have Py — Py — Zx and | (-Py) | = (H), where P and
Z were defined in (118). Classically, this BPS saturation is guaranteed by Zx

alone. At the quantum level, however, the quantum corrections to the latter
are cancelled completely by the counterterm from renormalizing tadpoles
to zero. All nontrivial corrections come from the "genuine" momentum
operator Py, and are due to having a spontaneous breaking of parity.

In the limit of 1+1 dimensions, because 7 2 |D=2+I = 7 5 |D=I+1) one has to
make the identification Z = Zx — Py. For Zx, one again does not obtain net

quantum corrections. However, the expectation value \Py) does not vanish

in the limit d —> 1, although there is no longer an extra dimension. The
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spontaneous parity violation in the 2+1 dimensional theory, which had to
be considered in order to preserve susy, leaves a finite imprint upon dimen-
sional reduction to 1+1 dimensions by providing an anomalous additional
contribution to ( Zx ) balancing the nontrivial quantum correction (H).

We now comment on how the central charge anomaly can be recovered
from Siegel's version of dimensional regularization [25,124,127] where n is
smaller than the dimension of space-time and where one keeps the number of
field components fixed, but lowers the number of coordinates and momenta
from 2 to n < 2. At the one-loop level one encounters 2-dimensional 6"
coming from Dirac matrices, and n-dimensional 8u

ß from loop momenta. An
important concept which is going to play a role are the evanescent counter-
terms [17,18] involving the factor jô^Juip, where 0^ = 6^ — oß has only
e = 2 — n nonvanishing components.

For the chiral anomaly in 3+1 dimensions due to a massless Dirac fermion
coupled to on-shell photons one finds from dimensional reduction the fol-
lowing expression for the regularized but not yet renormalized chiral cur-
rent [71,73,74]

jß = \dß±F<>°Fpa - 2-FßVAv (151)

where FßU = \tßvpaF
p(J and Âv = 8u

ßA
ß. This current is gauge invariant be-

cause 8AU = dv\ = 0 as coordinates only lie in the n-dimensional subspace.
It is conserved since total antisymmetrization of five indices in 4 dimensions
yields

X \ p d ß k A x = -F"vdpXv + el-F^FßU. (152)

Clearly, d»jß = \F»VFßV - ^eF^ FßV) = 0. The composite operator jß

is renormalized by subtracting the divergence — 2Fßl/A
u (operator mixing),

and thus in dimensional reduction the chiral anomaly is produced by the
(evanescent) counterterm, and not by the loop graph.

Consider now the supercurrent jß = —(ß<p + U((p))^fßip. In the trivial
vacuum, expanding into quantum fields yields

U'(v) V + ±V"(v) r?2) 7 ^ + ^ = ^ 2 7 ^ - (153)

Only matrix elements with one external fermion are divergent. The term
involving U"{v)rrf in (153) gives rise to a divergent scalar tadpole that is
cancelled completely by the counterterm 8/J,2 (which itself is due to an 77 and
a ip loop). The only other divergent diagram is due to the term involving
ßrj in (153) and has the form a ^-selfenergy. Its singular part reads

(Q\jß\p)div = iU"{v) dx 2 2
 ß—r——2ÜU(P)- (154)

Jo J (27r)n [KZ +p2x(l - x) + ml\l
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Using 6ß = 6ß — 6" we find that under the integral

so that

(155)

Hence, the regularized one-loop contribution to the susy current contains
the evanescent operator

( 1 5 6 )

This is by itself a conserved quantity, because all fields depend only on
the n-dimensional coordinates, but it has a nonvanishing contraction with
7^. The latter gives rise to an anomalous contribution to the renormalized
conformal-susy current #j™n' where j™n' = jß — j ß

l v ,

^ ^ = ~|V (157)

(There are also nonvanishing nonanomalous contributions to dß(jtjß) be-
cause our model is not conformal-susy invariant at the classical level.)

Ordinary susy on the other hand is unbroken; there is no anomaly in the
divergence of fß

n\ A susy variation of jß involves the energy-momentum
tensor and the topological central-charge current ^ according to

6jß = - 2 T / 7 ^ - 2CM75€, (158)

where classically Cß — eßllUdu<p.
At the quantum level, the counter-term j?* = —jß

lv' induces an addi-
tional contribution to the central charge current

£ tvpdU (159)

which despite appearances is a finite quantity: using that total antisym-
metrization of the three lower indices has to vanish in two dimensions gives

<5£e„p = eeßp + 5v
peVß (160)

and together with the fact the U' only depends on n-dimensional coordinates
this finally yields

(161)
•±71
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in agreement with the anomaly in the central charge as obtained previously.
We emphasize that Cß itself does not require the subtraction of an evanes-

cent coünterterm. The latter only appears in the susy current j ß , which
gives rise to a conformal-susy anomaly in #jß. A susy variation of the lat-
ter shows that it forms a conformai current multiplet involving besides the
dilatation current TßVx" and the Lorentz current Tß

vxpevp also a current

= xptpVQ1. We identify this with the conformai central-charge current,
which is to be distinguished from the ordinary central-charge current Ç/i-

Since dßjH
ß = eßl/C

ß, and eßV is invertible, the entire central-charge
current Cß enters in the divergence of the conformai central-charge current,
whereas in the case of the conformal-susy current it was the contraction

The current j ^ thus has the curious property of being completely de-
termined by its own divergence. For this reason it is in fact not associated
with any continuous symmetry (as is also the case for the ordinary central-
charge current, which is of topological origin). In the absence of classical
breaking of conformai invariance it is conserved trivially by its complete
disappearance and then there is no symmetry generating charge operator.
Nevertheless, in the conformally noninvariant susy kink model this current
arises and has in addition to its nonanomalous divergence an anomalous one,
namely the anomalous contribution to the central charge current inherited
from the evanescent counterterm in the renormalized susy current.

4.5 Zero modes, multiplet shortening and BPS saturation

For the following we consider strictly two dimensions, since multiplet short-
ing is somewhat peculiar for N=l susy in two dimensions. The classical kink
background (ip = ipx , tp = 0) spontaneously breaks symmetries of the sys-
tem (113). Then the background transforms nontrivial under infinitesimal
symmetry transformation. Now at the one hand a variation of a classical
solution fulfills the fluctuation equation, i.e. the linearized e.o.m. On the
other hand, a symmetry transformation of a classical solution is again an
exact classical solution. Therefore a spontaneously broken symmetry gives
rise to zero modes. In the case of the kink background the broken symme-
tries are the translational symmetry and half of the supersymmetry (116):
22

6<pK = Axdx<pK , Stp+ = 4:dxcpKe. (162)

where we have used the Bogomol'nyi (BPS) equation dx<fK = —U{tpx) for
the kink, which also implies that the second supersymmetry (e = e_) in
(116) is still unbroken. This in turn can be used as a definition for BPS
solutions and equations.

22 Boost do not lead to an independent zero mode
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4.5.1 Abstract representations

We construct representations of the strictly two dimensional algebra

Ql = H + Z , Q2_ = H-Z , {Q+,Q_} = 2P, (163)

where Q± = Q± are Hermitian, by the method of induced representa-
tions [144].Going to the rest frame in the topological sector, i.e. with non-
vanishing central charge (a hat indicates that the operator refers to a certain
representation), one obtains:

^ E) , Z|E) = Z|E), (164)

where M, Z are ordinary numbers now. Since the central charge commutes
with all other generators it is of course possible to diagonalize P and Z
simultaneously. With the rescaling Q± = y/M ± Z q± the algebra between
states |E) becomes

4 = 1 , <£ = 1 , {q+,q-}=0. (165)

This is a two dimensional Clifford algebra and the irreducible representa-
tions, which are all equivalent, are also two dimensional {|S_)|S+)}. The
super-charges are then obtained as23

Q+ = VM + Z CTI , Q- = VM - Z (j2. (166)

Short multiplet, BPS states For BPS states per definition the absolute
value of the central charge is equal to the energy of this state, i.e. for the
eigen values in (163) we have

M-\Z\=0. (167)

We choose Z = —M which corresponds to our convention for the kink. The
algebra (163) in such a BPS representation becomes now

Ql = 0 , Q2_ = 2M , {Q+, Q_} = 0. (168)

Because of the Hermiticity of Q+, (168) implies ||Q+|S)||2 = 0 and thus

Q+|E)=0. (169)

This equation is equivalent to (167) for the definition of BPS states and
means that the BPS states are left invariant by half of the supersymmetry,
namely Q+ in our case. Operators and states can be characterized by the
cohomology of the operator Q+. Analogous to BRST exact operators which

23We choose a = |(g+ - iq-) so that {0,0*} = 1 and a|E_> = 0.
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have vanishing matrix elements for physical states we can say that each
operator which is Q+-exact has vanishing expectation value for BPS states:

O = {Q+, O'} => (BPS\O\BPS) = 0. (170)

Linear representation spaces for a nilpotent operator decompose into singlets
Q+\<p) = 0 with \4>) ^ Q+\<f>') and doublets (\tp),Q+\ip)). But as already
mentioned the Hermiticity of Q+ implies that BPS states are singlets. Thus
Q+ is represented trivial, i.e. identical zero. Then Q- in (168) forms a one
dimensional Clifford algebra and there exists two inequivalent irreducible
representations,

Q_|E) = ±y/2M\E), (171)

which are connected by a Z2 transformation tp —> —ip for all fermions, which
is clearly a symmetry for each fermionic action. Thus the irreducible rep-
resentation is one-dimensional and the fermionic operator is diagonal [100].
This is the reason why it was originally thought that multiplet shortening
does not occur in two dimensions [113,123,146]. Therefore a reducible two
dimensional representation for the soliton states was assumed such that the
fermion parity operator (—1)F is still defined. For a reducible two dimen-
sional representation {|St>), |Sf)} we may choose:

Q- = V2Max , ( - l ) F = a3, (172)

so that ( — 1)F is diagonal in this representation and Q~ has fermion parity
— 1, i.e. {Q,(—l)F} = 0. Note that this is the direct sum of the two inequiv-
alent irreducible representations (171), which are obtained as ^(iSb) ± |Sf)).

Witten and Olive [146] observed, that in four dimensional susy gauge
theories the number of particle states is not changed in the Higgs phase,
although massive representations have 2 times as many states than mass-
less one. Thus, they concluded, that the Higgs phase corresponds to a BPS
saturated representation which has the same dimension as the massless rep-
resentation. Because of this multiplet shortening the BPS saturation should
be protected against perturbative corrections since they cannot change the
number of particle states.

The counting of susy soliton states in two dimensions is somewhat pe-
culiar (see below) and the loss of fermion parity (171) suggested a two di-
mensional representation, as for the non-susy soliton [87], and thus no mul-
tiplet shortening would occur. In [123], nevertheless BPS-saturation was
assumed, to match the central charge correction to the mass correction ob-
tained in [113]. The crucial relation for BPS saturation is the annihilation by
one super charge (169). It was stated that this relation is protected without
multiplet shortening, by analogous arguments that constraint supersymme-
try breaking [147]. A simple argument shows that this is not sufficient.
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Assume that in some approximation a reducible multiplet is BPS saturated,
i.e. Q+|Si) = 0. Since the operator Q+ is Hermitian its representation is of
the form (because of the reducibility the Z2~grading through (—1)F exists)

and the BPS states can be separated in zero-eigën states of M and M^. To
answer the question if the multiplet remains BPS saturated under pertur-
bations (corrections) we consider the quantity24

lim Tr f ( - l ) F e~ß Q+] = ng - n? = Ind(M), (174)
0->oo L J

which is the difference between the number of zero-eigenvalue eigen states
(singlets) of M and M\ That this index is invariant under perturbative
corrections can be seen quite analogously to the arguments of [147]. If a
state is no longer annihilated by Q+, say for example one with fermionic
parity, then also the bosonic super-partner state is no longer annihilated:

0 Î Q+|f ) ~ Q+Q-\b) = -Q-Q+\b) -> Q+|b) # 0. (175)

So the difference in the number of singlet states is unchanged under pertur-
bative corrections, and thus it can be calculated in a semi-classical approx-
imation. So what can this index tell us? In case that it would be nonzero,
there would exist, at least one, BPS saturated state, which is then protected
against quantum corrections. But in this case (-1)F is no longer denned
as we will see immediately. If the index vanishes in an approximation,
nb ~ nf = 0> the number of fermionic and bosonic singlets coincides. The
trivial case is of course that they both vanish already in the approximation
and there are no BPS states. In the nontrivial case there exist susy pairs
of BPS singlets in the approximation, but susy does not protect them from
being lifted pairwise above the BPS bound as described in (175). But this
is exactly the case of the Z2 symmetric two-dimensional multiplet (172). So
the equality between the mass correction and the anomalous contribution to
the central charge needs a different explanation, and in fact it was found that
one has to give up the usual fermion parity for the topological soliton state
which is then a single-state short super-multiplet (171) [100]. If we look now
again on the BPS saturation equation (169), we see immediately that a lift
above the BPS bound would give a twice as long irreducible multiplet (166)
which cannot be caused by perturbative corrections. So, in the absence of
other mechanism as for example a difference in a conserved quantum num-
ber, multiplet shortening is a necessary condition for BPS saturation being
protected.

24Note that BPS states {Q\ = 0) contribute T r | B p S ( - l ) F = n° - n°, whereas for
non-BPS states is Q\ = {H + Z) > 0 such that their contribution vanish for ß —> 00.
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4.5.2 Realization in a quantum field theory

JJp to now we have only discussed abstract representations of the susy al-
gebra (163). In a quantum field theory the operators in the algebra (163)
and their representations correspond to Heisenberg operators of conserved,
i.e. time-invariant, charges and Heisenberg states. In general neither oper-
ators nor states in the Heisenberg picture are known explicitly. But instead
one quantizes the field operators in the interaction picture in terms of cre-
ation/annihilation operators which are defined w.r.t. a perturbative ground
state. The canonical commutation relations imply an algebra for the mode
coefficients which usually has to be represented in an irreducible manner.
This determines which kind of the above representations is realized in the
(perturbative) quantum field theory.

In our case this is the algebra (133) (for I = 0 now)

{&*,&£/} = **,*', . &o = l . (176)

The representation of the bosonic algebra is less involved, except that the
collective coordinate governed by the translational zero mode is represented
with vanishing momentum qo = 0.

Let us first consider the quasi-classical case [100], i.e. the quantum
mechanics of the soliton moduli. For this one includes only the classical
background ipx and the bosonic and fermionic zero modes (moduli), with
operators

bl = 1 and [q,q] = -i. (177)

With the BPS equation dxipK + U = 0 and qo = 0 one obtains for the
supercharges (122)

Q+ = 0 , Q- = 2 f dxdx<pKi(j0 = T/2ÂQ b0, (178)

where for &o there exist two inequivalent irreducible representations bo\spm) —
±|s±), which corresponds to the two short BPS multiplets (171).

Instead of discussing how to represent the quasi-classical quantum me-
chanics let us consider quantum field theory. In the semi-classical approxi-
mation, one has to include all modes of the quantum field, which differs from
the quasi-classical case qualitatively, since the number of mode degrees of
freedom is changed from 2 to infinity. Thus we are now looking for a repre-
sentation of (176). This is an infinite dimensional Clifford algebra of pairs
of generators 7^ = {bk + b'k) and 7^ = i(bk - b\) and the single generator
60 • This is quite analogous to an odd dimensional Clifford algebra, and the
operator 60 plays the role of the 75 of the even-dimensional algebra 7^. So
there are two inequivalent representations of the full algebra governed by
the sign of the "gamma five" operator 60 • Because bo has to anti-commute
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with the ftfc's this time it cannot be represented as a number. The b^-algebra
can be represented as usual on a Fock space, constructed from the Clifford
vacuum \Q) with bk\ty = 0. The whole algebra, including 60 can then be
realized in two inequivalent irreducible representations [61]:

|a±) = i(l±&o)|fi) , bo\s±) = ±\s±) , 6fc|s±)=0. (179)

In the usual fermion parity counting 60 is an odd, i.e. fermionic operator,
and thus the ground states \s±) are half fermionic and half bosonic. But
in two dimensions there is less distinction between fermions and bosons. In
fact, since there are no rotations in two dimensions, the definition of fermion
parity is more abstract. Especially the statistics of different vacua depends
on the sign of the eigenvalue of fermion mass matrix at the considered vac-
uum [147]. In the case of the kink this means that if the vacuum located at
+v is defined to be bosonic the vacuum at — v is automatically fermionic.
Now a topological state like the kink connects these two vacua with oppo-
site statistics which explains that this state cannot have a definite fermion
parity, as it is usually defined, namely to be even for bosonic fields ip and
odd for fermionic fields tp.

Let us now check if also semi-classically the BPS saturation condition
is satisfied. With the regularized mode expansion for the quantum fields
(129,131) and the BPS equation dx<pK + U = 0 one obtains

Q+\s±) = Idx [#+ + (3*7/ + U'v)1>-]\8±) + O(h)

For higher order calculations also the motion of the perturbative ground
state \s±) has to be taken into account. So both states are BPS saturated
semi-classically. The question is now whether the field operator is repre-
sented reducibly or irreducibly, i.e. by a single state \s+) or |s_). First we
note that any state generated from |s+) is orthogonal to any state generated
from \s-). Since bo is diagonal for this states a general state is of the form

\A±) = (Ae
± + A°±)\s±), (181)

where Ae, A° contains an even and odd number of non-zero-mode oscillators.
The scalar product ( J4_ |A + ) vanishes since an odd number of oscillators
has vanishing expectation value. The same argument shows that operators
with an even number of fermionic fields have vanishing matrix elements
between \s+) and |s_). Thus except for the usual fermion parity, there is
no reason to implement a two dimensional reducible representation. But
as we discussed already, in two dimensions the boson fermion distinction
is somewhat arbitrary. The BPS saturation under quantum corrections,
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obtained in the previous subsection is of course strong evidence for multiplet
shortening. The multiplet shortening can also clearly be seen by a soft
breaking of ~N~ = 2 to flf = 1 supérsymmetry, where one of the soliton states
disappears by the phenomenon of delocalization [118]. Also the strange
effective multiplicity of \/2 found by [50] can be explained by multiplet
shortening.

As a last thing we show that by changing the interpretation of bo it is
possible to define a definite fermion parity also in the topological sector built
on a single-state multiplet. Since tic = 1, bo is an involution and it generates
a Z2 grading on the Hilbert space. Each state built on |s+) for example can
be decomposed as

M = h M + h M with \1>±) = P±\il>) , P± = i ( l±6o) . (182)

The operator 60 is then of the form

Consider now physical observables Ö which contain an even number of
fermionic fields, and thus are of the form

O = a + ßb0B + syB2, (184)

where B and B2 stand symbolically for an odd and even number of nonzero-
mode oscillators and a, ß, 7 are ordinary numbers. From this follows imme-
diately

[O,b] = 0 => O=(£ ° ) . (185)

So the Z2 graduation is respected by physical observables. The form (183)
of bo suggests the identification

60 = (-1)F (186)

in the soliton sector. The choice between the two inequivalent representa-
tions \s±) is then analogous to the two different parities of the vacua ±v,
where here \s+) would be bosonic.
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5 Non-vanishing quantum corrections to the mass
and central charge of the N = 2 vortex and BPS
saturation

5.1 Introduction

So far we have developed on the basis of rather simple models a very elegant
method of dimensional regularization for computations of quantum correc-
tions in the presence of a nontrivial, topological background. By employing
dimensional regularization through susy-preserving dimensional reduction
from a higher-dimensional model. The correct quantum corrections to the
mass of the susy kink are obtained [115] without having to deal with en-
ergy located at boundaries introduced in other methods, and the anomalous
contribution to the central charge can be obtained from corrections to the
momentum operator in the extra dimensions, which in the case of a kink
background leave a finite remainder in the limit of 2 dimensions [116].

In this section we consider the Abrikosov-Nielsen-Oleson [1,42,105,131]
vortex solution of the abelian Higgs model in 2+1 dimensions which has
a supersymmetric extension [46,119] such that classically the Bogomol'nyi
bound [15] is saturated. We employ our variant of dimensional regularization
to the J\f = 2 vortex by dimensionally reducing the J\f = 1 abelian Higgs
model in 3 + 1 dimensions. This model includes a Fayet-Iliopoulos term
which mediates the spontaneous breakdown of gauge-symmetry and gives
rise to topological distinct vacua. Because of the absence of a superpotential
stays supersymmetry, despite of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term, unbroken. To
obtain the same field content for the three-dimensional M = 2 descendant
model as for the original M = 2 three-dimensional vortex model [46,119],
one has to start with one chiral multiplet only for the matter fields in four
dimension. This model is inconsistent in strict four dimensions because of a
chiral anomaly. To achieve anomaly cancellation one needs at least a second
chiral multiplet with opposite charged.

We confirm the results of [97,119,135] that in a particular gauge (back-
ground-covariant Feynman-'t Hooft) the sums over zero-point energies of
fluctuations in the vortex background cancel completely, but contrary to
[97, 119] we find a non-vanishing quantum correction to the vortex mass
coming from a finite renormalization of the expectation value of the Higgs
field in this gauge. The renormalization of tadpoles in the vacuum sec-
tor is necessary for a consistent perturbative expansion, since otherwise the
point of expansion, the might be vacuum, starts move when corrections are
included. In the topological sector the renormalization of vacuum-tadpoles
guarantees that the vortex field-profile asymptotically takes the real vacuum
value. As we will see, the renormalization of the expectation value of the
Higgs field depends the gauge parameter and thus the remaining contribu-
tions to mass and central charge must be gauge dependent too, so the final
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result is gauge independent. This in addition demonstrates the need for
renormalizing tadpoles although they are finite in dimensional regulariza-
tion. This also shows that the so far obtained null results for the zero-point
energy sums [97,119] are gauge dependent statements.

In contrast to [119], where a null result for the quantum corrections to
the central charge was stated, we show that the central charge receives also a
net non-vanishing quantum correction, namely from a nontrivial phase in the
fluctuations of the Higgs field in the vortex background, which contributes
to the central charge even though the latter is a surface term that can be
evaluated far away from the vortex. This reflects the long range force of the
vortex-gauge field. The correction to the central charge exactly matches the
correction to the mass of the vortex.

In Ref. [97], it was claimed that the usual multiplet shortening arguments
in favor of BPS saturation would not be applicable to the N = 2 vortex since
in the vortex background there would be two rather than one fermionic zero
modes [96], leading to two short multiplets which have the same number of
states as one long multiplet.25 We show however that the extra zero mode
postulated in [97] has to be discarded because its gaugino component is
singular, and that only after doing so there is agreement with the results from
index theorems [80,96,139]. For this reason, standard multiplet shortening
arguments do apply, explaining the BPS saturation at the quantum level
that we observe in our explicit one-loop calculations.

5.2 Embedding the vortex

The three dimensional N = 2 abelian vortex can be embedded as a string
in a four dimensional Af = 1 abelian gauge theory, consisting of a vector
multiplet V ~ (A, A, D) and chiral scalar multiplets <£>& ~ (</>&, V'fcj Fk), with
a vanishing superpotential but including a Fayet-Iliopoulos (Fl)-term [49]:

C= f (•^d&waw* + h-c) + Y, [d94$iegiV$i + 2K IdOAV. (187)

The FI-term, which is gauge invariant for abelian (sub) groups only, induces
spontaneous symmetry breaking of the gauge symmetry and masses for the
fields. Note, that in the absence of a superpotential supersymmetry stays un-
broken. The Lagrangian (187) is invariant under complexified Wc(l) gauge
transformations

t (A-Ä) , $fc -> e-iqkA$k , (188)
25Incidentally, Refs. [96,97] considered supersymmetric Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory,

which contains the supersymmetric abelian Higgs model as a special case.
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where A is a chiral superfield and q^ is the charge of the field <!>£. The theta
angle in the gauge coupling

4TT •d , .
T = l7 + ^ (189)

parameterizes the topological gauge field term. This term is unimportant
for our purposes and we will set •a = 0 henceforth. Because of the Bianchi
identity DaWa = DQW01 only the real part of the FI-coupling « enters in
the Lagrangian which we thus choose to be real.

In (187) chiral currents are coupled to the gauge field, which are, as is
well known, anomalous [2,12]. For a consistent coupling of the currents to
the gauge field these anomalies have to cancel, which is achieved if the trace
of the U{\) charges vanishes [9], i.e. if

* = 0. (190)

Eliminating the auxiliary fields Fk,D through their algebraic equations
of motions one obtains the (positive) potential and thus the (classical) vacua
as follows:

\2) (191)

\ ^ Ç è 2 ) 2 . (192)

In the case of only one chiral multiplet (q = — 1) the vacuum manifold is S1

and consists of gauge-equivalent configurations

|VI|2 = 2/Î -* «i = 2«e<a. (193)

In the case of two opposite charged chiral multiplets (qi^ = Tl ) the vacuum
manifold is more complicated:

\vi\2 - \v2\
2 = 2K -)• vi = Vr2 + 2K eiQl , v2 = reia2. (194)

The vacuum manifold parametrized by («1,0:2, r) is S1 x S1 x K+. To divide
out gauge equivalent configurations we write (194) as

(195)

By a gauge transformation with ^ or ^ + TT the phase in (195) is gone. The
remaining configurations solving the vacuum constraint (194) given by

M = v2/{v2 -> -v2} = {r > 0, a 6 [0, TT]}, (196)

are physical inequivalent and called moduli space of the model. The mod-
ulus r, however, in lower dimensions (D = 2,3) is dynamical selected to
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be zero by vortex configurations [108,128]. The existence of moduli spaces,
i.e. inequivalent vacua called flat directions, are typical for supersymmet-
ric theories, where the accidental degeneracy of vacua is protected against
quantum corrections.

The two cases considered above are the most interesting one for us.
The case of only one charged multiplet gives exactly the field content of
the M = 2 vortex in three dimensions [119]. But this model is anomalous
in four dimensions, since the trace of U(l) charges (190) does not vanish.
Adding a second multiplet with opposite charge is the minimal extension of
the 3D-abelian vortex model to a non-anomalous theory in four dimensions.
This case will be discussed in more detail elsewhere [114].

5.2.1 Dimensional reduction

We now dimensional reduce the Lagrangian (187) with one charged multiplet
to three dimensions to obtain the minimal three dimensional M = 2 vortex
Lagrangian. For this we write (187) in terms of the component fields in the
Wess-Zumino (WZ) gauge [143] (see appendix C)26:

£ =~\FL ~ i^mdm\ + l-D2 + ev2D

-\Dmcj>\2 - %$omDmil> + |F|2 + iy/2e{\$<j> - \^) - e^D, (197)

where Dm = dm — ieAm. The first line in (197) is the gauge field La-
grangian including the FI-term, where the second line is the gauge-matter
field Lagrangian in (187) in the WZ-gauge. The bosonic three dimensional
Lagrangian is easily obtained. The fermionic one is treated in more detail
in appendix D. We reduce trivially27 the ̂ -direction and introduce the real
scalar field N := A3:

= -\F% - \{dN? - |ZVI2 - ¥\\<t>\2 - v2)2 - e2\4>\2N, (198)

CF = ->0\ - #>V + eNÏ)tp - iV2e{î>X(f> - Ä ^ ) , (199)

where we have set the auxiliary fields on-shell (191). The Lagrangian (198)
is of the same form as in [96]. Since we now know how the three dimen-
sional fields are related to their four-dimensional origin we will keep the four
dimensional language henceforth.

5.3 Supercurrent superfield and anomaly multiplet

Before we finally switch to the component Lagrangian and the WZ-gauge
(see below) we discuss some (classical) properties of the model (187) in

26We rescale the vector multiplet (A, X,D) —> -(A,X,D) and define e = — \qg as well

27 With trivially we mean that all fields are independent of S3 = z so that 83 = 0. Later
we will keep derivatives w.r.t. the extra dimension for the purpose of regularization.
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terms of superfields. The Lagrangian (187) has several (global) symmetries,
i?-symmetry, supersymmetry and translational symmetry, and associated
currents which form a super multiplet, the supercurrent superfield [52]. The
starting point is the so-called Ä-symmetry.

5.3.1 i?-symmetry

The .R-symmetry can be represented as [/(I) rotations of the fermionic su-
perspace coordinates

0->e iQ0 , 6^e-ia6, (200)

which thus have per construction charge re § = ±1, and also a superfield has
a definite Ä-charge rF under such transformations

F'(6',0')=eirFaF{9,6). (201)

The i?-charge of the different fields in (187) is determined by the requirement
of invariance under the above defined transformations:

= eiarv£FI, (202)

where £\y (and its complex conjugated), £M and £FI are the terms in (187).
Prom the transformation of the gauge and matter-gauge coupling in (202)
one obtains the weights

T\Y = 1 , rjy = — 1 —» ry = 0 and r$ = —r$ = r. (203)

With (203) the FI-Lagrangian does not give any further constraint and the
ü-weight r of the chiral superfield is arbitrary so far. Associated to the
ü-symmetry, as a continuous symmetry, is a conserved conserved current,
the Ä-current. From the component expansion (appendix C) one read off
the Ä-charges of the component fields

rx = 1 , r(t> = r , r^ = r - 1 , rF = r - 2, (204)

where we have used that the Grassmann coordinates have unit charge, rg =
—rg = 1. The complex conjugated fields are opposite charged and all other
fields are invariant under the Ä-symmetry. The Lagrangian transforms mod-
ulo e.o.m. into the divergence of the Noether current, ö£ = 9 ™ ^ + e.o.m.,
where in the WZ-gauge

Rm = -^XamX + ir{4>Dm(f> - (j)Dm$) - (r - l)ipam$, (205)

and which is conserved on-shell since 5£ = 0. Because the FI-term is in-
variant and also linear (~ D) it does not contribute to the current. This
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current is per definition the lowest component of the supercurrent superfield
and this will be our starting point for the construction of this superfield.
The principles which we impose for the "engineering" process are: (i) super-
symmetric covariance, since it should be a super field, (ii) gauge invariance,
so that it is meaningful to start with the lowest component in a certain
gauge. First we write the Ä-current in spinorial coordinates28:

= jiKK + 2(r - l)ipa^à + ir{$Daà<t> - <f>Daà4>). (206)

The superfield expression for the first term is easily guessed to be ^WaW&

since29 \a = Wa\ and Wa is super covariant and gauge invariant. For the
other terms we introduce the super- and gauge-covariant derivative

Va$ = (Da+qDaV)$ , Và$ = (Dà + qDàV)$, (207)

which transforms covariant under gauge transformations and in the abelian
case the projection on the lowest component gives the same as for the super
derivative 30, i.e.

V a $ ^ e - i A V a $ , V a * | = DQ*|. (208)

With this we see that \f2ij)a = VQ$|. So the gauge invariant expression
for the second term in (206) is (r — l)eqVVa<&Và$- More educated but
analogous "guessing" gives for the third term in (206) §[-DQ, Dà]($eqV<l) —
re?vVa<I>V<i$. So the supercurrent superfield reads as

Vaà = ^WaW& - eqVVa^Vâê + £[£>Q, Dà]{$e«vO>). (209)
9 z

Note that the lowest component uniquely defines a superfield and so does the
i?-current (206) for the supercurrent superfield. An alternative method to
construct the supercurrent-SF is to vary the action with respect to external
supergravity [125]. The supercurrent-SF (209) has exactly the same form
as in the case of massless, i.e. super-conformal QED31 if one chooses the
.R-charge of the chiral super field to be r = | [94]. As we will see below
it is exactly the conformai structure which will fix r = | [109]. As for
the Ä-current the FI-term does not contribute to the expression for the
supercurrent SF but it enters through the equations of motions.

28Note that Daàj> = cr^àDm4>.
29The bar | means projection on the lowest component.
30In the non-abelian case this is only true under the trace
31 We have treated here only one charge q. For different charges one just have to sum

over the matter contribution to the supercurrent-SF (209)
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5.3.2 Trace equation

The supercurrent-SF (209) is conserved on-shell

dmVm = dm{-\dmaàVaà) = 0, (210)

which is clear from the fact that the lowest component, the Ä-current is
conserved:

dmVm\ = dmRm = 0 =• dmVm = 0, (211)

since dmVm is also a superfield. Thus the supercurrent-SF contains a multi-
plet of conserved currents, which emerge as coefficients in a theta expansion

Vm = Rm- i{0Jm - 9Jm) - 20CTn0(6nm + Cmn) + • • • , (212)

where we have written only the most relevant terms. The components in
(212) are the .R-current, supercurrents and the energy-momentum tensor,
which we have split into its symmetric and antisymmetric part. These cur-
rents are improved currents (the symmetric part of the energy momentum
tensor only) such that their moments

Sm = 4Jm , Dm = x™emn (213)

are the currents of the super-conformal symmetry [52]. Our model is confor-
mai invariant only in the limit « = 0, so that the super-conformal currents
(213) will not be conserved but will contain explicit breaking terms pro-
portional to K. The conformai structure is summarized in the so-called
"trace equation" of the supercurrent-SF [109]. This equation gives the
(non)conservation laws for the conformai currents. First we need the su-
perspace equations of motion. Following [51] we obtain32:

V2$ = 0 = V2$, (214)
jpDaWa = q$eqV® + 2«. (215)

From (215) one can see how the FI-term enters the supercurrent-SF. Using
the equations of motions and the identity
DaDaDà = \{D2Da + DaD

2) one obtains for the trace equation:

DàVaà = 2g(l - \r)WjfeqVfSf + (§r - l)eqV{DàVa$)VàO>
+AKWQ. (216)

Thus the correct i?-weight for the chiral superfield, which is consistent with
the conformai structure, is r = | . With this choice only the explicit break-
ing by the FI-term survives in the trace equation. Because of the Bianchi

32In our conventions \D2 = d62 up to surface terms
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identity for the field strength Wa this corresponds to the " Ba ^ 0, S = 0"-
case [13,109]:

DàVaà=4KWa , DaWa = DàW
à. (217)

In even dimensions chiral and conformai currents are in general anomalous.
Thus in a supersymmetric theory the anomalies sit in a superfield (217) and
form a multiplet, the so called anomaly multiplet. Concretely the following
anomalies are related by the trace equation (217):

dmRm , dmDm = <dZ , dmSm = VmJm. (218)

It is now interesting what the trace equation (217) gives if one dimensionally
reduces the theory. For this we switch to four-spinor notation [140] so that
the supercurrent superfield and the conformai trace equation reads as

(0m„ + Cmn) + • • • ; (219)

aß = -(dß + I X Op dm)Vaß = 0. (220)

We start in four (or any higher even dimension D) and reduce step by step
to two dimensions less, so that the indices take the values m = (0,.. . , i =
D — 2, fj, = D — l,D). For the first and second term in (219) nothing
important happens, so that the trace equation (220) gives essentially

iT5r
mJm + 0dmRm , i r 5 r % + 6d»Rß , iV^VJi + O&Ri... , (221)

in the different dimensions. The interesting thing happens in the third term
of (219), where the essential terms are (Tmn = @mn + Cmn)

D: -iT5T
mrnTmne = -iT5G

m
me + ..., (222)

D - 1 : -iTb{Y^YvTßV + r ö r " T „ ß + T"TDTDv)0

= - i r 5 ( e " M + 2TDT»cßD)e..., (223)

D-2: - t r 5 ( p r % - + r^FTiD_i + r ' r ^ T b - i J ) B
= - i i ye* t + 2rD-1riCiD-i)0 • • • • (224)

Thus through the dimensional reduction the conformai projection (con-
traction with a gamma matrix) of the antisymmetric part of the energy
momentum tensor enters the anomaly multiplet at the same level as the
trace anomaly of the energy momentum tensor. So in reduced dimensions
the multiplet of moments (213) and anomalies (218) become (a = fi or i)

Sa = 4Ja , Da = xbeba , Za = 4U- (225)
das

a = 7
aJa, daD

a = e a
a , daz

a = r a c a , (226)

where £a = C,Da is the central charge current and stems from the antisym-
metric part of the energy momentum only. The asymmetric EM-tensor can
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differ from the symmetric (improved) one only by an improvement term.
Thus the antisymmetric part is a surface term and does not act on local-
ized states. But in the dimensional reduced theory extended finite energy
states may exist, so that the surface term can no longer be neglected. In
the higher dimension the antisymmetric part can be important for domain-
walls or -strings where they become central charge densities of this objects,
which are extended but not finite energy states [58,115]. The momentum
of the central charge current, Za, gives for the two-dimensional Af = 1 kink
the anomalous correction to the central charge [116]. Although the dimen-
sional reduced theory is M = 2 symmetric this analysis has merit also for
the H = 1 kink, since softly breaking the M = 2 symmetry and send-
ing the masses of the "regulator" multiplet to infinity gives the anomaly
in the central charge of the M = 1 kink [123]. The above analysis is also
valid if one starts in six dimensions and reduces to four dimensions. Start-
ing with a M = 1 Yang-Mills theory in D = 6 one obtains the N — 2
monopole model [85]. Concluding this analysis, the possibility of a central
charge anomaly is directly connected to the existence of super-conformal
anomalies, which depends on the supersymmetry content as well as on the
dimension. Since supersymmetry connects the conformai anomalies with
the chiral Ä-current anomaly one cannot expect a conformai anomaly in
odd dimensions, but there are nevertheless anomalous contributions to the
central charge possible, i.e. finite reminder from the momentum in the ex-
tra dimension, as we have seen in the case of the susy-kink domain wall
(2). A last subtlety remains. The above analysis treats the central charge
current. It is of course possible that anomalies of local currents do not con-
tribute to integrated quantities. In D = 4, M = 1 super QED the Konishi
anomaly [31,92] of the supercurrent-SF induces a central charge density [30]

(227)

where Taß is proportional to the Konishi anomaly. Because of the absence
of topological distinct vacua this integrates to zero. Also in the dimensional
reduced (D = 3) theory this gives no contributions, since there the anomaly
vanishes.

5.4 The BPS-vortex solutions

First we consider BPS solution from its purely bosonic origin [15]. For this
we set the fermionic fields as well as the bosonic field N, coming from the
extra dimension, in (197) to zero. This gives the abelian Higgs- or Landau-
Ginzburg model for a superconducter [59], respectively:

CLG = -\Fl„ - \Dß<t>\2 - I U\\<t>\), (228)

where we have introduced the pre-potential
2-v2). (229)
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Here occurs an important point for the structure of the bosonic as well as
supersymmetric theory. To emphasize this fact we have introduced a new
coupling A in (229). It is only for the case that the Higgs coupling in (229)
equals the gauge coupling, i.e.

A = e, (230)

that the bosonic theory provides BPS solutions [15]. Otherwise the Bo-
gomol'nyi trick of completing squares (see below) does not work. In the
Landau-Ginzburg theory this is the transition point between type I and
type II superconductors. The J\f = 1 supersymmetric extension of (228)
at this coincidence of couplings becomes A/" = 2 supersymmetric, as shown
classically in [46].33 Thus there is a deep connection between the existence
of a topological charge, i.e. a BPS solution for the bosonic model and the
supersymmetry content of the supersymmetric extended model [77].

The vacuum manifold is give by <f>o = veia and is thus topological an S1.
We are looking for static finite energy solutions or strings of finite tension
in the four dimensional space, i.e. all fields are independent of the extra
dimension. Thus we start with the ansatz

^ = 0 = ii=i,2 , Ao = 0, (231)

where we have also set the unphysical mode AQ, which is just a Lagrange
multiplier for the Gauß-constraint, to zero. For finite energy each term in
(228) must separately vanish asymptotically, thus

<S> -> v e i a { - x \ (232)

(di - ieAi)<j) -> 0 =• Ai -» —^drf, (233)
le

fast enough to be integrable in two dimensions. (233) implies that the gauge
field is asymptotically pure gauge and thus also the field strength vanishes:

Ai -> 1-di log <f> => Fij -)• 0. (234)
le

5.4.1 Homotopy classification

The two dimensional spatial boundary at infinity is topological an Sl as well
as the vacuum manifold. Thus the scalar field at spatial infinity is the map

4>\dM • S1 -» Sl = TnOS1) = Z, (235)

33To be more specific, the two couplings really have to be identical, i.e. also renormalize
in the same way.
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where 7Ti stands for the first homotopy group. Thus there are infinitely many
different and disconnected topological sectors in the space of solutions. The
continuity in the angular variable 6 of the asymptotic solutions (232) imply

a{6 + 2TT) = a + 2TTOT =>• a = nT9, (236)

where we have assumed that the radial dependence has been separated al-
ready. With (233) we can now classify all finite energy solutions by their
asymptotic behavior and topological index, the winding number nT as fol-
lows 34

4>-*v einr9 , Ag-+— , nT € Z. (237)
e

Flux-quantization: To the above discussed gauge fields A = A{dxl one can
associate a magnetic field B — dA 35 with a magnetic flux in the direction
of the extra dimension through the xy-plane

* = / B= AgdO = = ^ . (238)
JM JdM e

This quantization does not include the fundamental constant of quantum
theory, h. It enters through the quantization of the electrical charge of the
Cooper pairs [112]

Qel = e{f{U - 4)) = f => $ = ̂ - (239)

5.4.2 Bogomol'nyi bound, central charge and BPS equations

With the Bogomol'nyi trick (completing squares) the energy (density) of the
above discussed classical solutions can be written as

E = J dx2 {\Di(t>\2 + ±F?2 + ±U2)

= Jdx2 {\\{Di±ieijDj)(j>\2 + \{FU ± U)2} ± Z. (240)

Since the first two terms in (240) are positive definite one obtains a lower
bound for the energy in terms of the central charge Z:

E>\Z\ , Z= Idx2dieij{ev2Aj-iï>Dj(j>}. (241)

The bound is saturated if the BPS equations

(Di±ieijDj)<t> = 0, (242)

± U = 0 (243)

In a normalized frame e6 = -dö with g(ee,ee) = 1 the gauge field coordinate would

35Note that B3 = (rotA)3 = e3jkdjAk = dA\R2, where Bi = B3 = 0.
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are fulfilled, in contrast to the equations of motions these equations are of
first order and should thus be easier to solve than the e.o.m. Unfortunately
no solution in terms of elementary functions is known [42,131]. The im-
portant thing is now that the BPS equations (242) imply the equations of
motions. Acting with D{ on (242) and using (243) gives:

Di2<j) ± eFl2<f> = Di2 - e<j)U = 0, (244)

which is exactly the e.o.m. for the scalar field with the ansatz (231). The
e.o.m. for the gauge field is obtained by acting with Eijdj on (243) and with
the help of (242):

eijdjFvi ± EijdjU = eijdjFu + ie{4>Di<t> - <f>Di4>), (245)

which is by noting {dßF
ßU)i = —eijdjF\2, the e.o.m. for the gauge field.

5.4.3 Vortices

The solutions of the BPS-equations (242,243) are called vortices and since
they are finite energy solutions they fall in the classification (237). In 2 + 1
dimensions they are really finite energy solutions, in 3+1 dimensions they are
strings of finite string tension and in 1 + 1 dimensions they occur as instan-
tons. The upper/lower sign in (242,243) refer to vortices and anti-vortices,
respectively. We will always refer to vortices except stated otherwise. The
BPS equation (242) can be written as

(£>i + iD2)(f> = D+4 = 0 . (246)

For an angular symmetric vortex with winding number nT we make the
following ansatz:

*> = / ( r ) <**' , A9 = n T ~ a ( r ) - (247)

Further we express F = dA = —dra(r)drd9 through Fu by (see appendix
E)

Fl2 = diXi.d2X3.Fi,? = -FrB = - ^ l l . (248)
r r

The equations (242,243) thus become

r-^-ln/(r)=o(r) (249)
dr
l-±a{r)=e2{f\r)-v\ (250)
r dr

and the boundary conditions are [42,131]:

/(oo) = v , / ( r->0) ~rn + O{rn+2) (251)

a(oo) = 0 , a(r->0) ~ n + O(r2), (252)
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where the asymptotic values are reached exponentially fast. The central
charge and thus the energy of this solutions are

[ [ [ (253)
M JdM
r-2-K

= I d6(ev2Ae-i<pD6(p) =2nnTv2. (254)
Jo

The above (247) considered configuration is a single nT-vortex, i.e. a vortex
with winding number nT. We would have obtained the same result for the
energy and central charge of a configuration of nT one-vortices distributed
in the plane. Configurations of k n^-vortices are similar to one Y2i ̂ -vortex
in many respects, especially topologically and according the number of zero
modes [137]. A n-vortex can be seen as a limiting process of approaching
centers of n one-vortices. Prom the 3 + 1 dimensional point of view n one-
vortices are n flux tubes located at the centers of the vortices.

5.5 Supersymmetry and WZ-gauge

The superspace Lagrangian (187) is manifestly supersymmetric. The trans-
formation for the different superfields F = (V,$i) are certain translations
in superspace:

SeF = {eQ + IQ)F

Qa = da- i(amê)adm

Qâ = -dà+i(0am)àdm. (255)

By a component expansion of the lh.- and rh.-side of (255) one can read off
the transformation rules for the component fields. The Lagrangian (187) is
also invariant under the super-gauge transformations (188). Since the vec-
tor superfield V transforms inhomogeneously one can eliminate component
fields of F by a field dependent super-gauge transformation. The maximal
elimination leads to the so called WZ-gauge, where only the gauge field, the
gaugino and the real auxiliary field are left, Vwz ~ (-Am, A, D). As always
in gauge theories, any general configuration for the vector superfield V can
be obtained from the gauge fixed Vwz by a field dependent super-gauge
transformation, i.e.

V = Vwz + i(A-K) , A = A(B,x,C), (256)

where B, x, C are the component fields of V eliminated in the WZ-gauge.
The elimination of the B, x- and C-component of V fixes the super-gauge
transformation A completely in terms of B, x~ a n d C except the real part
of the scalar field component L of A. This residual gauge freedom in the

is the ordinary gauge symmetry

S9Am = dmReL. (257)
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The problem of the WZ-gauge is that it is not invariant under the super-
symmetry transformations (255), i.e. it is a non-super-covariant gauge. The
susy variations of the C and x components are proportional to A and Am,
respectively, and thus in the nontrivial case a susy transformation leads out
of the WZ-gauge. The WZ-gauge can be restored, if the susy transforma-
tions are followed by a suitable super-gauge transformation. Adopting the
WZ-gauge the Lagrangian is no longer invariant under general super-gauge
transformations nor under susy transformations (255) separately, but under
a combination of susy and super-gauge transformations, which takes us back
to the WZ-gauge. Of course the residual, i.e. ordinary gauge transforma-
tions, are still a symmetry. The Lagrangian in W Z-gauge (197) is invariant
under the following combined transformations:

SAm = (eam\ - ëâm\) , SD = i(eamdmX + êâmdm\)

6Xa = -iFmn(a
mne)a + Dea , S\à = iFmn(a

mnê)à + De*, (258)

for the gauge multiplet, and the matter multiplet transforms as

ô<f> = -iV2eip , 8ipa = -V2Dm<j)(amê)a

64> = iV2ëî> , ô$à = -V2(eam)àDm4>

SF = i\/2ëômDmip - 2ie<t>ï\ , 6F = iV2eamDm4> + 2ie4>e\ (259)

These transformations have the nice property that they involve covariant
derivatives, instead of ordinary derivatives as the transformations (255).
In fact this transformation rules were found by de Wit and Preedman when
they where looking for covariant susy transformations which close on bosonic
symmetries of the Lagrangian [43]. Thus the above given transformation
rules are the de Wit-Freedman transformations and are of the form [140]

6wF$ = 5S$ + 6g$, (260)

where Ss and 6g are a susy and a super-gauge- transformation, respectively.
The commutator of two combined transformations (260) closes on transla-
tions and ordinary gauge transformations (257) and is thus still a symmetry
of the Lagrangian in the VF Z-gauge, as it should be.

The Noether currents, associated with the symmetry transformations
(258,259), are most easily obtained by making the susy parameters eQ, €<*
local [134]. The Lagrangian then transforms as

SC = dmeaJ™ + dmêàJ
mà + tot. diverg. (261)

For each of the two parameters one gets a Noether current which are ob-
tained as:

Ja = (iUv™ - F™)(an\)a - iV2Dj(anâmiP)a , (262)

Jmà = {iUr)mn + F™n)(ân\)
à + iV2Dn4>(anamiP)à. (263)
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Here we have introduced the (anti)self-dual field strength and the pre-
potential:

pmn = pmn ± {pmn > pmn = l£mnPqp^ ^ y = e ( ^ |2 _ y2y ( 2g4 )

These two currents are invariant under super-gauge transformations.

5.5.1 Supersymmetry algebra
Having the Noether currents (262) one can in principle calculate the algebra
for the associated conserved charges. But in a gauge theory things are not
so straight forward. Because of the residual ordinary gauge symmetry (257)
the canonical structure is plagued by first class constraints and the super-
symmetry is generally broken by gauge fixing (see below). Thus the susy
charges become time-dependent. For certain gauges it is possible to define
the gauge fixing Lagrangian in superspace which is then manifestly super-
symmetric [56]. However, because of our vortex background we are not able
to implement the the gauge fixing in a supersymmetric way. Anyhow, we
can derive the classical susy algebra from the currents (262) using the trans-
formations (258,259), without need to refer to a canonical structure. The
implications of the gauge fixing and the involved supersymmetry breaking
will be discussed below using BRST symmetry.

The susy algebra is now obtained as follows. The variation of the super-
current (262) governed by the transformations (258,259)

ÔJ? = i[eQ + Ql , J™] = ie?{Qß, J™} - i{J™, Qà}eà, (265)

reproduces the non-integrated susy algebra, closing on translations with-
out gauge transformations since the Noether currents (262) are super-gauge
invariant. So we expect for the two independent transformations with pa-
rameter eQ and e^:

{Qß,J?) = -iSßJ? = 0 (266)
{Qà, 4m} = i'Sâ-C = 2aSàr™B> (267)

where we have factored out the transformation parameters. The trivial rela-
tion (266) may be changed in four dimensions by central charge densities due
to the Konishi anomaly [30], but in three dimensions the anomaly vanishes.
Anyhow this might be of importance for the embedded cosmic string.36 To
obtain the trivial relation (266) by transforming the supercurrent one has
to use the algebraic e.o.m F = 0 as well as the non-algebraic e.o.m. for the

36 On representation theoretical grounds there are no central charges allowed for the
M" = 1 algebra in four dimensions . But a cosmic string obtained by embedding the vortex
in four dimensions, like a domain wall, is not a finite energy state and is thus not part of
the usual spectrum or representation, respectively.
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gaugino A. To project out the energy momentum tensor of the nontrivial
relation (267) we use the trace-relation Troman = —2r\mn and thus obtain:

— Tr[änOJm] = ®mn + Cmn
4i

4> + \\d{mdn)\ + \ï)ô{mDn)iP + r)mnC

emnpg ( \UF™ - iDV4>D*4> ) . (268)

Here we have again used the trivial e.o.m. D = U but also the nontrivial
e.o.m. for the matter fermion ip as well as the gaugino A. The use of the
nontrivial equations of motions is justifiable since the Noether currents are
conserved only on-shell. On the other hand this is of course a source for
a potential anomaly, i.e. if an e.o.m., although dealing with Heisenberg
operators at the quantum level, is not satisfied for some matrix element
(insertion). Besides that we are considering only classical quantities in this
section we are on the safe side, since there are no poles in three (odd)
dimensions at the one-loop level in dimensional regularization.

Prom (268) we see that the energy momentum tensor consists of the
improved symmetric part ®mn, which is given in the second line, and an
antisymmetric part Cmn, given in the third line of (268). The antisymmetric
part, and thus the difference to the improved energy momentum tensor is
the surface term

Cmn = Smnpg ( \ )
2 >}, (269)

where we have used that \[Dq, Dp]<f> = i\Fvq. The four-dimensional theory
does not provide extended finite energy states and thus this surface term
does not act on (transform) any state of the regular spectrum. But for
infinite energy strings with finite energy density, obtained by embedding a
three dimensional vortex, this surface term becomes important. As promised
in (222), the antisymmetric part of the energy momentum tensor gives the
classical central charge in the dimensional reduced theory(i,j = 1,2):

C := Cos = diEij\ev2Aj - ifDrf], (270)

where we have used £0123 = — 1- This is exactly the central charge density
obtained by the Bogomol'nyi trick (241). The symmetric contribution ©03 to
three momentum P03 = ^03 gives rise to possible anomalous37 central charge
contributions as has been seen for the kink and kink-domain walls [116]. This
will be investigated below.

37This terminology is not precise since this possible contribution cannot come from an
anomaly in three dimensions. We just want to emphasize that this possible contributions
are finite reminders of the finally reduced extra dimension which are missed without this
regularization. See for example the charge of the kink domain wall in three dimensions
(2, [116]).



5.5.2 Partial susy breaking and BPS solution

BPS equations and their solutions have a number of curious properties.
Although they are obtained from the purely bosonic model by the Bogo-
mol'nyi trick (240, [15]) they can also be denned by their supersymmetry
properties. BPS solutions conserve (or break) half (or a quarter, depending
on the model) of the supersymmetry and are thus left invariant by half of
the transformations (258,259). Also does the existence of the bosonic BPS
solution imply relations between coupling constants for which the super-
symmetry is extended [77], as already mentioned in (230). We look now
for transformations which leave the (anti) vortex invariant (or equivalently
show that the invariance under some restricted susy transformations leads
to the BPS equations). Since the fermionic fields are assumed to be zero for
classical solutions one only has to require that the fermions stay zero under
the susy variations. One obtains for the gaugino, iff the only non-vanishing
field strength component is given by F12 =

SXà = U[l T °3} ( j | Y (271)

The fermions of the matter multiplet transform as follows, iff also the scalar
field depends only on x\ß\

So we can read off the susy parameters e, ë that leave the (anti) vortex
invariant and vice versa:

vortex : D+<p = 0 , F12 = -U & ei = 0 = ë4 , (273)
antivortex :£>_</? = 0 , Fl2 = U <=> e2 = 0 = l2 . (274)

The broken susy transformations, on the other hand, lead to fermionic zero
modes. Since the susy-transformations (258,259) are symmetries of the La-
grangian and thus of the equations of motion the transformed field configu-
rations are again classical solutions, especially since we do not require any
boundary conditions, which might break susy. These fermionic zero modes
will be investigated in detail below, since they are the essential input for the
(non) multiplet shortening mechanism (see below).

So far we have considered only the classical action, i.e. without gauge
fixing. In the next section we investigate the issue of susy breaking gauge
fixing. For this we need the structure of BRST symmetry.

5.6 Gauge fixing and BRST symmetry

Gauge symmetry is one of the most important concepts for theories of fun-
damental interactions. This local symmetry makes it is possible to quantize
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spin-one-, i.e. vector-, fields without loosing the probability interpretation of
quantum theory. Because of gauge invariance it possible to choose a certain
gauge such that physical amplitudes are manifestly unitary. This comes at
a prize of technical problems. In the classical theory the general solution of
the equations of motions contain arbitrary functions of time. This is due to
the local symmetry. In the case of a global symmetry at a certain (initial)
time some degrees of freedom (DOF) (depending on the number of indepen-
dent symmetries) can be fixed by the use of this global symmetry, but the
time evolution of these DOF is then determined by the e.o.m. In the case of
a local symmetry, the DOF can be fixed at every time at all positions. Thus
these DOF can be completely eliminated and they are undetermined by the
e.o.m. In the canonical approach to quantum theory one has to implement
constraints in the canonical quantization procedure. Using path integral
quantization one has to separate the over-counting of gauge equivalent con-
figurations to absorb them in normalization factors. Perturbation theory can
be implemented elegantly by introducing additional (unphysical) degrees of
freedom, "ghosts", which compensates the dynamic of the unphysical DOF
of gauge invariant models. Underlying to this procedure is a surprising struc-
ture which is observed as the so called BRST symmetry [10,11,132]. The
precursor of the work of [10,11,132] is the Faddeev-Popov method [47] for
the path integral quantization of gauge theories. Thereby the gauge fixing
condition

F(Am,<P,...)-f(x)=0 (275)

is implemented as a functional delta-function in the path integral. This
induces the Faddeev-Popov determinant

OF
AFP = det — (276)

OU)

in the integration measure, which can be treated perturbatively when writ-
ten as integration over Grassmannian (ghost) fields. Averaging over differ-
ent gauges, mediated by the function / in (275), with a quadratic weight
function38 results in an additional contribution to the exponent in the path
integral. The "effective" or quantum Lagrangian for the path integral reads
then

F2 £ = b{AFP)c, (277)

where £ is a gauge parameter and 6, c are the Faddeev-Popov ghosts. The
structure of this Lagrangian, independent of the path integral formalism,
will be investigated with the help of the BRST symmetry. At the first look
this might be an excess of formalism for abelian gauge fields. But as we will
see, both the nontrivial background and especially supersymmetry will be
related to this structure.

38A non quadratic weight function induces further, so-called Nielsen-Kallosh ghosts [126]
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5.6.1 BRST symmetry

First we outline some generalities of the BRST symmetry which we then
apply to our specific case. BRST symmetry is defined as a gauge symmetry,
where the local gauge parameter is factored into a global Grassmannian
parameter and a Grassmannian field, called ghost field:

u(x) = Xc{x). (278)

The BRST transformations of the various fields (pi are then defined as
ögauge<Pi = ^ ^BRSfi- For the component fields one thus obtains

ÖBRsAm = dmc , ôBRs<t> = ieccj) , ÔBRSip = iecip. (279)

To fix the transformation of the ghost field c one requires nilpotency for the
BRST transformation. The reason for this will become clear immediately.
Applied to the scalar field this gives (279)

ôBRS<f> = ie{ôBRsc - iec2) = 0 -> ÖBRSC = 0, (280)

where we have used that in the abelian case c2 = 0. One can easily convince
oneself that with this transformation of the ghost,

S2BRS = 0 (281)

for all fields. In addition to the ghost c one introduces the anti-ghost b and
associates a so-called ghost number Npp = ±1 for each ghost/anti-ghost,
which is additive for products of ghost fields. As we will see below these are
"good" quantum numbers, i.e. eigenvalues of a conserved charge. The anti
ghost per definition transforms into a Lagrange multiplier field

öBRsb = B , SBRSB = 0. (282)

The real field B is an auxiliary (Nakanishi-Lautrup) field, and was originally
introduced to generalize the Gupta-Bleuler subsidiary condition [93]. With
this transformation rules the BRST transformation is still nilpotent for all
fields. The gauge-fixing Lagrangian is introduced as follows:

CGF+FP = SBRSV , * = br{Am,<l>,...). (283)

Here Vf is the gauge fixing "fermion" and T is related to the gauge fixing
function in (275) as follows:

T = F+\B. (284)

If F does not contain ghost fields, which we will always assume, the gauge
fixing Lagrangian (283) separates as

£GF+FP = £GF + £>FP- (285)
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There are some comments necessary:(i) The BRST transformation SBRS is
independent of the gauge fixing function F(Am, </>,... ). (ii) The gauge-fixing
Lagrangiah CGF+FP is BRST exact and thus BRST invariant,

ÔBRS&GF+FP = ÖBRS^ = 0, (286)

because of the nilpotency of the BRST transformation. Since the BRST
transformation is a gauge transformation for the classical (invariant) La-
grangian the whole quantum Lagrangian is BRST invariant

f>BRs£>Q = &BRs£inv + ^BRS^GF+FP = 0. (287)

Prom the point of view of the quantum Lagrangian CQ the BRST transfor-
mation is a global transformation among all physical and ghost fields with
constant Grassmannian parameter A. (iii) The Hermiticity (complex con-
jugation) properties of the ghosts are defined by the requirement that the
quantum Lagrangian CQ is hermitian and therefore induces a unitary time
evolution. Thus we have 39

c t = c , 6 f = b -> A* = - A , (288)

That the BRST parameter is purely imaginary follows from (278).
The quantum Lagrangian (287) is no longer gauge invariant and thus

first class constraints have become at most second class constraints, which
can be solved. The canonical quantization replaces now Dirac brackets by
(anti)commutators. A question remains in the canonical quantization pro-
cedure: What are the physical states? To answer this one needs the BRST
charge.

5.6.2 BRST charge and physical states

For the BRST symmetry (287) of the quantum Lagrangian (286) exists an
associated conserved current:

SCQ = 0 = 0 m ( - ^ U * i ) + e.o.m. = dm(\J%RST) + e.o.m. (289)

The conserved charge, which then induces the BRST transformations, is:

QBRST = Jdx3J°BRST , [i\QBRST,$i] = \ÖBRS$i. (290)

The Faddeev-Popov Lagrangian in (285) is bilinear in the ghosts, so that
the quantum Lagrangian CQ is invariant under the transformations

c^epc b-> e-pb. (291)

39Originally it was thought that the anti-ghost is the hermitian conjugate ghost.
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Because of the Hermiticity of the ghost fields (288) the parameter p has to
be real. This symmetry leads to another conserved charge, the ghost charge
Qgh, which together with the BRST charge form the BRST algebra [93]

{QBRST,QBRST} — 0 , [Qgh,Qgh] = 0 , [iQgh,QBRST] = QBRST-
(292)

The ghost charge Qgh defines the ghost number operator Npp = iQgh,
mentioned already below (281), and the last commutator in (292) shows
that the BRST charge has ghost number NFP{QBRST) = 1-

Because of the indefinite space time metric r\mn the Fock-space for vector
fields contains negative norm states in a covariant approach. This is incon-
sistent with the probability interpretation of quantum theory and thus one
needs a selection rule, which is consistent with the time evolution to identify
physical states. Such a selection rule was given by Kugo-Ojima [93]:

QBRST \phys) = 0. (293)

Because QBRST is conserved this condition is consistent with the time evolu-
tion. The space of states (293) still contain zero-norm (BRST-exact) states,
which have to be factored out to obtain the physical Hubert space.

5.6.3 Background i?£-gauge

In a spontaneously broken gauge theory or/and for a nontrivial background
one has to expand the classical Lagrangian around the non-vanishing vacuum
expectation values or the background, respectively. Expanding (197) around
the vortex solution (247)

4>-Kp + T) , Am -> Am + am, (294)

the Lagrangian (197) has still a gauge invariance acting on the quantum
fields:

öam = dmu) , or) = iecj(tp + rj) Sip = ieuitp. (295)

It is this gauge invariance we have to deal with to obtain the correct Faddeev-
Popov determinant in (276). In the BRST approach this can easily be
formulated in a somewhat more background independent way, which will
be useful for the supersymmetry investigations. But let us first reproduce
the results used in the literature concerning the vortex so far [97]. In the
spontaneously broken vacuum sector the background in (294) becomes <p =
v and Am = 0. The BRST transformations, as described in (278), are
obtained by setting u(x) = Xc(x) in (295). Next we define the A
fixing function:

(296)
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where the choice £ = 1 is the Feynman-'t Hooft gauge. The gauge fixing
Lagrangian is now easily obtained as

+ C-FP = BRS

= BF + f £ 2 + ftp - e2£(2M2 + <pfj + <prj)]c, (297)

where we have used the gauge fixing fermion ^ from (283). Eliminating
the auxiliary field B by its algebraic equation of motion, one obtains for
the first two terms in (297) the usual background Rç [53,129] gauge fixing
Lagrangian:

CGF = -^[dmam - iettvf) - £r?)]2. (298)

The second term in (297) is the ghost Lagrangian. But note that for a linear
BRST symmetry the auxiliary Nakanishi-Lautrup field B is essential.

The Feynman-'t Hooft gauge (f = 1) has, per construction, the nice
property that the off-diagonal terms in the spontaneously broken vacuum
of (197), which mixes scalar- and gauge fields in propagators, are canceled
by the mixed scalar-gauge field terms of CQF- Also in the non-trivial back-
ground this gauge leads to simplifications, as we will see. The quantum
fields, variations of the background, are quadratic only in CQF, there are no
linear terms. Thus the classical e.o.m. are not modified by the gauge fixing
procedure, since they are proportional to the linear variations of the fields.

Let us now rewrite the above gauge fixing and BRST transformations
in a more background independent way. For this we rewrite the gauge
fixing function F (296) in terms of the full quantum fields <p = (p + rj and
Am = -Am + cx-m instead of the fluctuations:

F = dmAm - ie^4> ~ M), (299)

where we have assumed dmAm = 0 for the gauge field background, as it is
true for the vortex background (247). This assumption is not needed in what
follows, it just simplifies the notation. With (299) we do not have to refer
to a certain decomposition into background and fluctuation or a expansion
for the classical Lagrangian L{nv in (277). The functions <p, <p in (299) can
be considered as arbitrary but fixed background functions. Since we do not
expand the classical Lagrangian as described in (294) the gauge symmetry
and thus the BRST symmetry acts now on the whole fields

6gAm = dmw -> ÔBRsrAm = dmc (300)

5g(j) = ieuxj) -> 6BRST<J> = ieccj). (301)

The transformation for ip (295) is of course unchanged. The ghost La-
grangian

CFp = b ÖBRSTF = ftp - e2t(<pj> + <p<f>)]c, (302)
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does not change by this redefinitions, after expanding (f> and Am again ac-
cording (294). Before considering the supersymmetry we just note again
that the background function y? is fixed and invariant under gauge- or BRST
transformations.

5.6.4 SUSY and BRST symmetry

Now we come back to the issue of supersymmetry in the presence of a non-
supersymmetric gauge fixing Lagrangian as for the Rç background gauge
(297,298) for the vortex. The naive (classical) susy charges associated with
the Noether currents (262) are no longer conserved and are thus time-
dependent when the gauge fixing Lagrangian is included in the quantum
Lagrangian LQ (277). At first sight this looks catastrophic but as we will
see the broken charge algebra closes on the physical Hubert space. The can-
cellation of gauge artifacts in the supersymmetry algebra is controlled by
the BRST symmetry. This relies on the following two important results [55]:

If the gauge fixing Lagrangian is given by Cg = SBRST^, where ^ is a gauge
fixing fermion, the susy charge density J° can be written as

J° = J(°naive) + BRST - exact piece, (303)

if for a localized susy transformation (local parameters)

0. (304)

Here the naive charge density is the one obtained before gauge fixing, i.e.
the one we obtained in (262). The transformations ös and ÔB are susy- and
BRST-transformations, respectively, including the Grassmannian transfor-
mation parameters (otherwise the anti-commutator has to vanish on \I/).
Thus if the gauge fixing procedure is "BRST-covariant" the time dependent
part of the integrated charges in (303) manifestly vanishes on the physical
Hubert space. To obtain the algebra we have to go one step further:

/ / two independent localized susy transformations commute with the
BRST-transformation on the gauge fixing fermion, i.e.

[ < M S I , « B ] * = 0, (305)

then the equal-time anti-commutator relation for the time dependent super
charges reads as (a, ß can take any values depending on the model):

{Qa{x°), Qß{y°)}xo=yo = {Qa, Q/Î}(physical) + BRST - exact piece. (306)

The physical as well as the BRST-exact piece are obtained by a susy trans-
formation of the susy charge density in the path integral formulation (that
is the reason why localized susy transformations are needed). Thus the
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physical contribution coincides with the naive expression as obtained from
the classical Lagrangian in (262) up to anomalies. But as we have already
argued below (268) we do not expect any anomalies here. The unphysical
fields (ghosts and auxiliary fields, this does not include gauge modes (ghost)
of the vector field) coming from the gauge fixing fermion \& are defined to
be invariant under susy transformations. For a proof of this statements we
refer to [55].

What remains to show is that the above theorems apply to our case with
the background gauge fixing. If this is true, we can simply take the naive
expressions from (268) to calculate quantum corrections to the energy and
central charge of the vortex.

For a general gauge fixing fermion of the form (283,284) the commutator
of one or two susy transformations with a BRST-transformation vanishes if

[SB,6s}F = 0, (307)

where 6s = 6s! or ôs2ôsi- This can be seen as follows:

= SB(b6sF) = BSSF + 6B6SF

= SS(BF + bôBF) = ôs5B[b{F + §£)]

(308)

In the second equality we have used the assumed relation (307). In all other
equalities we used the invariance of the unphysical fields under susy.

To show (307) we use the background "independent" formulation (299).
Then the susy transformations are the one given in (258,259). The back-
ground function ip is fixed and invariant also under this susy transformation.
This is also consistent with the classical vortex solution, where all fermions
vanish, and thus the bosonic fields <p,Am do not transform under (258,259).
So (307) is true for the background independent gauge fixing function (299)
if the transformations commute on the gauge- and scalar fields, i.e.

[6s, 6B]Am = [6s, 6B]<j> = [6S, 6B]4> = 0, (309)

where 6s is again a single or a product of two localized susy transformation.
This is easily shown to be true, so that finally we have the desired relation
for our case

0, (310)

and thus on the physical subspace the susy algebra is simply given by (268).

5.7 Vacuum sector and renormalization

At the classical level, the energy and central charge of vortices are multiples
of 2nv2. Renormalization of tadpoles, even when only by finite amounts,
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will therefore contribute directly to the quantum mass and central charge of
the J\f = 2 vortex, a fact that has been overlooked in the original literature
[97,119] on quantum corrections to the N = 2 vortex.40

Adopting a "minimal" renormalization scheme where the scalar wave
function renormalization constant Z^ = 1, the renormalization of v2 is fixed
by the requirement of vanishing tadpoles in the trivial sector of the 2+1
dimensional model. The calculation can be conveniently performed by using
dimensional regularization of the 3+1 dimensional TV = 1 model. For the
calculation of the tadpoles we decompose, after the renormalization v2 —¥
v2 + ôv2 in (197), (j) — v + 7) = v + (a +.ip)/V2, where a is the Higgs
field and p the would-be Goldstone boson. The gauge fixing term (298)
avoids mixed aß-p propagators (we denote the gauge field fluctuations in
the vacuum sector by aß in contrast to aß in the vortex background), but
there are mixed X-ip propagators, which can be diagonalized by introducing
new spinors

s =-y=(ip + X) , d = -4= (ip — A). (311)

The quadratic fermionic Lagrangian in terms of four-component Majorana
spinors s M = [sa, s

a) is then obtained as

= -\sM{</> + m)sM ~ \dM{ß - m)dM , (312)

where the mass m = y/2ev.
The part of the interaction Lagrangian which is relevant for a tadpoles

to one-loop order is given by

^"-tadpoles = -ea{sMSM ~
em-^{oz + pz)o (313)

-em(al+Çbc-ôv2)a, (314)

where b and c are the Faddeev-Popov fields.
The one-loop contributions to the a tadpole thus read

«0,1,2,3 b,c
8v2

= (-em) x

{-trl4/(m) + -i

(315)

[3J(m) - ôv2},

40The nontriviaJ renormalization of v2 has however been included in the recent work of
Ref. [135].
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where

r

(316)

—i- _ m1+e r ( - i - f ) _ m
2 + m2 ~ (4 ~

Requiring that the sum of tadpole diagrams (315) vanishes fixes öv2,

ôv2 = I (/(m) + 7({im)) | D = 3 = - ^ ^ r n . (317)

Because in dimensional regularization there are no poles in odd dimensions
at the one-loop level, the result for ôv2 is finite, but it is non-vanishing.
Because the classical mass of the vortex is My = 2nv2 = 7rm2/e2, the
counter term ôv2 is the only one that is of importance to the one-loop
corrections to My. Since ôv2 is gauge-parameter dependent, the remaining
contributions to mass and central charge must be gauge dependent, too, so
that the final result is gauge independent.

5.8 Propagators in the vortex background

In this section we discuss the fluctuation equations and asymptotic propa-
gators in the vortex background. This results will be needed for the com-
putation of the quantum corrections to the mass as well as to the central
charge. Throughout this section we use the Feynman-'t Hooft gauge £ = 1.

5.8.1 Fermionic fluctuation

We start with the fermionic fluctuations, and as a consequence of supersym-
metry this results will be very useful also for the bosonic sector. Shifting
the fields by the vortex background (247)

(t>-+ip + r} Am -»• Am + am, (318)

féx\ / i M
and grouping spinor components a s t / = I r 2 h ^ = ( \ i ) ' t n e fermionic

part of the classical Lagrangian (197) bilinear in quantum fields can be

written as follows (dT := —do + ^3 and BT := — do — Ô3):

£g) = -iU*(8TU - ÜV) - iV*{dTV + LU), (319)

where the operators L,L^ are given by (D± = D\ ± iD2, see appendix E)

t _
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The covariant derivatives are denned with respect to the background, i.e.
Di = d{ — ieAi- In the BPS-vortex background, with D+<p = 0, the two
hermitian conjugated operators L, L^ have following important properties:

0 -d+d- + 2e2\ip\'

and

For the anti-vortex (D_v? = 0) ÜL is diagonal, but not the other combina-
tion LL^. These two operators form a quantum mechanical susy system (see
appendix B). Now the free generating functional, and thus the propagator,
are defined by adding (Grassmann-valued) sources to (319)

S0(J) = j dxD{cf + W*J + J*W), (323)

where we have grouped W — (U, V). The generating functional is the ob-
tained as

Z0[J, J*] = JVWW* e iS°W = e~fJ'AJ , with (324)

= 16D(x-x>). (325)

Finding a solution for the propagator A in (325) is equivalent to solving the
fluctuation equations, i.e. the linearized e.o.m. for the operators.41 From
(319) we can read off the fluctuation equations to be

LU = -dTV , ÜV = 3TU. (326)

Separating of the trivial motion, ui = e±l(-Ent~iz^uh and analogous for
V, and iterating (326) one gets

LLM±> = o^W , K =: ul + e (327)
u{n] = T&rfvW. (328)

The equation for the v-modes (327) is diagonal because of (321) and can
thus be decomposed into "spin"-states ^n,s=i,2 (since positive and nega-
tive frequency modes fulfill the same equation we omit this indication for
the u-modes in the following). The u-modes are algebraically related to
the u-modes by (328) and up to the correct normalization the two equa-
tions represent the structure of quantum mechanical susy system (428-430).
Iterating (326) in opposite sequence one obtains the quantum mechanical
susy-partner Hamiltonian:

ÜLun = u\un. (329)
41 This corresponds to the interaction picture in the vortex background.
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5.8.2 Asymptotic solutions, spectral density

First we look for asymptotic solutions of the diagonal equation for the v-
modes (327). Since \<p\2 -> v2 exponentially fast (251) the fluctuation oper-
ator becomes (i = 1,2)

where the mass M = y/2ev, so that the " spin" -decomposed u-modes fulfill

(-flf + ^ K i ^ A i , (-df + M2)vn,2 = u;2
nvn,2. (331)

The square of the covariant derivative in the background (247) is given by

(nr-a(r))»

+ n2
T), (332)

where we have used that asymptotically a(r) —> 0 exponentially fast. The
first two terms in (332) are simply the two-dimensional free (vacuum) Lapla-
cian in polar coordinates (r, 6). The third term reflects the long-range force
of the non-trivial gauge field background, which remains also asymptoti-
cally in the case of nontrivial topology (winding) nT ^ 0. To solve the free
equation in (331) we separate off the angular dependence

s = 2 : vmsk = e^ORnkir), m = 0, ±1, ±2 , . . . (333)

(

so that eim9 form a complete set. With ^ 4 = *4 + M2 and p = kmr (331)
becomes

P2R" + pR' + (p2 - m2)R = 0. (334)

This is Bessel's equation of order m, and a general solution is given by a
linear combination the Bessel function of first and second kind (Neumann
function) of order \m\ [95]. Because of the symmetry m —>• —m of (334) we
consider only the positive m-values below.

Rm(kr) ~ am{k)Jm{kr) + bm{k)Nm(kr) , m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . (335)

For the threshold mode k = 0 the coefficient bm has to vanish since only Jm

is regular at the origin. The normalizations will be discussed below. The
spectral density of the continuous momentum quantum numbers \km\ G
M+ can be obtained by introducing temporarily boundary conditions. We
require that all mode functions, and thus the y-spinor field, vanish at the
radius r = L. This selects the Bessel functions of first kind as the eigen
system of (334) [75]:

Jm)
L) ~ Jm(kmr) = 0 =» km(n) = -±-, (336)
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where Xn is the n'th zero of the order m Bessel function Jm(p). These axe
simple zeros symmetrically distributes w.r.t. p = 0, which for m > 0 is itself
a zero (of order m), on the real line [95]. The spectral density is then given
as

In the continuum limit L —> oo the momenta km(n) become a continuous
quantum number for all m, and so the energies are degenerated as

a&(fc) = uj2{k) = k2 + M2 , it 6 R (338)

What happens now with the charged, "spin" s = 1 modes which feel the
gauge field background? Again we separate the angular dependence as

* = 1: vm'sk = Jm'0Rm,k(r). (339)

With the the same substitutions, w^, = k^, + M2 and p = kmir, because of
the nontrivial operator (332) equation (331) becomes now

p2R" + pR' + (p2 - {rri - nT)2)R = 0. (340)

This is again a Bessel equation, but now its order m' — nT, is shifted by
the winding number. The rest is quite analogous as before. To obtain the
same momenta, and thus mode energies (336), as well as the same spectral
density (337) in the continuum limit, as for the "spin" s = 2 mode we have
to identify

m' = m + nT, (341)

so that the angular momentum of the charged mode is increased by the
winding number nT compared to the uncharged mode of the same energy.
Thus for the positive frequency modes and their spectral densities we obtain

Vmsk~eim9JH(kr)es , £l = ̂  Q j , s2 = (JJ (342)
2 2 2 £^)-1. (343)

The negative frequency modes are just the complex conjugated, so that the
whole quantum field V is written as:

V - V dk / (a up-n^mkt-tz. . + / J pi[t;mkt-tz * \ (oU)
v — ZL aK I ro~\d\a™ke vmsk-romske vmsk) \AV±)

J msk
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5.8.3 Completeness and propagator

Now we turn to the exact problem again. To get the right normalization to
identify the equations (327,328) with the quantum mechanical susy-system
(428-430) we write the modes as follows:

vmks = VE-e vmks , u^s = TiVE + t ùmks. (345)

The fluctuation equations (327,328) become then

= u2{k)vmks , ùmks = —7Trrfvmks. (346)
CJ(K)

We again omit the positive/negative frequency label (±) since both fulfill
the same equations. We have now the correct normalizations, so that if vmks

are normalized, and thus as eigen functions of the self-adjoint operator LÜ
form a complete set42.

Jmks
dk vmks(x)vlks(x') = l2S

2(x - x'), (347)

the «-modes are also ortho-normalized. They also form a complete set,
since each eigenfunction, except zero-modes, of the self-adjoint susy partner
operator L^L is algebraically related to the eigen-functions vmks of LL^ as
given in (346). To be precise, in the case of degenerated eigenvalues this
only true for the eigen spaces and not for each eigenfunction separately, but
this does of course not change the completeness of the whole set of eigen-
functions. Therefore, including zero-modes, the u's of (346) form a complete
set

5É <ksLs - x'). (348)
Jmsk

We can now write down the propagator which solves (325) (pa = (po,£)):

AaS(* - « ) - %Jtj ^ p2+lHk)_i£ (349)

with the spinors grouped as

i) (-^?>>ï (350)

The energies E(k) are off-shell now, as usual for the propagator. Note that
because of the "funny" normalization factors in (350) the propagator (349)

42The sum-integral is a sum for discrete (bound) modes and an integral for continuum
modes
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is asymmetric in the flat extra momentum £, even for x' = x. This is not
the case for the bosonic propagators (see below). The need for this normal-
ization factors is a direct consequence of the regularization by a flat extra
dimension. This ^-asymmetry is responsible for the anomalous contribu-
tion to the central charge for the susy kink and susy kink-domain wall. In
checking equation (325) one can see the importance for the normalization
factors required in (345) and the relations (346). Note that because of our
dimensional regularization by an extra momentum £, possible zero modes of
the nontrivial operators ÜL, LÜ are included in the propagator (350) as
massless part of the discrete spectrum. But in one-loop calculations they
contribute only scaleless and thus in dimensional regularization vanishing
integrals.

5.8.4 Bosonic fluctuations

For the bosonic propagators we also have to take into account the gauge-
fixing Lagrangian (298). Again, expanding the fields as described in (319),
one obtains for the bosonic part of the quantum Lagrangian CQ, bilinear in
quantum fields:

£(2) = £(2) _

- 2ieam(Dmipfj - r)î)m<p). (351)

The m = 0,3 components of the vortex gauge field are zero (247) and the
background fields do not depend on £0,3. So these two components of the
gauge quantum field am decouple from the scalar field. The fluctuation
equations can be read off (351) to be (a = 0,3)

(D - 2e2M2K = 0 , aa = e{s)ae-^Et-^S{x, k), (352)

and analogously for the negative frequency part. As one can see this gives for
5 the same equation as for the us=2-modes (321,330) which we thus identify,
S(x, k) = vmk2 '•= vmk{x). To get correct normalization of the propagator
we have to identify S with the normalized, i.e. tilded modes (345). The
propagator is therefore given by (pa = (po,£):

A 1 i\

Aab(x -x) = T}ab2L dk g 2 1 /M2

V
ab{D - 2e2\if\2)Adc - i5a

cS
D{x - x'), (354)

Here we have used the completeness ^2S e(s)ae*(s)j, = rfab of the spin vectors.
The free generating functional reads as

Zo[Ja] = fva0>3 e ' / ( 4 V ^ ° ) = e - è / J " W \ (355)
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Asymptotically we again obtain the second equation of (331), i.e. free fields
of mass M = y/2ev.

The am=i!2 components mix with the scalar field fluctuations r\ through
the gauge fixing term in (351). Introducing holomorphic coordinates a± =
a\ ± ia2 (see appendix E) and using the BPS equation D+<p = 0 (246) for
the vortex background, the quadratic Lagrangian (351) coupled to sources
for this fields writes as

£B(ai:r),J) = ZkMkjZj + ZkJk + ZkJk , (356)

7 ( P \
(

• - 2e2k|2J " (35?)

Using the BPS equations (242,243) the differential operators in holomorphic
coordinates are (a = 0, 3)

-v2) , D = d2
a + d-d+. (358)

So the operator in (356) becomes

M = d\- ÜL (359)

Therefore the doublet Z = e±t(Et-lz) g fuifius ^he same mode equation as
the fermionic u-modes (329)

tfLzn = u?Jn , E2
n = w2 + £2, (360)

which we thus identify, zm = ûmks. Again we have to take the normalized
(tilded) modes, so that the propagator and the free generating functional
read

Zo[Jk, Ji] = e"J J 'A" J* , MikAkj(x - x') = iS^x - x'). (362)

5.8.5 Asymptotic propagator

We now consider the asymptotic propagator A (361) and thus asymptotic
solutions for the u modes, which are algebraically related to the u-modes
(346). We know already that compared to the asymptotically trivial vmks=2
modes the charged vmks=i modes have asymptotically an additional phase
(342), i.e.

Vmk\ = einT6vmk2 => D.vmkl -> einT6d-vmk2. (363)

So through the algebraic relation (346) we can asymptotically express the
propagator (361) in terms of the vacuum modes vmk2 = vmk. Since the
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frequencies u are independent of the "spin" s we can carry out the s-sum
and obtain for the asymptotic propagator:

Here we have used that for the vacuum modes asymptotically d±vmk2 —>
ik±vmk2- Up to the extra phase factor for the 77 — 77 component this prop-
agator coincides with the the aa=o,3 propagator (353) This also reflects the
result, that the fluctuation operator (322) becomes asymptotically diagonal

and is thus exactly the same operator as the asymptotic LL^ operator (330).

5.8.6 Ghost propagator

The last but trivial thing to do is to write down the ghost propagator. The
ghost Lagrangian (297) quadratic in quantum fields is given by

£g=&(D-2e 2M 2 )c , (366)

and thus the fluctuations equation are the same as for the aa=o,3 components
(352). The propagator and the free generating functional is given by

Z0[ß, K)= jvcbé /(42»)+/36+KC) = e J "W (367)

(D - 2e2M2)A(z - x') = iS(x - x') (368)

A(x-x') = Ahl{x-x'), (369)

where Ai>i(a; — x') is the 11-component of the propagator (353).

5.8.7 Bound states and zero modes

The discrete spectrum of the exact (non-asymptotic) fluctuation operators
(321,322) cannot be obtained by the asymptotic equations. Only the contin-
uous (scattered) spectrum is accessible in this approximation. The discrete
spectrum is non-perturbative in this respect. For the computation of one-
loop corrections in susy-preserving dimensional regularization this makes
no problems. Zero-modes are massless modes due to the extra momentum
and give only scale-less contributions, which vanish in dimensional regular-
ization. Contributions of discrete bosonic and fermionic bound states are
matched exactly by supersymmetry to cancel each other, since our regu-
larization procedure respects supersymmetry. It is only in the continuous
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spectrum that fermionic and bosonic contributions may have different spec-
tral densities due to the nontrivial background.

Zero modes will be of special interest in the context of multiplet short-
ening which we will discuss at the end of this section.

5.9 Interaction Lagrangian in the vortex background

For completeness we write down the interaction Lagrangian in the back-
ground. The bosonic Lagrangian including the gauge fixing term contains
the following interaction Lagrangian:

+ e2ip(f}\r}\2 + fja2 + c.c.) + ieam(f}Dmrj - T]Dmfj). (370)

The first line gives background independent four-vertices, with four scalars
and two scalars- two gauge fields interactions. The second line gives back-
ground dependent three-vertices. The first term, a three scalar interaction,
depends on the scalar field background where the second term, a two scalar-
one gauge field vertex, depends on the gauge field background. The ghost
Lagrangian (297) contributes the following interactions:

C{£ = -e\<pbcri + (pbcf)). (371)

These are scalar-ghost-ghost three-vertices depending on the scalar field
background. And finally the fermionic interaction Lagrangian reads as

C{p = ~eamtpämip + iV2e(\rpf} - \$n), (372)

which is the usual gauge field and Yukawa interaction, completely indepen-
dent of the background fields.

5.10 Mass and central charge corrections

The expressions for the central charge and stress tensor can be constructed
from the classical action without any gauge artifacts. However, when one
evaluates one-loop corrections, one uses the gauge-fixing term to obtain
propagators and well-defined fluctuation equations, and one has to expand
the classical Hamiltonian according the fluctuations depending on the gauge-
fixing term. Alternatively we can consider trace of the time-evolution opera-
tor (the spectral function, see e.q. [145]) by integrating all fields in the path-
integral with the action of the gauge-fixed quantum Lagrangian CQ (277).
This gives the sums over zero-point energies including unphysical degrees
of freedom and Faddeev-Popov ghosts. This can be done in a well-defined
manner by using dimensional regularization by dimensional reduction from
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the 3-1-1 dimensional model. Using this method, the central charge con-
tains the standard 2+1 dimensional terms and, as a potential anomalous
contribution, a remainder from the momentum operator in the extra spatial
dimension.

5.10.1 Mass

In the £ = 1 gauge the sum over zero-point energies is formally

V, (373)

where the quartet («3,0:0,6,c) cancels separately. (Note that in (373) all
frequencies appear twice because all fields are complex).

Using dimensional regularization as developed in section 4 the difference
of mode sums (373)can be written in terms of the difference of the densities
of u- and u-modes which are governed by the operators ÜL and LÜ. The
modes are related to each other up to zero modes by the susy-quantum me-
chanical relation (327-330). In dimensional regularization, where the zero-
mode contributions continue to give zero because scaleless integrals vanish.
Analogously to section 4 we thus obtain for the mode contribution to the
energy

dx2{\ùmks\
2-\vmks\

2}, (374)

where En are the mode energies given in (327). The spatial integral again
gives the difference in the spectral densities. We show in the next subsection,
when computing the central charge correction, that this time the difference
in the spectral density vanishes. This can be done in a very elegant manner
by reducing the spatial integral to a surface term. The vanishing result
confirms the existing literature that proves that L^L and LL^, which govern
U and V, respectively, are isospectral up to zero modes [97,119], but in these
investigations a proper regularization is lacking. A rigorous treatment was
carried out just recently using the heat-kernel approach [135] confirming the
cancellation of mode contributions.

We can therefore conclude that in the £ = 1 gauge there is a complete
cancellation of the sums over zero-point energies. All that remains is the
finite renormalization of ôv2:

E = 2ir\n\v2, = 27r|n|(u2 + 6v2\i=i) = 27r|n|(u2 - ^-) = \n\
4TT y c

(375)
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(In gauges other than £ = 1 the fluctuation equations for the fields 77, a+,
no longer match those of the U fermions.)

This result agrees with [135], where a careful analysis of boundary con-
ditions in the heat-kernel approach was carried out because the vortex had
to be put in a box to discretize the spectrum. In dimensional regularization
one does not need to put the system in a box, and as a consequence there
is no need to study the contributions from artificial boundaries.

5.10.2 Central charge

We now calculate the central charge by starting from the susy algebra in
3+1 dimensions (268) and dimensionally reduce to 2+1 dimensions. The in
this way susy preserving regulated central charge is then obtained from the
03-component of the four dimensional energy momentum tensor Tmn, i.e.
the momentum operator for the flat extra dimension. The antisymmetric
part (270) of Tmn gives the standard expression for the central charge den-
sity (253), while the symmetric part is a genuine momentum in the extra
dimension:

= Jd2x(T03) = (Z + P3). (376)

The naive/non anomalous central charge density (253,270),

C = diEijiev^Aj - ij>Dj(f>}, (377)

is a total divergence and thus the quantum corrections to Z can be evaluated
at spatial infinity. To do so, we renormalize £ (v$ = v2 + 6v2) and expand
the fields in (377) around the vortex background (332), (dj := d{£ij) and
obtain:

= dj[ev2Aj - i(pDj<p] + e6v2dA - idj(f}Dji]) (378)

-dj(Uccj) - idj(ipDjr) + fjDjip) - edj(<pr]aj + <pf)aj), (379)

where we have omitted the terms ~ 6V2CCJ and ~ ajT]fj which contribute
foremost to order O(h2). The covariant derivative is now again defined
w.r.t. the background, Dj = dj — ieAj, and U = e(\<p\2 — v2) is the pre-
potential. Using the asymptotic properties of the vortex solution (237), the
three terms in the second line vanish at the boundary and may contribute
only to the local central charge density. For the first term this is obvious,
since U —> 0. The second term can be written as

-idj[dj{(pvi) - Dj<pr) + Djtpfj] -> -iEijdidj{<pri) = 0, (380)

since Djip -» 0. From the interaction Lagrangian (370) one can see that
one-loop contributions from the third term can come only from mixed a —
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r] tadpoles of the propagator (361). But asymptotically this propagator
becomes diagonal (364), so that there are no mixed tadpoles at the boundary.
So for the naive central charge to one loop order we obtain

= Jdx2(()

= 2i:nT{vl - (7/77)l^oo} - i I d9 {{fjder])}
Jo

|r->oo

= Za + Zb. (381)

The first contribution, Za, can be easily evaluated for arbitrary gauge pa-
rameter £, yielding

Za = 2nn{vl - -((CTCT) + (pp))

±[I(m) + I(Ç*

= 2vn(yl - Sv2) = 2nnv2. (382)

If this was everything, this would correspond to a cancellation of all quan-
tum corrections to Z, just as in the naive calculation of Z in the susy
kink [84,113]. The second contribution in (381), however, does not vanish
when taking the limit r —> 00. In the trivial vacuum such a term would
vanish by symmetric integration, but due to the long range force of the
vortex gauge field background, the charged field 77 does even at the bound-
ary feel the vortex. This results in a additional ^-dependence compared to
vacuum modes and propagator, respectively, as discussed in (341,364), also
asymptotically. This contribution is simplest in the £ = 1 gauge, where
the asymptotic 77-propagator is given by (364). We thus have, in the £ = 1
gauge,

Zb = -i [ "dB {f}den)i=l = 2nn {fjr,)i=l „„ = 2nn öv2 , (383)

where we have used, that the term where 0-derivative does not act on the
extra phase in (364) gives the same as in the trivial vacuum and is thus zero
by symmetric (momentum)-integration. This is exactly the result for the
one-loop correction to the mass of the vortex in eq.(375), implying saturation
of the BPS bound provided that there are now no anomalous contributions
to the central charge operator as there are in the case in the M = 1 susy
kink [116].

In dimensional regularization by dimensional reduction from a higher-
dimensional model such anomalous contributions to the central charge oper-
ator come from a finite remainder of the genuine extra momentum operator,
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contained in the symmetric energy momentum tensor O m n (268) :43

Zc = \h) = Jd2x (Go3> "

= I d2x (FOiF3i + D{oct>D3)4, + i\a{0d3)X + i# ( 0 9 3 ) V> • (384)

Expanding the fields around the vortex solution (247) one obtains for the
bosonic part of (384)

(P3
bos) = fd2x(d0aid3ai + 2e2\ip\2a0a3+

(0 <-> 3)]) + O(H2). (385)

Because of the symmetry in the extra momentum of the bosonic propagators,
as discussed below (268), the terms containing derivatives in (385) vanish.
At one-loop order the second term could contribute only a ao — a3-tadpole,
but this propagator is even in the bulk of the background diagonal (353).
Thus we have {P3

OS) = 0. However, the fermionic contribution does not
obviously vanish. Grouping W = (v), where U, V are given below (318), the
fermionic part of (385) can be written as (dT := — do+d3 and dT := — 8Q—d3):

(Âferm) = \ I d2x Tr (w* ^ _°ôr) WJ . (386)

Using dT e^"xO> = i(p0 - i) e ^ ^ ) and -dT é^x^ = -i(p0 + t) e^-1")
and the propagator (349) one obtains

(387)

Here again is d = 2 — e and p2 = —PQ + £2. The mode energies w2 = k2 + M2

(343) refer to the nontrivial fluctuation equations. Note that without the
normalization factors due to dimensional regularization in (350) the numera-
tor in (387) would be linear in p0 and £, and thus this momentum integration
would give zero due to symmetric integration. For zero modes, i.e w2 = 0 the
momentum integration of the trivial dimensions (pa) is scale-less and thus
zero in dimensional regularization. Also would this term not be present
without the momentum operator for this extra dimension. In the case for
the kink this would mean the there is no anomalous contribution to the
central charge. Starting already in the lower dimension a possible anomaly

43For later convenience we have, compared to (268), re-written the A-terms in a form
which differs by a total derivative in the trivial directions zo,Z3.This is valid because
the nontrivial propagator (349) does not depend on these two coordinates for x' — x, i.e
ao,3A(x,x) = 0.
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comes from an evanescent counter term in the vacuum sector. Anyhow, even
in that case the dimensional reduction should take place only in spatial di-
rections, so that the charges associated with currents containing evanescent
counter terms do not change (see footnote 6 on page 14 of [60]).

Now it remains to calculate (387). The spatial integral gives the differ-
ence in the spectral densities of the u- and u-modes. At first sight this looks
rather hard to calculate, since the background and thus also the modes are
not explicitly known. In [97] it has been shown that it is possible to carry
out a phase shift analysis by studying the asymptotics for the mode func-
tion. However, because of the susy-quantum mechanics (346) inherent in
fermionic fluctuation operators in a BPS background we are able to convert
the x2-integral into a surface term. With ümkS = -^h^L^Vmks we get for the
spectral density in (387):

&Pm(k) := Y] / dx2 \ -277T(£t£mfcs)t(I'tUmfcs) - \vmks\
2 \

s=l,2J ^U W J

= ^ Jdx2 I-^vmksLtfvmks-\vmks\
2\+surface term. (388)

S — 1 j ^

The integral vanishes because vmks are the eigen modes of the operator
(346). The emergence of the surface term seems surprising, since Ü was said
to be the hermitian conjugate of the operator L. This is true on the space
of mode (eigen) functions ümks,vmks, which are asymptotically oscillating
functions of trivial topology. But in (388) one has to bring by conjugation
Z/t from Vmks to L acting on functions (L^vmks), and the latter contains
functions of nontrivial topology due to the vortex background which con-
tribute non-vanishing surface terms. Since the u-modes (331) are diagonal
we obtain with (320):

/Ö - - > L'Vmkl = I r, - • (389)
-V2e(pvmkiJ \ -d+vmk2 )

Only derivative terms can contribute to the surface term and only the co-
variant derivative in the first component for s = 1 contains a function of
nontrivial topology. So we obtain for (388) (see appendix E for holomorphic
coordinates)

Apm(k) = -iejdx2 d+(,4_Kfcl|
2) (390)

27T

dO [(nT-a(r))Ka|2]r°l
r l 0

/•OO /-27T

i d r ^ ^ d6dg\vmkl\
2. (391)

Jo Jo
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The first integral in the second equality vanishes, since for r —» 0 one has
a(r) -> n and |vmfci|2 is regular, while a{r) vanishes for r -> oo but all
cylinder functions behave like |'umfc"i|2 ~ \ [95]. The second integral vanishes
since for all modes |i>mfci|2 is either 27r-periodic or independent of 6. So the
difference in the spectral density cancels up to zero-modes which contribute
only scale-less integrals and thus vanish in dimensional regularization. This
confirms the phase shift analysis by Lee and Min [97]. Hence there is no
anomalous contribution to the central charge,

Zc = (P3
term) ~ APm(k) = 0. (392)

The BPS bound is indeed saturated at the (one-loop) quantum level:

\Z\ = \Za + Zb\ = E. (393)

Thus contrary to the susy kink the contribution from the momentum
in the extra dimension vanishes, although in both cases this contribution is
proportional to a surface term due to the topological background. The differ-
ence between these two cases is that the spatial boundary of the nontrivial
dimension(s) dM is in the kink and kink-domain wall case non-compact,
namely two discrete points dM = {x = ±oo}, but for the vortex it is the
compact manifold dM = Sl. Future investigations will show whether this
compactness of the spatial boundary manifold will also lead to a cancellation
of anomalous contributions for the four dimensional monopole.

5.11 Zero modes and multiplet shortening

Massive representations of the Poincaré supersymmetry algebra for which
the absolute value of the central charge equals the energy, i.e. when the
BPS bound is saturated, contain as many states as massless representations,
which in 2+1 dimensions for the M = 2 super-Poincaré algebra [97]is half of
that of massive representations for which the BPS bound is not saturated.

In subsection 5.5.2 we have seen that the vortex background is invariant
under susy transformations with parameters ei = 0 = ê[. The corresponding
supercharges are obtained from (261) (note that e\ = — e2):

Qi = I dx2 Jx° , Qi = Q\ = ~ I dx Jf , (394)

where the currents are given in (262) and we have used the fact that (Jj")* =
—Jf1. The invariance of the vortex solution under these transformations
implies that the perturbative ground state in the topological sector is anni-
hilated, at least semi-classical, by this supercharges

)=0 = Qi\v). (395)
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From the susy algebra (267) follows with the definition (270) for the central
charge

{QvQi} = 2(H - Z) , {Q2,Ç>2} = 2(H + Z), (396)

so that the invariance (395) implies BPS saturation, i.e. (H) = {Z).
The residual susy-transformations of the vortex solution {D+(p = 0, Fu =

—U) with parameters ei, ëj ^ 0 lead to fermionic zero-modes (271, 272):

(397)

(398)

which thus appear as complex conjugated pairs. The pair (ipi,X2) and it is
complex conjugated form a [/-zero-mode of the operator L^L. The vortex
ground state is thus degenerated and the nontrivial susy charges in (396)
form a two dimensional representation in the space spanned by

l̂ b) > \vù = a |^b)i (399)

where a* is the creation operator of the fermionic £7-zero-mode. This is a
short multiplet, its half as long as the massive irreducible representation,
and therefore the BPS saturation condition (395) is protected against per-
turbative corrections, as discussed in section 4.

However, if there indeed is a second fermionic zero mode in the model
as postulated in [96,97], in second quantization it would be present in the
mode expansion of the fermionic quartet U and V,

1 = °i ( n ) + °n ( n ) + c.c + non-zero modes. (400)

As a result, there would then be a further degeneracy, namely a quartet of
BPS states

\v), a\\v), a\\v), a\a\\v) (401)

comprising two short multiplets of Af = 2 susy, which together have as
many states as one long multiplet without BPS saturation. As stressed
in [97], the standard argument for stability of BPS saturation under quantum
corrections from multiplet shortening [146] thus would not be applicable.

However, we shall now show that there is in fact only a single fermionic
zero mode in a vortex background with winding number n = 1. To this end,
we first observe that the zero modes must lie in U, because V is governed
by the operator LÜ of Eq. (321), whose only zero mode solution is VQ = 0.
A zero mode for U must satisfy LU = 0, and to analyze this equation we
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follow [97] and set if>i{x,y) = e'u-ï+")»u(r) and A2 = ei{j+\)ed{r). The
equation Lf/ = 0 reduces then to

= o,

where / = / ( r ) and a = a(r) satisfy / ' = ff and a' = re 2( / 2 —e2). Iterating
this equation yields

(403)

Given a solution for u, the corresponding solution for d follows from LU = 0.
For given j , this equation has two independent solutions, a linear combi-

nation of which yields solutions which decrease exponentially fast as r —> oo.
Hence, both solutions should be regular at r = 0. For j ^ ^, one has, using
f(r -»• 0) ~ r",

•01 ~ u ~ rn(CirJ'~5 + C2r~u~ï )) for r -> 0 (404)

which selects for n = 1 only j = — ̂ . This solution is the zero mode that
is obtained by transforming the background solutions (397,398). For j = \,
one finds for n = 1 nearr = 0

ip1 ~ C\ {x + iy) + C2 (x + iy) In r . (405)

For large r, ip\ ~ e~Tnrel6, as follows from (403). This solution corresponds
to the second fermionic zero mode postulated in Ref. [97].

However, while (405) is regular at the origin, the associated gaugino
component is not: (402) implies that

X1 ~ C2 — , (406).-.i - e

r

so this solution has to be discarded when C-2 ^ 0.
Similarly, one can show that for winding number n > 1 regularity of

the gaugino component generically requires that j < —\ so that the correct
quantization condition for normalizable fermionic zero modes is —n + \ <
j < — ̂ . Hence, there are n independent fermionic zero modes, not 2n as
concluded in [97]. It is in fact only the former value that agrees with the
results [80,96] obtained from the index theorem [139]. While it is true, as
remarked in [96], that in a particular gauge the bosonic zero modes, of which
there are 2n, satisfy a set of equations equivalent to those for the fermionic
zero modes, it also has to be noted that the linearly dependent solutions (^)
and i( 0 ) correspond to linearly independent solutions for the bosonic zero
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modes ôA and 6<f) (for an analogous case see eq. (3.8) of Ref. [138]). There
are therefore only half as many fermionic zero modes than there are bosonic
ones.

We thus conclude that for the basic vortex (winding number n = 1)
there is exactly one fermionic zero mode and this gives rise to a single short
multiplet at the quantum level. Standard multiplet shortening arguments
therefore do apply and explain the preservation of BPS saturation that we
verified at one-loop order.
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6 Conclusions

Topological static classical solutions represent an important part of the spec-
trum of a quantum field theory, especially concerning dualities as for example
mirror symmetry. The existence of a topological conservation law guaran-
tees the stability of these states in the quantum theory. We have seen that
BPS states have the special property that there exists an relation between
the mass and the central charge of these states, which can be protected
against higher order corrections. Nevertheless the mass and the central
charge both may receive quantum corrections. Only for models providing
a non-renormalization theorem the individual operators may be protected
against nontrivial corrections.

We have introduced a rather simple and elegant variant of dimensional
regularization by embedding the nontrivial BPS background in a higher di-
mensional model, which allows us to compute quantum corrections without
the need of discussing artificial boundary conditions and spurious bound-
ary energies. We observe two different sources for nontrivial corrections
to the central charge of the investigated BPS states. For M = 1 kink
and kink-domain wall states the central charge corrections are obtained
as an anomalous contribution from the momentum operator in the extra-
dimension, whereas for the J\f = 2 vortex the anomalous contribution to
the central charge vanishes. However, a nontrivial renormalization in the
vacuum sector, which is needed for consistency reasons and gauge invari-
ance, leads to a nontrivial correction of the mass and central charge. In all
considered cases we are able to formulate the anomalous contribution as a
surface term, because the Dirac operators form a susy-quantum mechanical
system in the BPS background. In the case of a non-vanishing anomalous
contribution the correction is related to an infrared property of the theory,
namely the topology of the BPS background. It is typical for anomalies that
they emerge in UV-calculation but at the same time have an IR origin. The
second source for the correction is in contrast to the anomalous contribu-
tion a purely UV-effect. An important difference between the two cases is
that the boundary of the nontrivial spatial directions is in the anomalous
case non-compact, namely the two points at spatial infinity, where for latter
the spatial boundary is the compact manifold S1 and surface term vanish.
Therefore we conjecture that also for the four-dimensional monopole, where
the spatial boundary is also compact, the anomalous contribution vanishes.

For all considered cases we observe BPS saturation at the one-loop level
which is understood as a result of multiplet shortening. In the two dimen-
sional case the multiplet shortening results in a single-state super-multiplet
which forms a curious ground state in the topological sector, which does not
have a definite fermion parity in the usual sense. But as we have shown also
in this case exists a well defined parity operator.
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A One-loop integrals in dimensional regulariza-
tion

A.I Feynman parameters

With the Feynman parameterization

1

o [xA + (l-x)B]2 (407)

typical denominators of one-loop integrands containing two propagators are
rewritten as

1 1

k2 + m2 — ie (p + k)2 + m2 — ie

dxr1

/„ P + (1 - x)p)2 - (1 - x)2p2 + (1 - x)p2 + m2- ie}2 '

/

i dx

[k'2 + x(l-x)p2 + m2-ie]2'
where in the last equality we have substituted k' = k + (1 — x)p —> J dPk' =

A.2 Wick rotation

To evaluate the fco-integration along the contour determined by the pole
prescription ie we close the contour in the first and third quadrant, so that
no pole is enclosed. Assuming that the integrand vanishes on the auxiliary
contour, i.e. for \k$\ -» oo, one gets for integrands regular in first and second
quadrant (ie-pole prescription). For F\caux —»• 0:

/•oo /"too poo
/ dk°F{- • • + ! £ ) = / dk°F(. . . ) = * / dk°EF{ik°E... ) , (409)

J—oo J—ioo J—oo

where in the last equality we substituted k° = ikE.

A.3 't Hooft-Veltman-Euclidean integrals

The magic of dimensional regularization is to evaluate the integrals in D
dimensions and analytical continue the result as a function of D:

I
I

dDiE 1 1 r(n-f)
( 2 T T ) D ( 4 + A ) " (4TT)0/2 r(n) l '

(2TT)0 ( 4 + A)11 (47r)°/2 2 r(n)
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Gamma function T(z) The Gamma function is uniquely defined over the
complex plane C and has simple poles at z = 0, — 1, - 2 , . . . . It is a solution
of the functional equation (recursion)

T(z + l)=zT(z). (411)

Special values and expansions are

F ( - l + | ) | e_o = - \ ~ 1 + 7 + O(e), (412)

where 7 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

A.4 One loop integrals for Majorana fermions

We give here only the fermionic one loop contributions. The needed bosonic
one loop integrals are contained in the fermionic ones.

A.4.1 Tadpole

Using the Feynman rules section 2 the fermionic tadpole-graph is given by:

(p" — im)
2TT)D p2 + m2 — ie

= W 2 À / f P.ED 2 ] 2 = i2XvmD-'^^, (413)
J {2-K)D pz

E + m2 (4T:)D/2

where we have used that Tr(-yß) = 0 and Tr(Im) = 2m. It is important to
include a symmetry factor | for Major ana fermions.

A.4.2 3-vertex loop

For the in two dimensions finite two point correction one obtains:

... _ i ( ;.fcT\2( I \ / F . a K (p im) [fc-\- p vm)

5

= x[ dPk 2(k2 + kp-m2)
J (2n)D [k2 + m?][(k + p)2 + m2]' [ '
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where we have again used Tr(-yß) = 0 and Tr( l ) = 1. Using the Feynman
parameterization (407) and the Wick rotation (409) one gets for(414):

_2A f1
 dx f

 d°k

Jo J (2n)D
[k* - Ap(x) + ief ~

^i^±^§, (415)
TT)D [k% + A{x)]2

where we have used that the numerator under the variable transformation
used in (408) writes as

k2 + kp + m2 -*[k - (1 - x)p]2 + [k - (1 - x)p]p + m2

= k2 + x(x — \)p2 + m2 + terms linear in k

= k2 + Ap(x) + terms linear in k, (416)

and that the terms linear in k do not contribute. Performing the ^-integration
with the help of (410) we get for (415):

2iX J^Dj2 [f r(1 - T ) - r (2 - f )] £ dx[Ap(x))%-\ (417)

with the recursion formula (411) we get finally for the 3-vertex fermion loop:

B Quantum mechanical susy systems

Here we collect briefly some facts about factorization and isospectral opera-
tors, which will be extensively needed for solving fluctuation equations. We
follow [33]. Assume an given operator can be factorized as follows

Hi = A^A. (419)

This operator is obviously hermitian and has an complete set of normalized
eigen functions

) = ô{x-x'). (420)

Here m stands for a set of quantum numbers and also the symbolic sum in
(420) means a suitable summation/integration over this set. Also 6(x — x')
is symbolic for the unit in vector and functional space. There exists an
isospectral operator

H2 = AAl (421)
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Which is also obviously Hermitian and thus has an normalized complete set
of eigen functions

*) = S(x - x'). (422)

The spectra are related as follows: First of all the operators are positive
semidefinite:

(^W^) = E$ = IIA^H2 > 0, (423)

and exactly analogously one obtains the positivity for K2- Now because of
the special form of H\t2 for non-zero eigenstates the eigen- functions and
values are related as follows: For each eigen function tpm' of Hi with non-
zero eigenvalue

(424)

follows that Aipin' is an eigen function of the susy-partner Hamiltonian H2

H2(A^) = AAiAtft = EW(A^). (425)

On the other Hand is for each eigen function ipm of H2 with non-zero
eigenvalue

Hrt&>=AAW*> = EMi,W, (426)

follows that A f tpm is an eigen function of the susy-partner Hamiltonian H\

H2{AW*>) = AtAAty® = 2$>(Aty£>). (427)

Thus up to zero-modes all eigen functions of H\ = A^A are algebraically
related to the eigen functions H2 = AA^ and vice versa. The relations are
as follows:

(428)

(429)

(430)

The left hand side of (429,430) is normalized if the ip's on the right hand
side are normalized.
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C 4D-superfields and WZ-gauge

Here we set up our spinor and superspace conventions in four dimensions.
We closely follow [141] and [9]:
Space:

r/mn = ( - , + , + , + ) , e0123 = 1 = -£0123 (431)

Spinors:

--(-l,-â)aa. (432)

Grassmann derivatives:

= -eaßdß , da = -eaßd
ß,

= da + i(amë)adm , Dà = -8à - i{9am)àdm (433)

and the same for da acting on 6ß a.s.o.
Grassmann integration:

dOa9
ß = Sß

a d9a = -eaßd9ß (434)

d92 = \d9ad9a , d92 = \d9àd9à , d94 = d92d92 (435)

fd92 92 = 1= fd9292. (436)

Chiral SF The chiral SF is defined by Dâ$ = 0 an can be written as

$ = <p{y) + V29ip{y) + 92F{y) , ym = xm + i9am9 (437)

Vector SF The real vector SF V = V is given by

V = B + 9X + 9X + 92C + 92C

-9am9Am + i929(X + \ömdmx) - i929{\ - \amdmx)

(438)

where Am,B, D are real. Super gauge transformations leave the reality
condition invariant, i.e.

V^V' = V + i{A-Ä) , A ~(L,VA,i5A) ...chiral. (439)
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In components this writes as

SB = i(L-L*) , 6C = iFA , SX = O , 6D = 0 (440)

6X = iV2ipA , 6x = -iV2JA , ÔAm = dm(L + L*). (441)

In the WZ-gauge one chooses A such that

B = x = C = 0. (442)

For the vector V field one obtains

Vwz = -0am6Am + i02ê\ - i920\ + \0262D
T/2 _ 1/3232,4 2
VWZ — ~2U U A

i = 0, (443)

so that ev becomes polynomial in the WZ-gauge. The gauge invariant field
strength is defined as

Wa = -\D2DaV , Wà = -\D2DàV. (444)

They are chiral and anti-chiral, respectively and fulfills the Bianchi identity
DaWQ = DàW

à.

D Dimensional reduction

Here we discuss some details of the dimensional reduction of (chiral) spinors
from four to three dimensions. The main constraint comes from the fact
that the spinors have definite transformation properties from their four-
dimensional origin. Identifying two-component chiral 4£>-spinors with three-
dimensional two component Dirac spinors the restricted 4D transformations
have to realize a Lorenz transformation of ZD Dirac spinors. The four-
dimensional SL(2, C) transformations are restricted to three dimensional
transformations as follows:

6ipa = -U0-iv)a fa , S\à = -U$ + iv)3 >P (445)

= (0,0, </?) . . . rotations in xy — plane

= iy\i V2i 0) • • • boosts in x, y directions,

where as three dimensional Dirac spinors transform as

HD = \U^V^D , £ ^ = I [ y , 7 " ] . (446)

We now make the following identifications:

i>D = i\>a , \D = -il°Xà , 7M = (^3 , -^2 ,^ ) . (447)
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With this choices the transformations in (445) and (446) coincide. The
choice for Aß is such that the Yukawa coupling has a simple form in three
dimensions. The 3D fermionic Lagrangian reads: 44

£F,3£> = -X>A - tpflip + eN-ipip - iy/2e{4>\<p - Xip4>). (448)

This Lagrangian has the same form as in [97]. But note that the represen-
tation of the gamma matrices (447), which were determined by the form of
the kinetic term of the ip-Re\d, differ by a relative sign from [97]. This cor-
responds to the two inequivalent representations in odd (three) dimensions
for the Clifford algebra.

A different possibility of the dimensional reduction is to work with Ma-
jorana spinors and Majorana representations in four and three dimensions:

Choosing a Majorana representation for the three dimensional gamma ma-
trices j ß also the four dimensional representation is real. The crucial point
is the transformation property. With (449) the restricted four dimensional
Lorentz generators are block diagonal:

0 \
) (450>

Thus the bi-spinor components of the real four spinor,

transform correctly as three dimensional two-component spinors. The di-
mensional reduction in terms of ipi,ip2 and analogously for Ai, A2 leads to
the Lagrangian obtained by [119]. The three dimensional spinors in (448) a
related to the 3D Majorana spinors as follows:

ip = ipi - iif>2 , A = A i + i A 2 . (452)

E Polar and holomorphic coordinates

Holomorphic coordinates we define an technical grounds through the deriva-
tives as follows:

id2 =» A t = £>i ± iD2 (453)

iX2 => XiYi = i(X+y_ + X-Y+). (454)
44Here we dimensionally reduce trivially, i.e Ö3 = 0.
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(453) implies for the spatial coordinates x^ ~ \{xl ^ ix2), and (454) refers
to a one form.
Polar coordinates are defined äs usual:

rp . rp .

x\ = rcosö , X2 = rs inö =>• dir = — , diO = —en — . (455)
r J r

ox?
, Xk = -—Xi>, (456)

dX

Prom the transformation rules

dxk
M< = -z—oxi'

one obtains

f) = ( CœXx V'm% ) • x> = ~x- -^~
XoJ \— r s i n l i + rcos X2 ) r r

Thus the holomorphic field components and covariant derivatives expressed
in polar coordinates read

A± = e±i6(Ar±-A0) , D± = e±i6(Dr±-D8). (458)
r r
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